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Fr. Murray Appointed
To National Health Post
NEWARK Rev. Ilarrold
A. Murray, assistant director
of hospital* of the Newark
Archdiocese, has been ap-
pointed executive director of
the National Catholic Welfare
Conference's Rureau of Health
and Hospitals. The appoint-
ment was made by the admin-
istrative board of the NCWC
and announced this week by
Archbishop Boland.
Father Murray has been as-
sistant to Msgr. Thomas J.
Conroy, director of hospitals
here, since 1939 He has also
been administrative coordina-
tor of St. Mary's Hospital. Or-
ange. ami a member of the
advisory board of nine hos-
pitals, six schools of nursing
and one school of practical
nursing in the archdiocese.
Father Murray has been re-
leased from the archdiocese to
begin bis new duties next
month.
In the NCWC post he suc-
ceeds the lute Msgr. Donald
A McGowan who died in
August.
THE BUREAU of Health
and Hospitals is part of the
Social Action Department of
NCWC. As executive director,
Fihter Murray will sit cn
the advisory board of the
Catholic Hospital Association
ami will work with the Amrr
lean Hospital Association and
Joint Commission on Accredt
tation of Hospitals He will
also represent Catholic inter-
ests in federal legislation
dealing with hospitals, such
as the Hill Burton Act
In addition his duties will
Involve liaison work with the
National Council of Cath-
olic Nurses and the Federation
of Catholic Physicians Guilds
He will serve, ex officio, as
chairman of the national group
of Bishops' representatives for
hospital*
"My duties will Involve a
great deal of close personal
contact with Catholic hospitals
all over the country." he add-
ed
■ will be doing a lot of
traveling, r shop Joseph B
Bruntnl. the episcopal chair-
man. told me, ‘You have no
idea of the task that is be-
fore you”*
FATHER MURRAY comes
to his new position uniquely
equipped for an understand-
ing of the various problems in-
volved ui the health profes-
sions "Except for the six
years spent In the seminary.
**
he said. "I have been dose
to doctors or hospitals all my
life "
His father. Dr Ilarrold A.
Murray, served as medical di-
rector of St Michael s H«t.
pital. Newark. 1933 37, and
founded the pediatrics depart-
ments at both St Michael's
and St James Hospital He ts
currently practicing in Sea
Girt and is head of the state
romtmssion currently studying
the problem of mistreated
children
Father Murray grew up in
Newark and attended Good
Counsel School. Scion Hail
Prep and University He stud-
ied at Immaculate Conception
Seminary. Darlington, and was
ordained In IM*
His first assignment to
St. Teresa’s. Summit, where
he remained for 10 years,
serving also as Catholic chap-
lin at Overlook and Fair
Oaks hospitals He was also
assistant moderator of the
Union County CYO and a
member of the Municipal
Youth Guidance Council in
Summit.
•AFTER HIS appointment to
the hospital post. Father Mur-
ray went bark to school, tak-
ing hia master's degree in ed-
ucation from Seton Hall and
also studying hospital admin-
istration at St Louis
University in 1960 *nd hospit-
al accounting at Rutgers in
1962
He received his degree from
Sstrvn Hail i.us year
from Seton Hall this year.
Father Murray has served
in a wide variety of health-
connected organirations in
N J. ami on several commit-
tees of the N J Hospital As-
sociation. the Hospital snd
Health Council of Newark
and Vicinity and the N J Con-
ference of Catlvolic Hospitals
FATHER MUBRAY
Couples Say:
Visits to Negroes
Should Be Returned
SOUTH ORANGE - Couples
who took part in the home
visitation between Negro and
white families Oct 27 were
unanimous in jtating their
writlingness to return the visits.
Rev. Edwin V. Sullivan, chair-
man of the Set on Hall Depart-
ment of Sociology, reported
this week
The vtiils. made by its
white couples to Negro homes,
were arranged through the co-
operation of parishes in Mont-
clair. Verona, Orange and
Newark with Seton Hall There
were 160 couple* involved and
RS Individuals responded to the
questionnaire.
FIFTY-ONE respondents
aaid their attitudes had
changed favorably toward the
other race Thirty four others
riaimed no change, based on
a favorable attitude prior lo
the visits One white respond
ent said
"I believe I sympathlird
with them and understood
their problem and wanted
them to have equality in every
way before our visit how-
ever, it was in a general, ob-
jective way. A desire before
to help a stranger now' per-
haps to help a friend
"
AU who answered said that
they would be willing to have
the visits returned Msny
white couples indicated they
would invite friend* of neigh-
bors also
The majority expressed a de-
sire fo keep the groups small
to allow for more detailed and
open discussion. Over 90% sug-
gested the program be ex-
panded.
Other Stories on Race
Pape 3
20 Workshops at Race Conference
NEWARK Bishop John J.
Dougherty, president of Seton
Hall University, will be one of
the keynote speakers at the
New Jersey Conference on Re-
ligion and Race Jan. 26-27 at
the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic
City.
THERE WILL BE three
keynote speakers at the open-
ing supper Jan 26. Rabbi
Joachim Prim of Newark and
Rev. Theodore Rath, president
of Rloomfield College, will
present the Jewish and Protes-
tant viewpoints.
Before the supper there will
be committee meetings and
exhibits on various aspects of
the racial problem. After sup-
per. there will be meetings
and briefing* for 20 workshops
the following day.
WORKSHOPS will be held In
four general fields: equal em-
ployment opportunity: Uta
ethical dimensions of* fair
housing; non-discrimtnatory
goal* and methods in educa-
tion and civil society and pro-
fessions.
Each workshop will begin
with a paper read by an ex-
pert in the field. Resource
persons will be present to
offer comment. The groups
will be limited in size end
registrants will be asked to
present alternate choices in
case their first choice is al-
ready filled.
PARTICIPANTS will be di-
vided Into four groups for
lunch and each will be ad-
dressed by an expert on a dif-
ferent phase of the problem.
Rev. Gerard J. Murphy. SJ..
of SI Peter's College, will
speak on moral foundations of
approaches to fair housing;
James Pawley of the Essex
County Urban League on soci-
ological Impact of restrictive
employment practices; Rev.
Ben Anderson of Princeton on
the ethical obligations of the
community toward dropouts,
and Rabbi Israel Dresner of
Springfield on the moral chal-
lenge to the community.
There will also be a business
meeting for conference leaders
that morning at which plans
will be made for a continuing
organization and future con-
ference*. After the workshop*,
there will be a summation and
an evening conference for of-
ficers and delegates of con-
ference sponsors.
REV. HOWARD Woodson,
president of the New Jersey
chapter of the NAACP, Is gen-
eral chairman of the confer#-
encr Rev. Aloysius J. Welsh,
archdiorrxan coordinator of
interracial Justice programs,
I* in charge of the program.
Rev Thoms* J. Boyle, pastor
of Our Lady of Victories, Pat-
erson. represents his diocese.
In Christmas Talk
Pope Cites 3 Needs,
Trip to Holy Land
VATICAN CITY-Pope Paul
VI addressed himself to three
"great needs' in his first
Christmas message to the
world—food for the world a
hungry mouth*, technical aid
lor emergug nations, and
peace
He said the solution can be
found in. the meaning of
Christmas itself love and a
unity of mankind based oo the
link -which Christ forged be
tween God itnd man
THE POPE also referred f<»
his Jan 4 6 pilgrimage to the
Holy l-and and stressed snew
that its purpose is purely re-
ligious He said one intention
will be to pray for Christian
unity—that there may be "one
fold and ooc shepherd "
In looking at. the world's
problems, the Holy F'atlver
said: "First ts hunger
... It
has now been scientifically
proved to us that more than
half of the human raca has
not enough food Entire gen-
erations «f children, even to-
nsy. sre dying or suffering
because of indescribable pov-
erty "
The Pontiff said his mission
of supreme shepherd makes
him look "with grest sym-
pathy and loving interest" on
new nations achieving Inde-
pendence in Africa and Asia.
Birth Control and Public Policy
Tax-Paid Birth Control
Problem Looms Larger
By RUSSELL SHAW
.VCtl ( Win Smut
What lies ahead for the na-
tion on the controversial u»u#
of birth control and public pol-
icy'
Precise answers are impos-
sible. but a nationwide NCWC
News Service survey concludes
that the problem is going to
assume even greater promt
nrnee m the years ahead
Many factors influence this
judgment, but two above all
have commanding weight on
the domestic front, the prob-
lem of public welfare, and on
the international scene the
problem of overpopulation
IT WAS THE welfare prob-
lem 'that motivated Arnold
Ms re moot, former chairman
of the Illinois Public Aid Com-
mission. in his ill starred bat-
tle a year ago for a program
of birth control services to pub-
lic aid recipient* The link be-
tween illegitimacy and soar-
ing welfare costs was plain.
Marrmont claimed that over IT
years his plan would save
the state 947 million in wellare
payments for the births or
non births —of one year alone
The problem, together with
the suggestion that tax paid
birth control is Its solution, is
scsrcely exclusive with Il-
linois During the last session
of the West Virginia legula-
ture, a bill waa introduced pro-
viding for sterilization of all
indigent persons living on wel-
fare; It died m committee. In
IVUwarv, a state senator sug-
gested at welfare budget hear-
ings that the Mate might cut
olf aid lo unwed mothers with
more than two children whn
refused to undergo sterilua-
tioo. the proposal was not tak-
en up
Till: IWt'E has been raised
in many other places ra recent
days foe exajnpie m New
York. California South Caro-
lina. North Carolina Nevada,
Colorado and Wisconsin These
developments have prompted
sharp exchanges between ad-
voeatea and opponent* of tax-
pad birth control
The battle continue* else-
where Says an observer m a
northers industrial Mate 'The
t«*«* of a public barth control
program I* certainly a topic
of continuing cosversifies
among officials responsible
for public Welfare, at well as
some oeganualkoni We antici-
pate that this will increase be-
cause the financial burden of
welfare is (erring the individu-
al administrators to grasp at
any straw which looks like a
means of reducing the finan-
cial burden
"
From Pennsylvania come*
the report of ' persistent talk
of the needs to set up
family planning clinic* for per-
sons on public assistance "
The executive director of the
Dos Moines Planned Parent-
hood renter recently laid it oo
the line in these words'
"Every person in lowa who
I* * recipient of any kind of
welfare, whether it be medi-
cal or financial help, ts en-
titled to receive birth control
of their choice tf they want it.
Just because Roman Catho-
lic* think non rhythm methods
sre religiously wrong for Cath-
olic* u no reason for them to
block the use for a non Cath-
olic "
A SOMEWHAT different
problem exists in two states—
Connecticut and Massachu-
setts where strict anti-birth
control laws remain oo the
books.
In Connecticut, where litiga-
tion and repeal efforts estend
hack over a quarter of a cen-
tury. the legislation hi* be-
come a focal point of conflict
Involving community mores
and theories of what consti-
tutes good law Currentl) a
new test of the Connecticut
law is wortiag its way toward
the l’ S Supreme Court
The peculiar sensitivity of
these anti birth control sta-
tutes was explained by an ob-
server in Massachusetts
"The Massachusetts laws on
these subject* generally pass-
ed by a Protestant majority
tn the 19th century, are in
quite close conformity with
Catholic principles There is
tittle or MS perfect of rjveng
tog these lawn 4* the Vsguia-
ture or by referendum
' The general Catholic atti-
tude teems to be this We did
not legislate our personal toot-
•ldy but found that existing
legislation harmonises with it
When we are asked to repeal
laws that f although he* passed
by usi conform with mar moral
principle*, we are reluctant to
do to "
PUBLIC OPINION on birth
control and public policy it
not unanimous, nor Is K even
altogether polarised between
Catholic opposition on the one
band and nonCatholic support
on ttw other
In some instances Negro
vpikrsmm have criticised pro-
posals for tax paid birth con-
trol programs on the grounds
that most of the births to be
"controlled" are in fact Negro
births
Much resentment seemscen-
lost of a Series
Early Deadline
Next Issue
Because of the New
Veer's holiday, the Jan 8
issue of The Advocate wiU
go to preaa on Monday in-
stead of Tuesday
Parish, club and organ-
isational news should be
submitted no later than
Friday, Dec 27.
Stresses Almsgiving
Pope Urges Religious
Christmas Observance
VATICAN CITY (R.NS)
"Keep Christ in Christmas"
was the implicit theme of a
talk tn which Pop* Paul VI.
at hi* midweek general au-
dience, exhorted a large num-
ber of pilgrims to celebrate
the holy season "religiously
"
Speaking in turn in Italian.
French, German. Spanish and
English the Pontiff deplored
profane and insensitive"
influence* that detract from
the sacred character of Christ-
mas
At the same lime, he urged
that Chrutmas be a time of
showing k»ve and charity to-
ward the poor, even to the ex-
tent of making personal vac
rtftee* for the needy
THE POPE said Christ
mas comes to make us better
understand the communion of
thoughts and graces of Catho-
lic life, and in this communion
we express to you our best
wishes for th* forthcoming
feast "
"This moment." he said,
"appears to us so precious
that we should like lo take
advantage of it to add to our
good wisbes some fatherly ex-
bortationv lot a better cele-
bration of the Christmas fee**
They are obvtouv exhortations,
but perhaps you will not mu»d
hearing them from us
Mill you. shove all. ole-
brste Christmas religiously
Such * recommendation might
seem almost offensive, if r-oe
did not know that the feast
which is. par excellence, a
Christian one— that of the
Birth of Jesus Christ into the
world, of the divine Incarna-
tion of the Word of God hat
become in our time ami in
our society surrounded by
what t* ever more profane and
insensitive to the true value of
the Chrutian feist "
POPE PAUL ALSO urged
that the family character of
Christmas be observed, lay-
ing
"Jesus, born into the world,
sanctified human life in Ills
earliest years in infancy. He
sanctified the family, mother-
hood in particular He sancti-
fied the human home, where
the deepest natural affections
meet
He sanctified our life,
such s* it is. with tu affec-
tion*. its vicissitudes, its tri-
ab. tt* work, earthly and hesv-
cn!> destiny ■
Enjoy jour Christmas as
far a* possible with your desr
ones Give them your affec-
tiop. show your fidelity to that
family from whom you re-
ceived the beginnings of your
Christian education Bring to
jour home*, in our name, a
'pecul greeting, a special
ble*»ing. really snd truly in
the holy Christmas spirit."
POPE PAUL concluded by
underscoring the importance of
Chrutmas giving to the poor,
making two special recommen-
datioos
• May your chanty comprise
some sacrifice, a giving up of
something It will then have
the value and the merit of a
thing that has its cost. And
let your chanty be done for
Ihe love of the Lord. This ts
what gives it higher value snd
a claim to divine recompense. M
TOP SALESMAN - LorettaBujas of Immoculate Conception High School, Lodi, accepts
her prize for being the top salesman in the recent Adcocate subscription crusade fropm
Archbishop Boland Dec. 20 at the Chancery Office. The other top prize-winners look [?]
left to right, Eileen O'Rourke of St. Thomas, Bloomfield; Susan Schweikart of Holy Trin-
ity High School, Westfield, and Paul Dillon of St. Theresa's Summit.
Pope-Patriarch Talks Uncertain
Am AJtom, Sru’l Summit
y
The status of the projected
meeting between Pope Paul
and Orthodox Patriarch Ath-
enagoras of Constantinople
was cloaked in diplomatic con-
fusion this week as the Pon-
tiffs historic
trip to the Holy
Land drew near.
The meeting, first suggested
by tho Patriarch. Is expected
to take place in Jerusalem
during the papal Journey. Rut
Just when a story in L'Osscrv-
store Romano, the Vatican
dally, had apparently confirm-
ed the meeting, there were
rumblings from the East that
indicated plans might be
changed.
L'OtBERVATORE printed a
front paga story Dec 18 from
Damascus, Syria. staUng that
the Patriarch would meet
Pope Paul during his trip. ,
The Damascus story waa
basad on an announcement by
Patriarch Thcodoaslus VI of
the Eaatern Orthodox Church
of Antioch and the Entire
Eaat. The meeting would be
the first rocounter between a
Roman Pontiff and the spir-
itual leader of Orthodoxy in
more than five centuries
Printing of the story in the
Vatican City daily was coo-
stdered as tantamount to Vati-
can confirmation of the re-
port. It is believed
extremely
unlikely that such a story
would be carried by the paper
without the approval of the
Vatican Secretariat of State.
At the same time a report
from Athens staled that the
ruling body of the Orthodox
Church of Greece went onrec-
ord as opposing a trip by Pa-
triarch Athenagoras to meet
with Pope Paul. It was report-
ed that tha Holy Synod of tha
Greek Orthodox Church de
elded that such a trip by Pa-
triarch Athenagoras "would
hear oo fruit." The Orthodox
P-ImaU of Greece. Archbishop
Chryaostomoe, waa reported
•» being strongly opposed to
the aoeounter.
LATER, patriarch Tbeo-
doesiui VI withdrew his an-
nouncement when it was call-
ed premature by an Ortiiodox
spokesman in Istanbul (Con-
stantinople). Patriarch Theo-
doasius said after issuing hi*
announcement that Patriarch
Athenagoras had definitely de-
cided to see the Pope but that
such a meeting would have to
be approved by a majority of
Orthodox patriarchs.
In Athens, abbots of three of
Greece's major Orthodox mon-
asteries, in a proclamation ad-
dressed to "all th* Orthodox
people," declared that no
meeting between Pope Paul
and Patriarch Athenagoras
should be held until tha Pope
renounces his primatlal
claims.
Vatican officials hava re-
fused to make any formal
comment oo the delicate ne-
gotiation* being carried on by
tho Orthodox, saying that tho
Orthodox must decide the mat-
ter (or themselves. But they
pointed out that tha Vatican
haa ahown a favorable attitude
toward the meeting by sending
Rt)f. Pterr* Duprey, W.F., un-
dersecretary for Orthodox Re-
lations of the Secretariat for
Promoting Christian Unity, to
Istanbul to inform Patriarch
Athenagoras of the Pope's rea-
sons for his pilgrimage.
Meanwhile, plans Ior the
trip went uo and an itinerary
—"subject to laihmmute
change"—was released.
Pope Paul will leave Rome
Saturday. Jan. 4, flying non-
stop to Amman, capital of Jor-
dan. ll* will be met by King
Hussein, riding with him in a
motorcade through the city.
Huhops of all Eastern Rites
in the Middle East will also
be present
The Pontiff will continue by
ear to Jerusalem, nearly 60
miles away, where he will
lunch and rest at the Apos
tolic Legation. At 4 p.m. the
papal party will drive to the
Damascus Gate where the
Pontiff will leave his car and
walk into th* Old City. The
Pop* will proceed to the Via
Dolorosa, following the route
Christ took oo the way to Cal-
vany—from the third to the
eighth stations. Then the pro-
cession will go to th* Church
of the Holy Sepulcher.
THE HOLY FATHER wiU of-
fer Mass over the tomb of
Christ, then return to his car
for the drive bark to Hi* le-
gation. At 10:30 p m. the Pope
will be driven to the Church
of the Agony in the Garden of
Gethsemane where be will
hear the Gospel of the Agony.
Then be will-return to the le-
gation for the night.
Early the following morn-
ing, the papal party will drivn
through Jordan to Nasareth.
in Israel. The entourage will
enter Israel at Janntn, north
of Israel. Other detail* in th#
day's schedule have yet to bo
announced At 2:30 pm. tha
group ia due to return to Je-
rusalem. driving through tha
Maqdrlbaun\ Gate.
Pope Paul was not expected
to enter Israel in Jerusalem
because of the strictly reli-
gious character of his visit. U
was believed possible that
TOYS FOR TOTS - Archbishop Boland made his annual inspection of the toys to be
Resented by the Mt. Carmel Guild to needy children Dec. 19. He is shown with Msgr.
Joseph A. Dooling, moderator of the guild, and Mrs. Theodore C. Dolch of East Or-
ange and Mrs. Louis C. Milford of Newark, co-chairmen. Mrs. Milford is celebrating
her 35th year of service to the giuld.
(Continued on Page 2J
(Continued oo Page 3)
tered on the notion that wel-
fare recipient* are somehow
living high at public expense.
But this explanation ignores
the plain fact of misery among
the Indigent and (alls to ex-
plain how high living is pos-
sible on a welfare pittance
Keeping up a drumfire for
relaxation of restrictive law*
or enactment of public birth
control programs are the or-
ganized birth control advocate*
tn auch groups aa Planned Par-
enthood.
Supporters of an activist
government policy in this area.
pointing to a global population
estimate of 25 billion by the
year 2070. insist that large-
scal* expenditures of govern-
ment fundi for contraceptive
purposes gr* essential to cop*
with the problem. Catholic
spokesmen have stressed Cath-
olic opposition to the dia of
tax money for artificial birth
control.
It remain* to b# seen wheth-
er some compromise U possi-
ble, limiting government sup-
port to basic rntearch and
perhaps to torn* universally
acceptable technique of family
planning.
such an entry would be re-
garded by some as recognition
of Jerusalem as the Israeli
capital Although Israel re-
gards the part of the city un-
der its control as its capital,
both the Holy See and the
United Nations have called for
its Internationalization.
ON MONDAY, Jan. 6. Pope
Paul will drive to Bethlehem,
10 miles from Jerusalem, to
celebrate Mass at the manger.
A public reception will fol-
low.
The party will leave the Am-
man Airport on the return
flight to Rome at 4 30 pm
Governmenta have been eo-
operating with plans for the
trip wherever possible As
soon as the papal plane en-
ter* Jordanian air space, it
will be escorted by squadrons
of the nation * air force Jor-
dan also will issue a special
set of commemorative stamps
ta mark the pilgrimage
In Israel, some 6250 000 U
being allocated for various
improvements in connection
with the trip, including the
widening and paving of the
road to Mt Zion
LiturgyDecreeEmbodies Renewal
By REV. FREDERICK R. McMANUS
NCWC News Service
{Tb« author of the following article, the first of a strict
•n the sweeping liturgical reform provided for by lb* ecumeni-
*al council, serves as on* of the council's official advisers on
liturgical matters. He is a professor of Canon Law at the
Catholic University of America. Washington.)
By enacting the Second Vat-
ican Council’* first document,
the constitution on worship or
liturgy. Pope Paul VI and the
other Bishops made concrete
Pope John's goal In sum-
moning the council to re-
new the Church, to bring the
Church’s ways up to date.
The liturgical constitution
will go into effect for the
whole Church on the first Sun-
day of Lent, next Feb. 16. The
Importance of studying the
document in the interval is ob-
vious.
In it the council's mo-
tives and plans are made per-
fectly clear.
THLS DOCUMENT is the
real beginning of reform with-
in the Church. It affects the
single occasion when Catholics
cometogether every week, the
Sunday morning Mass. It con-
fronts what has been called
the "Sunday morningcrisis."
Four hundred years to the
day after the 1563 dosing of
the Council of Trent, Pope
Paul and the Fathers of the
present council decreed and is-
sued this new constitution. The
historical parallel goes deep-
er.
On Dec. 4. 1563. the Bishops
at Trent entrusted to the Pope
the task of revising the of-
ficial missal —and thus revis-
ing the Mass text and rites.
On Dec, 4, 1963, a similar
but much broader revision was
initiated, this time with care-
ful directives and explanations
of all the reasons for the re-
newal.
The eonstitution spells out
clearly the mind of the Church
concerning the renewal other
public worship But the prac-
tically minded have an imme-
diate question about the con-
stitution's effects: How soon
can we expect the Mau in
English? How soon can we ex-
pect the revision of the sac-
ramental rites?
PART OF THE answer -
the time element involves
risky speculation A better an-
swer is to describe the coun-
cil’s legislation on the liturgy
under four rough headings:
• Doctrinal Each of the
seven chapters of the constitu-
tion on worship has an im-
portant doctrinal introduction.
In the first chapter, for ex-
ample. there is a fundamental
section on the nature of public
worship and its significance in
the Church's whole life
The council explains that
"the preeminent manifestation
of the Church consists in the
full active participation of all
God’s holy people in these
liturgical celebrations, especi-
ally in the same Eucharist, in
a single prayer, gt one altar,
at which there presides tho
Rlshop aorrounded by hii col-
lege of priests and by his min-
ister*. ’’
In similar language the sac-
raments, the dally prayer or
office, and the Church year
are explained
All this should become the
ordinary teaching of Use
Church without delay, It sums
up and crystallites Catholic
doctrine on sacred worship: it
should be the starting point
for priests and teachers m
their explanation of the
Church at a worshiping com-
munity.
• Disciplinary. Under this
heading come the norm*
which will be effective on Feb.
16
They demand the Instruc-
tion of the people and their
full participation in the liturgy
now, irrespective of future
changes or the Introduction of
the vernacular languages into
worship; they give directions
for revised semlnsry training,
to that both studies and spir-
itual life will center about the
mystery of Christ the Lord
celebrated in the liturgy, for
the training of priests already
in the ministry, for the work
of diocesan liturgical commis-
sions.
In some cases, the regula-
tions are specific insisting,
for example, on the preaching
of sermons at all Sunday and
holyday Masses when the peo-
ple are present
Wliile the natural tendency
is to look ahead to changes
and reform*, the task of litur-
gical education and liturgical
participation i* immediate,
and much of the constitution
from the council deals with
such promotion.
• Episcopal. Much has been
written about the authority ol
the groups of Bishops in the
different areas of the world.
The liturgy constitution
changes the present rule
which reserves the regulation
of public worship rather strict-
ly to the Holy See
The most important In-
stance of this affects the use
of the mother tongues in (he
liturgy. Such concessions have
been msde by the council it-
self. but only on condition (hat
the bodies of Bishops, acting
collectively, take advantage of
the concession for their re-
spective territory Thus these
provisions of the constitution
go into effect, not on Feb 16.
hut when the Rlshops take ac-
tion
So far as the l’ S is con-
cerned. a preliminary an-
nouncement ha* already been
made The American Rtshops
agreed In adopt and accept
the constitution's concessions
In the matter of language. A
general meeting of the Bishops
Is expectrd to take place m
the spring when formal ap-
proval may be given to offi-
cial English translation* of lit-
urgical lexis and, it is hope,),
a definite date may be set (or
the vernacular concessions to
become effective
• Pspal The fmal category
comprises Ihe council s man-
dsle directed not to the Church
at large but to a commission
which will be set up by Ihe
Pope to revise the mis-
sal, breviary, ritual, etc. The
council has decided the prin-
ciples and the chief points;
the implementation must wait
until all of the details ara
worked out.
Here conjecture ia almost
useless It Is easy to predict
the kinds of changes in the
rite of Mass or in the sacra-
mental services; these are
clearly Indicated in the con-
stitution or in the writings of
experts.
What is uncertain is
the length of time needed:
perhaps only weeks or months
for broad changes, certainly
several years for the complete
revision of the service books
of the liturgy.
TIIE WHOLE picture of the
council’s liturgical renewal
may be quickly summed up.
Its doctrine on worship should
be studied and preached now.
Its discipline takes effect on
Feb !6, above all in the ac-
tive participation of the peo-
ple Two aspects of the con-
stitution must await furthrr
action the use of the vernacu-
lar depends on the approval
to be given by the body of
Bishops; the ritual reform de-
pends on precise decisions lo
be made by authority of the
Dope.
In quantity and quality the
norms of the constitution on
liturgical instruction and ac-
tivity are even more impor-
tant than the reform They are
at the root of all efforts to
renew the Church’* spirit
WALIINGTON CONVENT - Archbishop Boland dedicated the new convent at Sacred
Heart parish, Wellington, Dec. 22. He is shown laying the cornerstone as Rev. Alex-
ander F. Froncz[?]k, pastor, watches. The convent has accommodations for 16 Sisters and
was built at the cost of about $325,000.
People in the News
Rev. Brian J. Egan. 0.5.8.,
former president of St. Bern-
ard College. Cullman. Ala
,
has
been named chaplain of the
Newman Center of Pennsyl-
vania State University.
Msgr. Clarence D. White, a
St. Louis priest who has been
an assistant general secretary
of the National Catholic Wel-
fare Conference singe 19*0. has
been named pastor of St. Mon-
ica Church in Creva Coeur,
Mo
Auxiliary Bishop Edward E.
Swaastrom of New York, ex-
ecutive director of Catholic Re-
lief Services-NCWC, has been
named a commander of Ecu-
ador’s Order of Merit.
Rev. Raymood Lessard of
the Fargo (N.D.) Diocese, has
been appointed to the secre-
tariat of the Sacred Consis-
tonal Congregation of the Ro-
man Curia.
Rev. John W. Stafford. CS.
V.. of Evanston. 111., provincial
superior of the Clencs of St.
Viator, has been appointed to
the National Advisory Council
by Secretary of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare Anthony J.
Celebrexxe
Msgr. Timothy J. Flynn, di-
rector of the New York arch-
diocesan information bureau,
has been appointed adminis-
trator of the Church of the
Holy Family, which serves the
area of United Nations head-
quarters.
( aitsen
. . .
Introduced before the Sect*l
Congregation of Rises
u ere
tbe beatification catnet of :
Canon J. B Cornell** Betsey
pew born April IS. law, in
Malines. Belgium Founder of
the Brothers of Our Lady of
Mercy.
Mother Mary of ML Carmel
of the Child Jetns. born June
30. J 834. in Antequera. Spain
Foundrest TSUihe Franciscan
Sisters of the Sacred Hearts of
Jesus and Mary
The congregation alio esum-
med she u riling i of she Ial-
lotting healifi.atir.il camlet:
Rev. Ln!g| Vartari. SDR.
Born Vtarigi. Italy. Jan IS.
16T9; died Curuta. Argentina,
feb l. 1923 Founded the In-
stitute of the Sister Daugh-
ters of the Sacred Hearts of
Jesus and Mary In Bogota.
Columbia, where he was a
miss loner
Rev Wilhelm Eberstchwril-
er. S.J. Born Puttlingen. Ger-
many Dec 5. 1937; died Eta-
ten. Germany. Dec 23. 192!
A spiritual director in many
Jesuit bouses, he won fame for
his exceptional piety *
Sister Maria Ijsrrrsia ZJlerl
I*3*: died Parma Aug' 3. 1923
A general prioress in the Sis-
ters of St. Ursula, she ta cred-
ited with revitalizing the con-
gregation
The Holy Father's Week
Praise for Christian Workers
VATICAN CITY (NC> -
Pope Paul VI told members
of the Christian Association of
Italian Workers that the
Church created their organisa-
tion after World War II to beip
workers achieve their Just de-
mands without resorting to s
class struggle
Tbe Pope also said that he
sees signs that working mrn
realise that atheistic Marxism
has nothing to offer them
THE ASSOCIATION. a
branch of Italian Catholic Ac-
tion. cooperates with unions
in thetr programs
Tbe Pope said of its found-
ing
"It was necessary to open
up for the workers a transit! in
from being mere physical, un-
knowing tools of production ta
being conscious workers, more
and more ready for participa-
tion m the responsible and in-
tellectual phases of production
"It was necessary to oiler
the working classes the libe-
rating choice between clast
struggle and orderly progress
toward a more justly organ
tied society
"It was necessary to propose
to the working clast world a
formula that would inter-
pret the deep and legitimate
aspirations of the worker, edu-
cating turn to Just, well thought-
out claims in support of all
hu interests, material and
spiritual, tod to progressive
participation In every form of
social life, with a higher
sense of solidarity and respon-
sibility toward the good of all "
SPEAKING OF communism,
the Pope said "It seems to
us that we see a latent uneas-
iness to many hottest workers,
which may be on ihe verge of
becoming conscious These
workers are at last doubtful
whether tl it worthy of them
and useful to thetr cause to
yield supinely to the clamorous
and Insinustin* suggestions of
atheistic and subversive Marx
lam
"
Pope Paul said such workers
are now wondering ’ 'whether
they should not leak for s bel-
ter wsy. less questionable
from s scientific and socio-
logical point of view ’’
•
I*raise for Helgians
VATICAN CITY’ NC) -
Belgium's contribution to tbe
Church was praised by Pope
Paul in • broadcast over MrI-
gtan radio and television
"As you
can see the Church
love* and esteems your rows
try." he told the Belgians
"She knows whit services
your monasteries has*
rendered to the great causes
of liturgy and ecumenism She
doe* not forget that It Is from
Ihe heart of one of your sons
that came the vast and splen-
did movement of the Young
Christian Workers which has
now spread to five continents
Nor could she forget that Bel
gtum send* the elite of her
missionaries and her nuns to
the farthest corners of the
world "
•
Message to Ijot^ers
VATICAN OTY (NCI -
One of modern man’s prob-
lem* is that he ts "Jealous
of hts liberty" and is afraid
that the Lord may become the
master of hi* being." Pop#
Paul VI told a group of kalian
Catholic lawyers
The Pope said God has giv-
en man liberty "precisely so
that we should all icarn U> rr
turn it with an act of love to
Him ’’
The Pope said that 'unf:*-
lunately. many regard this fun
damental element of religion
a* being very difficult It de-
mands tension and discipline
which arc not always willingly
accepted And it may be tint
which justifies, or at least ex
plains. Ihe religious indiffer-
ence around us
"
At the same time modem
man is besei by spiritual sloth
and finds himself unable to
make the initial "spiritual
acts end restricts himself to
looking only toward the world
Faith is allowed to wrakrn
and religious practice slack-
ens Were the world truly hu-
man. were It to possess the real
disposition to pray, to desire,
to fix its gazr on heaven, it
would not b« disappointed
"
•
Talk to Scientists
VATICAN CITY <NC> -
Pope Paul VI reminded a
group of medical scientists
that science "stops before the
sacred thrcshhold of the soul
and of conscience" .and that
scientists then have to turn to
representatives of the spiritual
power in search of what they
lack.
The Pope raceived in aud-
itnea Dec 16 participant* in
a symposium organized by tha
University of Rome.
He said, after noting tha
limitations of sclenca:
"We shill say more. It ia
not only the aense of what it
lacks that turni true science
toward God. It la the natural
movement of its whole im-
pulse toward research, because
there is a deep harmony be-
tween the human intelligence
and Him who created It."
American Priests
VATICAN CITY (NO -
Pope Paul VI lauded the par-
ents of 56. newly ordained
priests of Rome's North Amer-
ican College for their ]fm-
erosj» offering to the Church."
The Pope welcomed the
priests as the new stewards
of the mysteries of God.” and
told thetr parents thetr sacri-
fice* for their tons ‘ have
been rewarded abundantly
with the consolations of these
days
"
Among those present
were the parents <*f Rev Rich-
ard Lsddy of the Newark Arch-
Fop* Paul spoke in lightly-
accented English He departed
from the prepared Uxt to
apologue for hu English. but
ha wax clearly understood
After hit talk be stepped down
from tail dais to rr.ee: the new
priests after giving them his
blessing
Archbishop Martin J O Con-
nor, rector of the North Amer-
ican College, introduced ihe
pr:e*ta and members of lb#
college faculty to the Pope
k
I isils tiling Prelates
VATICAN CITY’ <NC> -
Pope Paul VI left Vatican City
to suit three stek churchmen
Dec II
He catlexi <-« Andrea Cardi-
nal Julhrn of the Vatican staff
at Use San Carlo Hospital and
then stopped at the Apostolic
Chancery to visit Clemente
Cardinal Vicar*. Vicsr Gener-
al of Rome, who ha* been tli
for more than a year
f>n hu return to Vatican
City. U*e Pope stopped at the
Santa Marta Hospice, where
prelate official* of the Cuna
live to visit Archbishop An-
gelo Rntta, feymeriy of the
Vatican diplomatic staff
THE AVERAGE income cf
North Jersey Catholic families
it 69.545 and you can reach
them with ads in The Advo-
cate
Aid for Schools, Test Ban
Top Congressional Acts
By RUSSELL SHAW
Washington iso n>*
**:b Congress, now between
sessions, has already acted on
several issues of interest to
religious groups and will lac*
many more when it resumes
work Jan 7
The Blh Congress in the
preceding 12 months took these
actions of m*} r concern t
church groups
n Pasted two big aid to-ed-
tsraUon measures a 61 2 hi)
Lon college cotuthuctlbn .pro-
gram and a irv 4 million
medical and dental school con-
struction program.
• ' f*d 1 . n:t*d in-
clear tes? ban treaty wtuch
was haUrd by many religtout
leaders, including Pope Paul
VI
• Apr-
and then deleted <tn confer
ence* the first birth control
program ever written into the
foreign aid bill
Facing Congress will be two
major issues that have drawn
the attention and concern of
churches ctvU rights and
medical care for the aged
THE SECOND session of the
Mth will also provide an an
tw rr to the q-estian of
whetlter or not Congress will
live up to its implied prom.se
to let the Mexican farm labor
program iohg ureter sttsck
by religwss* groups die *t
the end of 19M
Here u s rundown on what
the ttth Congress hat done
or has yet to do 00 issues
of' special interest to church
groups
Education
President Johnson • signing
of the college construction bill
Dec 14 ettor-1. a ’ sng struggle
The establishes a
five year ft 2 billion program
for construction of nomrelt-
lievi academic facilities Col
leges, both public and private,
can seek either grant* lot one
third ol a project 1 cost or
loans for up to three quarters
of the total
Inclusion of church related
college* m the program was
a target of major controversy
in Congress A! one time the
bill contained a provision giv-
ing taxpayer 1 power to chal-
lenge in federal courts —and
thereby block participation
of these schools
This pros 1 stnn was eventual-
ly dropped from the aid bill
But Sen Wayne M w*e of Ore-
gon has introduced it as 1
separate bill
THE MEDIC%L ed-cation
aid bill wss signed into law
ta September by President
Kennedy The three-year pro-
(fint to U*
COOtUuc titan Oi U*chi££
facilities at medical and den
ta] schools, including church-
related ones
Passed user by the first
session of the B*Ui Congress
»*s the touchy question of
federal aid to elementary and
secondary schools Aid btils
remain in committee m both
houses Their chances of pas-
sage during an eiretioa year
are costsidered doubtful
Also passed over were pro
posats to give equal treatment
to non public education under
two major programs of the
National Defense Education
Act They would base extend-
ed to ’teachers in ail schools
irather than. *« now. public
school* only) sl,;«-nds given
during attendance at federal
teacher institutes and a 50%
forgiveness benefit on loans to
teacher* who finance thetr col-
lege studies w,th federal
funds
THE LIMITED Turlear test
ban treaty approved by the
Senate and signed tn August
by the U S . Great Britain and
the Soviet Union won Pope
Paul s praise as a "comfort-
ing and significant ' devel-
opment
Two Cardinal* Btchard
Cardins! Cushing of Boston
and Joseph Cardinal Bitter of
St Louts joined 10 Protes-
tant and Jewish churchmen in
a statement endorsing the
treaty
Thu year for the first time
a birth control provision was
written into the foreign aid
author11 *tdo bill, but it was
dropped at the insistence of
House conferees The birth
control amendment would
hsve permitted "technical
and other sss.stance to coop
eratmg countries tn carrying
out program* of population
control "
The Senate-House confer-
ene*. however, adopted com-
promise language covering
only ’research into the prob-
lems of population growth
"
INDICATIONS ARE that
civil rights will be the first
big issae to be tackled by the
second session of the Con-
gress Hep Howard W Smith
of Virginia, chairman of the
powerful House Hules Com-
mittee. has promised to begin
hearings on the rights hill Jan.
9 The bill msy reach the
House floor by the end of the
month
National Catholic, Protes-
tant and Jewish groups in the
P*«t year have played an in-
creasingly active role in ad-
vocating racial justice, includ-
ing civil rights legislation .
Medical care for the aged.
ao-Hher major issue before the
sbib s second session, was eo-
(i -rsed by the NC WC seal
Vet--* Department before the
House Way* and Means Com
ntittce in November
The bracero program under
which Mexican workers are
imported into this country to
work on U S farms appeared
at one time during the Con-
gress’ first session stated to
die at the end of 1963 In Ute
md it won a one year lease on
We. but backers of the pro-
gram say they will not seek
It* extension beyond 196*
The effort to win congres-
stonal approval for a constitu-
tional amendment to permit
public school prayer and Bi-
ble reading will probably con-
tinue during the second set-
»ioo of the K-'Ji A move to
farce House action via the dis-
charge petition rout# is under-
wsy, but its chance* for suc-
re** are considered »iim. '•
Kennedy Fund
SOMERSET, Wis (NCJ-St
Ann* 1 parish here hat launch-
ed a "John F Kennedy Fund"
to raise 61.000 to help butkl a
school in Parramos. Guate-
mala
knights Honor
Late President
t NION CITY - The 31 WJ
members of the Knights of Co-
lumbus in New Jersey will
honor the memory of Presi-
dent Kennedy Dec 29, wmch
has been designated Kennedy
Memorial Dav by state dep-
uty Charles W Gardner
The Knights will receive
Communion that day In honor
ot the Pre? 1 lint, who was a
ir ember of Bunker Hill Coun«
ei' of Charlestown, Mass, and
Bishop Che-erus General As-’
sembly. Fourth Degree, of
Boston
AU councils tn the state b*v«
arranged for the reception of
Communion at the I am Mass
tn thetr respective communi-
ties
2
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Prayer Ruling Is Reversible
WASHINGTON (NC) - Su
preme Court Aisoclate Jus-
tice Arthur Goldberg said here
that the high court'* prayer
rulings, like other decisions it
has made, can be reversed by
changing the Constitution.
Justice Goldberg, speaking
at ceremonies marking adop-
tion of the Bill of Rights,
pointed to the constitutional
amendment, authorizing a
graduated income tax and said
it was adopted alter a Su-
preme Court ruling that such
a tax was unconstitutional.
Proposals for a constitutional
amendment to authorize prayer
and Bible reading in public
schools, ruled out by the court
this year, are pending in Con-
gress.
•
Prayer* Ended
BOSTON (RNS) - North
Brookfield, the only public
school district in Massachusetts
to defy the US Supreme
Court ban on devotional Bi-
ble reading, has been directed
"to obey the law of the land”
by a state supreme court jus-
tice.
Justice Paul C Reardon held
that hu 4«d.*on made “mill
and voiff’ M year old state
law which -*d that por-
tions of the Bib*. < read daily
In all public tchooir Hi* rul-
ing. he said, was linked to the
US Suprrme Court's verdict
against the Pennsylvania Bi-
ble reading law which was
aimilar to the Massachusetts
atatute.
The justice said that "no
other conclusion is possible.
To hold otherwise would be
an invitation to anarehy.'*
If residents or officials disa-
gree with the Supreme Court's
decision, he added, “they stilF
have legal means lo seek a
change."
•
Prayer Approved
NEW YORK (NC) - Kinder-
garten children in a public
school don't violate the Con-
stitution when they say “God
is great. God is good," a fed-
eral Judge has ruled
Judge Walter Bruchhausen
held in a case from P S. 184
in Queens County that “the vol-
untary prayer offered by these
children is made without com-
pulsion and is not prescribed
by law and does not tend to
establish religion in violation
of the .First Amendment."
Attire Dame Grant*
SOUTH BEND. Inti (RNS)
The Ford Foundation has
awarded a second K million
grant to the University of
Notre Dame with the provis-
lono that the school doubles
that amount in gifts and non
government grants by Juna
30. IMS
In addition. Rev Theodore
M Hesburgh. CSC, untver-
stty president, announced thst
Notre Dame had received a
grant of $1,443,000 from the
W K Kellogg Foundation. Bat-
tle Creek. Mieh . for the con-
struction and operation of a
Center for Continuing Educe-
tion.
Father Hesburgh said the
Ford grant's matching gift
feature is retroactive to the
successful completion earlier
this year of the largest fund-
raising effort in the school'a
history.
•
Han (.reche Srcnp
NEW HYDE PARK. NY.
(NC) The board of educa-
tion here has upheld the action
of a district school principal
in ordering removal of s Na-
tivity scene from a Memorial
High School.
The board sustained the de-
cision over the cbmplaml* of
parents, who protestH remov-
al of the traditional display.
HERALDING BIRTH - A Franciscan monk heralds the birth
of Christ by ringing the bells of the Church of St. Cath-
erine in Bethlehem. These bells have been rung every
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day for years.
Race andReligion
Protest Curb on Rights Group
DETROIT. Mich <RNS)
Leading Protestant. Catholic
and Jewish organization* is-
sued a joint statement here
protesting the Michigan Sen-
ate's passage of a hill which
would “water down” the pow-
ers of anew state civil rights
commission.
The statement, which was is-
sued in an effort to persuade
the Michigan House of Repre-
sentatives to oppose the bill,
asserted that the measure
actually weakens the commis-
sion and strips it of its full
powers.
Chief objection to the bill,
the religious leaders said, is
that it would keep the newly
created commission under the
control of the . legislature in-
stead of making it self operat-
ing
Human Rights I nit
SAGINAW. Mich (NC) _
"•ship Ste.<hen S Wncrurki
has named su priests ami
n.nr laymen to the Iliah-p s
Human Relations Commission,
which will help coordinate the
work of the Church in the
Saginaw Diocese in the field
of human relations .
•
Atlanta Statement
ATLANTA. Ga (RNS) -
A manifesto signed by some
?7S Atlanta clergymen urges
Americans to live and act so
that not only racial justice,
but brotherhood shall become
a reality in our land '*
The document was signed f>y
white and Negro Protestant.
Catholic and Jewish clergy-
men in this city It marked the
third such racial statement is-
sued by clergy in Atlanta since
the 1944 US. Suprrme Court
JwMl banning public school
segregation.
Si*ler* March
ATLANTA. Ga CNC)
Sisters were among 2.500 per-
sons who staged a march to
downtown Hurt Park in an in-
terracial justice rally
The group of Sisters along
with
priests and laymen,
marched with the St Martin t
Human Relation* Council, an
affiliate of the National Catho-
lic Conference for Interracial
Justice Principal speaker at
the rally was Dr Martin Lu-
ther King. Jr
BishopNavagh's
Appointments
FRIDAY. JAN. 3
It a m . Pontifical lon mass,
St. John's Cathedral High
School.
SATURDAY. JAN. I
IS a.ro., Epiphany relebra-
tion for Puerto Rican children.
Garden Theater, Palrrson.
TUESDAY. JAN. i
11:30 am.. Pontifical 'on
Mass. Renedirtine Acadrmv.
St. Theresa's Church. Pater-
son.
WEDNESDAY. JAN. is
11:3# a.m.. Pontifical lon
Mass. St. Joseph's High
School, Paterson
M M>\Y. JVV t:
R:IS a.m., loth annis rrsarv.
Our l.adv of Providence Puer-
to Rican Mission, Paterson.
Pontifical lon Mass in Our
Ladv of Victories Church.
3:3# pm,'llols Name Yes-
pers at St. John's Cathedral
and departure ceremony for
two missionary priests going
to Ira. Peru.
TUESDAY, JAN. It
2:3# p.m.. Clergy conference
for pastors, St. George's
Church.
WEDNESDAY. JAN. is
2:3# p m.. Clergy Conference
for assistant pastors, st.
George's Church.
THURSDAY. JAN. |(
11:30 a.m., Pontifical low
Alas*. St. Ronasrnture High
School, Paterson.
FRIDAY. JAN. 17
11:30 am , Pontifical low
Mass, St. Mars'* High School,
Palrrson.
SUNDAY. JAN. II
10 a.m., loth anniversary.
Our Lady of F'atima Puerto
Rican Mission. Passaic.
TUESDAY. JAN. 21
7
p.m.. Serra Club. Bishop's
Night, Hamilton Club, Paler-
ton.
THURSDAY. JAN. 30
11:30 a.m.. Pontifical low
Mas*, Don Bosco Tech, Pater-
son.
FRIDAY. JAN. 31
10:30 a.m.. Pontifical High
Alass, Erast of St. John Bosco,
Don Bosco College, Newton.
Monks Elect
Negro Prior
SOUTH UNION, Ky (NC)
Rev Bernardm Patterson.
OSB. has become the first
Negro elected prior of a Bene
dictme monastery in the U S
father Bernardm. a St Louts,
Mo native, was elected head
of St Maur's Priory here, a
community of about » men
whose main work is operation
of a seminary for the Owens
boro <Ky ) Diocese About half
of St. Maur's community are
Negroes
father Bernardm. 38. was
ordained in 1953
Plan liturgy Talk*
WOLLONGONG. Australia
(NC) The Australian Bish-
ops will meet in March for the
implementation of the Vatican
Council s decree on the liturgy,
it was announced here
Court Barks
Red Appeal
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
U S Court of Appeals hat up
set the conviction of the Com-
munist Party for willfully re-
fusing to register under ih*
Internal Security Act as an
agent of international com-
munism
The three man court said un-
animously that the government
had failed to prove that any-
one wai available to the party
who could sign the registra-
tion statement without incrim-
inating himself through as-
sociation with a party that has
been labeled criminal
The decision was a major
victory for the communist* in
their 14 year fight to avoid
registration
It is teen at making it
passible that the Rr.it wilt
never register unless the got
emment begins anew sail to
prose someone is available
who could fill out the form
without incriminating himself
or unless it appeals success-
fully to the U S Sopr erne
Court
U.S. News Roundup
Publisher Draws Jail Sentence
PHILADELPHIA (RNS) _
The publisher of Eros, a $lO a-
copy magaime “wholly de-
voted to erotica." was sen-
tenced here to five yrars in
prison by a federal judge foe
mailing obscene material
Ralph Ginzburg received -we
of the heaviest sentences ever
imposed in an obscenity esse
here
District Judge R C. Body,
who heard the case which re-
sulted in conviction last June,
also attested fines totalling
$43,000 agauut three firms coo
trolled by Ginzburg
Giniburg was tried for mail
ing Eros and a book rall-d
The Housewife's Manuel on
Selective Promiscuity
"
His at-
torney defended him as “a
crusader for freedom "
Joint Fund Drive
KAI.AMAZOO. Mich INC>-
Two hospitals —one Catholic,
the other Methodist wtll
launch a joint $3 I million fund
railing drive w March
Borges* Hospital conducted
by the Sisters of St Joseph,
end Bronson Methodist Hos-
pital Will share equally in pro-
ceed* from Uie dnve which is
being undertaken at the recom
mend ation of the University of
Michigan Bureau of Hospital
Administration
•
Deptntalion Threat
Washington <no - An
Italian born Sitter hat filed
•uit in U S District Cvurt
here to halt her possible de-
portation because of an riptred
vita
Mother (Juntas admimstra
tnr of tbe Mother (thrust
Memorial Hospital. New Y’ork.
asked the court that the b*
granted a permanent resident
sisa
She entered the country ,n
1914 and filed in 1*23 to become
a citizen, but before the rouid
complete naturalisation, tbe
•at transferred to China
In l»si the reentered the
l S an a visitor t rtchange
visa which has now etptred
•
Itirth ( antrot Inquiry
CHICAGO iNO ~ iitutr ,'
top public aid official said here
he thinks the fate of tas sup,
orted birth control programs
in this state depends on shifts
and liber ahrabant” is Cath-
olic attitude*
This view was expressed by
state Public Aid Director liar-
o*d O Swank at the first hear-
ing of a commission set up la
study the issue of tas paid
birth control
The commission, made up of
eight CatfsoLcs and seven prot-
estants. is to report Its find-
ings to the state Assembly
Tas supported b, r th control
“** been a controversial issue
in .Illinois for more than a
>ear
Pints to Laity
OKLAHOMA CITY’ (NC) -
Laymen have been named to
head Catholic school boards
tr Oklahoma City and la Tulsa
•* part of a reorganization of
the Diocesan School Boa.d by
Bishop Victor J Reed
The boards will *ct in ad
viaory rapacities to the dm
cesan superintendent of
schools
Head of the Oklahoma City
board
it Haskell Askew, a
businessmen who is the father
<>l two szaduates of Catholic
schools John Rennet Shaw, a
funeral director and father of
three, 1* head of the Tulaa
hoard
Christina Brothers Meet
At Essex Cathiolie Dec. 30
NEWARK Magr Roger
A Reynolds, director of the
Confraternity of Christian Do*
trine of thr Archdiocese f
Newark, will address the clot
mg session of the annual edu-
cational conference of the
Christian Brotners of Ireland.
Dec 30 at Esaex Catholic High
School
Theme of the conference will
be “Catechetical Renewal:
Proclaiming the Good News m
the Modem World ” It ariJl
open with a general session *f
K IS a m , at whirh Migr.
John T. Doheity. director of
religious education for the
New York Archdiocese, will
gne the keynote address.
Seten workshops will U
presented during two sessions
in the afternoon They trill in
elude studies of the Old and
New Testaments, the sacra
ments. the ecumenical move
mrnt, the Christian family and
the Christian In modern *>
tiety
The closing session itlpm
will be followed by a rerep
two and dinner Brother Wil-
liam C Penny. FS C 11. pro
vincial. will preside at Uw con-
ference Brother Arthur A
Loftus. F S.C.H.. principal of
Ewe* Catholic, mil welcome
the delegates
Pray for Them
Mr*. Thomas M. McVeigh.
$3. of Short Hills, mother of
Rev Sylvester P McVeigh,
pastor of St Theresa's Church.
Kenilworth, died Dec. 17 at
home
Mrs. Ra>mond Esslg. 64. of
Dover, sister of Magr. Paul
A. Gieringer. rector emeritus
of Josephinum College, Colum-
bus. Ohio, died Dee || at
Dover General Hospital.
F'rank l.yman. 78. of Red
Bank, father of Sister Ellen
Dominie of St. Mary's. Rah
way. died Dec 17 in Madison
Mr*. Martha McGllnchy of
Bogota. 71. mother of Rev
J«mes F. McGlinchy, S J„ of
St Peter s College, died Dec
21 al home
Philip A. McGuire of New-
ark. brother of U Col (Rev )
Eugene C McGuire of Shaw
Airport Base. SC., died Dec.
/■ your prtytn e/io rtmtm
*»r lbt„, yowr d»t44!td
Rrsei/i;
fietcark
...
Rev. James J. Flannagan.
Her 29, 1934
Rev. F'rancis Castellano, Dee.
30, 1931
Rt. Rev. Mr.gr. John F. Wt-
tula. Jan. J, 1983
Rev. ignatiua Cebara, Jan I
1929
Rev. Brendan Boyle, C P
Jon. 1. i960
Rev. James F. Reid, Jan. 1
1901
*•
Rev. Daniel F. Hogan, Jen 2
1931
Rev PeUr A. Boyle. Jan I.
Rev. James W. McDowell.
Jon. 3, 1913
Paterson
. . .
**v
_
Ferdinand lleckmann,
O-F.M , Dec. 29. 1948
Rev, John B. Bennett, Jan. t
1940
Archbishop's
Appointments
SATURDAY, DEC. 21
I# a.m. - Solemn PMtifl
cal Mas* at Sacred Heart Ca-
thedral for Presentation Ball,
followed by hrnnrh at Robert
Treat Hotel, parents' recep-
tion lor Archbishop, dinner at
• P-m. and formal presents
Don at 8 p.m.
Asserts Pius XII Didn't Know
Extent of Persecution of Jews
PARIS (NC) Pape Pius
XII did dot know the full .‘aeti
about th- nan*' mats murder
of the Jews
That opinion was voice J
here by France's wartime am-
bassador to the Holy See
Mladimir d'Ormevson n an
article in the pan* daily. Lr
Figaro. foil rwing the opening
of the play. The Depu'y
The play criticize* Piu* XII
for not tpeakmg out against
nazi persecution
AMR AvsAIKIR d'Orme-von
said “f am runsincest that
l'iu* XII l=ke the rest of the
world, did nut kr, w about the
moot rosttir* of which tbe
Jews were the secret %'ietim*
Even if ">y some mtrae’e
Thus XU na.l known about ?h,
nan slaughter and had public
iv denounced it it would have
rone no good and only lei
ILUer to unleash a persecution
of Catholic* in Germany and
elsewhere, he said
"Those who were'shut up tn
th* Vatican during the I sit
conflict an to the
total I*, alloc in WKirh 'he
Holy See wav kept," he azote
“Fasctain. and soon the
armies -if Hitler, had ran-d
a veritable wall between th*
little papal city state and »‘»e
rest of the world The tele
graph was cattrolled by U»e
fascist* Hve foreign radio was
frightfully jammed l,et u* not
speak about the telephone
"The fascist police, soon
doubled by the Hitlerite po
lice, did not rela* their gr.p
for an instant To what fnr
n.alit.es wa* if not necessary
to submit to enter Vatican
City’ !* was alao difficult to
leave One was taken tn
charge by ’he fascist police,
shadowed, spied on. kept l*n
der observation Comings sad
going* around the tun papal
fity slate were th* oh wet of
strict surveillance day ami
z.ght
“I AM UqoUTILY toa
v meed in my soul and consct
rece thst Pius XII, like the
test of the world, did not
know about the subtlety of
the mo«*tro«itif* of which the
Jew* were the secret victims
Rut let us say that by
I do not know what kind of
miracle the Pope N» t
been informed l.et Ut supproe
that Pius XII had issued to
the city and the world a
lolemn condemnation of t*»**e
crimes ami that he had pub
Lely excommunicated HitPr
Doe* anyone believe that tMs
mad pagan would have been
imprevsed by this’
“The truth is that if the
Pape unable to contain hi* In-
dignation. had spoken out.
Hitler s response would have
been the immediate persecu-
tion of Catholics in Grrmany
and elsewhere . '
“ILUer already dete-'ed
Plus XII He considered the
Holy See at the worst renter
o' resistance to hi* designs
The occupation of the Vat-
ican that D to say the con
fine men: of Use Pope, ijd
been envisaged by the oar-s
That is known And if this
measure had been carfMvt out.
a* it could easily have Se*n
what woatd have become uf
the numerous political refu
gee* to whom Pius XII ,»ad
gi'rn atytum *
“FROM Till: TIM) «f hj,
succession to the papacy. 1v.,»
Ml bad found himself m *
dramatic auction Christen
dom was
again about to tesr
itself apart
“Fascism
applied Itself to
reducing Use papacy to *
0 *1 -f I dsr* to use the
word withii, ns own t**Jy
MuttoUai had had the Pop*
j»er«d. several weeks before
throwing him-elf Mto the war
on one if the rare orcat>'~i
•hen Pius -XII left the V*t
Han . . .
When the Atis poeer*
turned on their ally -vtalus
and Hitler and Mussolini d*
dared war «n the Soviet
l
mon they » did all they eo-ull
L obtain from P,u* XII a
v’ord, * tingle word whits
would give to their enterprise
in the E*»t the character -f
a defrr.ee of Christian rtMir’v
two This word this sir ;>
-word, never fame from
• Piu* XII
"’Doe* anyone reproach him
far this silence' The Pope Lad
cnnvtdered, moreover, what a
Sc,virt victory would mean for
the Church
. ,
In cmditjnns of unpreco-
I'cntrd difficulty . . . Pius
Ml did everything to save
»h*t could -Uil be saved. 1(11
daily actions if they were
neither romantic nor speclae*
u!ar, if thev were not able u>
•‘op so many rrimes, did how-
ever |>errr.it the papacy tn ap-
pear amidst the shipwreck as
• bu l® witch people could
GUILD VISIT - BishopNavagh mode his first visit to the Mt. Carme| Guild in Paterson
Dec. 20 With him
are Msgr. William N. Wall, director of the center, and Mrs. Frank
DelPrete, president of the auxiliary.
Class for Parents
At Holy Name
TEANECK A rlass for
eapectaot parents will brgm
at Holy Name Hospital here
on Jan 13 at 730 p m m
Marian Hall Sitter Al Camce.
maternity supervisor, an-
nounced
Registration will take place
at 7:13 p m the first rvratng.
Classes will continue until Feb
10.
Manhattan Church
Destroyed by Fire
NEW YORK (NC) - Despite
efforts of 300 firemen. 98-year-
old Epiphany Church was de-
stroyed tn an early evening
fire Dec. 30 that lasted four
hour*
The Blessed Sacrament was
removed hy Msgr. Stanislaus
P. Jablonskt. a chaplain of the
New York Fire Department,
who resale* In the parish in
the Gramercy Park section of
Manhattan.
Unity Commission
Formed in Vermont
BURLINGTON Vt . v » _
The formation of a Commit
sion on Church Unity to pro-
mote better understand r.g
among Vermonters of all re
Lgioat hat been announced by
Bishop Robert F Joyce of
Burlington
Bishop Joyre said be
wtll name U to IJ Catholic
laymen and clergymen tn the
commission
Theater Party
For 'Los Ninos'
PATE Rh* iN Bishop Na-
v»gh will be bast to children
of the Puerto Rican mitskxu
<>’ th# Patrrson Diocese at a
Pf# Epiphany celebration fan
4 at the Garden Theater here.
The office of the Spanish
Aputtoiate m Dover has an-
nounced tha’ free tickets to
the r eir wauon can be otp
taihed *t *ny qf the sis (Span-
ish speaking centrTs in the dto-
trw The entire theater ,s bn-
mg made available by ihe
management for the children's
show, which will last from 10
am to noon
The party will be known as
!.* F;e*ta de las Reyes M*.
t ' Fra • of the Wit*
Kirct ') am] vrtU observe th#
traditional “day of giving”
amesg the spamsh-tpeaaing
pf p r of the world Bisoop
Navaih will present each chUd
*dh a remembrance of th#
-
Schems Praised
By Press Group
NEW YORK (RNS) - Th#
Catholic Press AvsctitMa haa
etprostrd satisfaction with tho
rafitrou of the decree on cocn-
mumraUvn* adopted by th*
bectmd Y atican Council
T?ut decree u clear and
R -st iffiprrwstvr evidence of
the Wttl corseern of the Holy
Sr ' in*) the council Father*
with the question of relating
thr etrrruil Church more and
more effectively with the moat
rr-»H-rn techzuquea and meant
of c«>mmimicaDona." the CPA
»•*■*! through its executive sec-
retary James A Doyle
The statement took notice of
pa»»ages in the decree caU-
*l for further professional
am! moral trauung of laymen
engaged in mast rommunica-
tmu
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Disappointing Decision
Once again a supreme court has dis-
appointed the people. No one denies the
Justices can give reasons for decisions
within the limited area of judgement
where they act. They must render a Judge-
ment on the point at issue and nothing
more. Nonetheless, in the case in point
last week’s N. J. Supreme Court decision
on the Hudson County News Cos. case
obscenity comes out on top. New Jersey
appears to be on the incline of the trend
toward leniency already established in
New York and California in matters of
pornography and obscenity.
IN 1957 THE U. S. Supreme Court
set the test for obscenity in terms of
"whether to the average person applying
contemporary community standards, the
dominant theme of the material, taken as
a whole, appeals to the prurient interest."
The majority opinion in last week’s
decision holds that the "contemporary
community standards" must be those of
the country at large, not a particular lo-
cality.
How are we ever to arrive at a
working definition of obscenity, if we are
to base it on a nation-wide consensus? Is
not the whole composed of its component
parts? Is not the locality or collection of
localities known as the county the basic
unit of the country in government and
law?
The minority but concurring opinion
asks us to be satisfied with a definition
and action against hard core pornography.
Quite frankly we will not be satisfied. We
acknowledge an obligation to protect the
minority of sexual deviates at whom the
hard core is aimed. We are equally as
much obligated toward the majority of
society, particularly our youth.
WE ARE DETERMINED especially
that they shall have the protection of the
law against various shades and hues of
obscenity. What is more we expect that
the legislative, judicial and executive
branches of government will enact, inter-
pret and carry through on effective laws
in the matter.
In the words of the Decree of the
Second Vatican Council on Media of So-
cial Communications, . , public author-
ity, which legitimately concerns itself
with the health of the citizenry, is obliged,
through the promulgation and careful en-
forcement of laws, to exercise a fitting
and careful watch lest grave damage be-
fall public morals through the base use of
these media."
In Memoriam-John LaFarge, S.J.
A great man’s life is many-sided, and
the best side seems to be the one you arc
presently looking at. The horizons of such
a man’s view seem to be unlimited: tt
can encompass many things and give the
impression that it is sympathetic, if not
interested, in all When such a mad dies,
we have mixed feelings. It’s like watch-
ing a beautiful sunset fade into the noth-
ingess of night We’re sorry it couldn’t
linger longer, but it was a wonderful
sight to behold.
FATHER JOHN LaFARGE, S.J.. had
a long life, a full life and one for which
he gave thanks to God daily for making
it worthwhile He died in his 83rd year
-on Nov. 2-1 last. He had many friends;
his admirers were countless.
He had been a parish priest, a one-
time editor of the Jesuit weekly, America,
and the author of many books. His love
for his fellow men made him keenly
aware of their problems. He dedicated
his long life to help them work out the
solutions.
Social action principles, enunciated
in papal encyclicals, found in him an en-
thusiastic supporter. When communism
as a national peril was being soft-peddled.
Father LaFarge courageously wrote on
the dangers-of infiltration Long before
it was fashionable, he helped formulate
interracial council*. The Negro had in
him no greater champion of equal rights
He can be railed a pioneer in the field
of "dialogue” with non-Gatholics Often
he suggested that we be more concerned
with the many things that unite us rather
than those that divide us.
HE ONCE DESCRIBED old age as a
“time for listening, listening for that
Voice which could not make itself heard
so well in the clamor of busy years " One
Sunday afternoon the Voice called and it
found him ready with his final “ad sum"
“I am here."
Another Year Gone
The ebbing year witnessed an in-
creased appreciation of spiritual things
and values in America.
There was the death of a Pope and
a President; a Pope who with eternity in
sight, exhibited the foresight and danng
of youth by convening Vatican Council
11, by extending a fatherly welcome to the
peoples of the world to unite under the
cross of Christ and in the bonds of friend-
ship and peace.
THE OTHER JOHN, here at home,
endowed with a keenness of mind, a
vision, a wisdom beyond his years, launch-
ed out with vigor in the crusade for peace
among races in America, for peace among
nations over the earth. His dream was
cut abruptly short by a bullet, but neither
he nor his spiritual father can ever die;
both were martyrs of devotion to duty,
both were dedicated, to perpetuating the
peace of this holy season. Their passing
a materialistic world pause and re-
alize that the values of the spirit are more
satisfying, more vitalizing, more perma-
nent than anything In life.
The year 1963 saw another Apostle
to the Gentiles or better still, an Apos-
tle to common people ascend the throne
of Peter. Religious hopes of Protestants
were stirred anew as they sat in on the
council, and “dialogued" with their Catho-
lic brothers throughout the world.
Our own Catholic lay people are no
longer expected merely "to sit in the
pews and kneel at the altar rail
"
The
voice of the layman is heard in the litur-
gy; he offers the spotless Victim with his
own hands, in his own language, the
voice of the layman is heard in the press,
in parish halls, in public places explain-
ing, defending, promoting the faith of
his fathers
The year 1963 »aw the Catholic
layman emerge; henceforth, his religion
will be not so much a duty or a hardship,
but always a joyful experience.
PRESIDENT KENNEDY’S last
words were sobering “This is a danger-
ous and uncertain world ... No one ex-
pects our lives to be easy not in this
decade, not in this century.”
That’s why we re grateful to God for
the spiritual resurgence, for the spirit of
universal joy and expectancy Infused into
religion this year; perhaps the peace of
Christmas will linger through the new
year.
Sower and the Seed:
First of the Parables
By FRANK J. SHEED
From the 13th chapter of
Matthew and the fourth of
Mark we learn the day on
which tho Lord started teach
in« by parable. He began with
the story of the sower and hi*
seed and went on to half
a dozen others.
The word parable means
"comparison." In Our Lord’s
use it -means the illustraUon of
spiritual truths by comparison
with ordinary every-day hap-
penings.
OUR LOUD seems to have
uttered no parables before
that day. Their Introduction
marks anew stage in ilia
teaching on Uio Kingdom.
In the Sermon on the Mount
He had talked of the change
ol heart required in Uiose who
should enter the Kingdom. On
the Day of Parables, He taught
certain of the Inner principles
of the Kingdom itself. He still
says nothing of jU external
structure. Men’s expectations
were too far from the reality.
He must re shape their minds
by bringing to life the deepest
elements in themselves.
At this stage, we are told,
He taught the multitude about
the Kingdom in parables only,
explaining to His apostlrs
apart. Thus there were certain
depths of truths for which
only the few were ready. He
make* it quite clear that die
parables have different levels
of meaning. There was one
meaning which all could see
and profit by.-But below tho
surface were hidden truths
about the Kingdom.
He told the stories in such
a way that those who would
be revolted by these and would
certainly misuse them would
not understand what He was
saying. -
THE PARABLE of the sower
and the seed falling at random
is saying that the Kingdom
will not mean an elevation cn
masse of The4 Chosen People;
It is a question of how each
Individual responds.
His Jewish listeners had'ex-
pected the Kingdojm to come
suddenly, out the parable of
the mustard seed says that it
will grow slowly and gradual-
ly.
They had expected it to
come spectacularly, but the
parable ol the leaven says that
U wtU come silently, secretly,
attracting no attenUon what-
ever.
They assumed that entry Into
the Kingdom would be (Inal, a
goal achieved, but the parables
of the wheat and the lares and
of the fishing net both show
that upon this earth the King-
dom itself will contain not only
the perfect, and that ultimate-
ly the evil will be cast from
the Kingdom.
Two other parables told that
day the pearl of great prica
and the treasure hidden in a
field were a reminder of the
vastness of what is at stake.
After that Bret day of
parable* there would be many
more two doten or so up to
the story of the wise and fool-
ish virgins which Our Loid told
in Jerusalem three days before
His death.
All of them are con-
cerned with the Kingdom of
God, the Kingdom In the
world, the Kingdom in
the soul.
WISE MEN
U.S. Church Prospers
Because It Is Free
By REV. ANDREW M. GREELEY
One of (he advantage* of not
being prevent at a great
•vent i* that you can imagine
it a* even more splendid and
cxriUng than it really u
Whenever I think of the tee
nod sesiioo of the Vatican
Council 1 cannot help but pic-
ture the toernng figure of
Rev. John Courtney Murray,
SJ itriding about the street*
of Rome at lea<t 14 feet tall,
with all kioda of CRttnrk clad
figures looking up at him
THE REAMJN fie tht* fancy
1* not merely that the Ameri-
can Bishops* support for ihe
chapter oo religious freedom
ts a vindication of Father Mur
ray'a life work, not merely that
the council Itself is proof that
the force* which tried to si!
ence him did not succeed
Father Murray's theological
position and the ch'apter on re-
iigious freedom demonstrate in
striking fashion the unique con-
tribution that the UJ*. U ca
pabte of making to the church
universal
I heard Father Murray re
mark many years ago that he
could not understand why to
many American theologian-
were so esger to prove him
wrong, since he was mrr«dy
arguing that the Americ an
experiment was right not only
at a practical compromise
but. at least in our time ami
our circumstances, at a the
oreUcal principle
In retrospect it does teem
hard to believe that for years
American Catholics thought
themselves obliged to be apol-
ogetic about a relationship »n
civil authorities under which
the Church prospered a* it hat
nowhere else It occurred to
practically no one to suggest
that lo America the Church
had stumbled almost by ac-
cident on a situation that was
marvelously suited to its own
development, that the Church
would prosper in a condition
of religious freedom because
it would be free itself.
AT LEANT FART of the sg
giornsmento of Popes John
and Paul involve* a consider-
able broadening of freedom
within the Church The old
forms which were appropriate
to the garrison Church of a
bygone era are being replaced
by anew openness, • new
freedom.
We bear now about the right
lo be informed in the Church
and the development nf public
opinion. Such ideas are not
changed when they are recast
under the terms freedom of
expression freedom of the
press, freedom of Information.
The ideas of the aggiocna-
mento sound marvelously
American.
Without doubt some Cath
oltrs are worried by the new
discussion of and even the new
demand for freedom They
fear abuse, they fear freedom
may trad to license, to the Je-
mal of all authority, to con-
tempt lor legitimate power
HERE IS WHERE the ex.
pcftef.ee of Catholics who are
Araneatu can be of tremen-
dous importance Through iM
year* we have learned how to
use freedom with restraint,
how to ttve with Ihe forms of
liberty without letting respect
for authority be notably
weakened Even though there
have been many mistake*. the
American experiment proves
•oerhuively that you can trust
people with freedom, that lib-
erty can coexist with lsw and
authority, that Indeed In an
urban industrial and educated
society, order law and xu.
thortty flourish best u> an at-
mosphere of freedom
It seems quite reasonable to
suppose Uvet ss the Church
agoniies over the transitions
from old forms to new. it will
coma increasingly to rely on
the wisdom of the Amertrsn
experience John Courtney
Murray and the Bishop* -*ho
pushed for Usr rhaptrr on re-
ligious freedom t»Ui be merely
the ftrxt of anew breed an
American breed
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For Vocations
Members of the Aposto
l*te for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence undtr
the ordinary conditions on;
Dee 27. St. John
Jan. 1, Octave of the Na-
tivity
And <we« ■ week, for re-
citing daily, with piety, any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved by the ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial Indulgence of
300 daya can be gained for
each act yf charily or piety
performed for tho intention
of fostering vocations lo the
priesthood.
The Press Box
Be Patient,
Byword for ‘64
By ED GRANT
Nrui tdilor
There is every reason to be
lieve that IMJ —a year of
triumph and of tragedy -- will
someday he looked bark upon
as oneof the mayor watersheds
of history
It was a year in which
American Catholics lost both
their Pope and president, the
one to the inexorable march
of time, the other to the fatal
lunacy of an alienated mind.
But it was also a year which
taw inevitable progress In the
cause* of peace and justice to
which both men were so
thoroughly dedicated
ALMOST TOO Mil'll hat
happened U) the past 13
mouths for the human mind
to comprehend We arc like
young children who ran pro-
nounce the wonls on the pag*
of a book without really know,
tnc what they stand (or. We
need a respite from events, a
chance to step back and sur-
vey the entire picture But
thrre it no guarantee that we
will gel it
The racial crisis, for in-
stance, will, if anything, in-
crease in an rlectyoo year.
Demands will be made which
no man in justice can disagree
with and others will be made
which no man in common
sense can agree with. And will
the voicei of patience and rra-
on be heard above the din?
THE WAR IN Vietnam ap-
parently will continue aa con-
fused at It has been for the
past 10 years and with no sim-
ple solution in Sight. But at
least Catholics won't be the
scapegoats of the American
press any looser. The price of
blood has been paid to silence
Uie fiction of teligious perse-
cution.
The moratorium on political
campaigning ends (jus week
and the drums will beat all
the more heavily for the
forced pertod of Wf
ran hope, but hardly expect,
that rebgMUt affiliations will
play no pari in the selection
of candidate*. There are sev-
eral Catholics qualities! —but
net by their religion for
oominxLoo oo either aide;
there are others whose quali-
fications are so dim that thoir
selection would be obviously
motivated by the hope of snar-
ing the “Catholic vote
" Such
a selection would be an insult
to 40 million Americans
FINALLY, THERE it the
council, moving with patience
and wisdom towards decisions
that are not meant for years,
but for centuries The cacty
phony hers- come* strictly
from those who apparently
rennot stand the idea that the
Fathers mav not turn the
Church tnto the exact direction
certain prophets have pre-
oidatnrd for it.
These voices have already
been heard in their opposition
to the communications sche-
ma. in their loud regrets that
the second session did not pans
on the chapters on freedom of
religion and the Jewish ques-
tion
All of which means that it
is going to ukr a lot of per-
serverance. patience and pray-
er lo maki IM4 Duly a happy
new year.
January Intentions
The Holy Father's gen-
eral inletiUon (or January
la:
That all Christiana may
continue lo pray and work
for reunion
The mission Intention sug-
gested to the Apustloship of
Prayer by the Pope ts:
That the Guepel may be
freely preached tn Buddhist
countries.
The Question Box
Can’t Deny Housing
To Negro as Negro
Ru . Leo Ferity. S.T.D., end Ret. Rohm Hunt. S.T.D., of
ImmecnUte Conception Seminery, Derlinglon, Remtty, S.J,
ore editort of The Qnetlion Bom. Qneitiont mey he eddrtntd
to them there for eniuert in thit column, or to Qnrilinn Bom
Editor, The Adtotole, }1 Clinton St,, Setterk 2, S.J.
Q. The Advocate's coverage
of race newt la excellent; edi-
torial! oo the subject are !«:
iiurnl and good. Y’ri time and
time again I find Catholic
friends In our ''white" sub-
urbs completely Indifferent lo
the problem as being non* of
their affair.
About a month ago a boose
for tale In a neighboring par-
ish (all white) was shown lo
a Negro cooplr. The house nat
worth about SIS.OOO and was
located In a Bergen County
suburb where there arr no Ne-
groes at all. The teller was
inclined to sign a rontrart
with the Negroes until pres-
sure from his Catholic neigh-
bors Induced him to sitthdraw,
temporarily, the house Irom
the market.
D seems to me that there
need* lo be specific disrutsino
of the moral problems in-
sulted la tbit and like in-
t ideal*. Could sou aaswer
some of the following ques-
tions?
(1) May a seller refute to
sell or e*en lo show his home
to a Negro simply because he
Is a Negro?
(2) May the neighbors of a
person tibo is telling his home
to a Negro exert prrvtare to
present the tale?
II I* the fear of econoante
tost i which would only he
braofhl about by their own
• cturns ta paatr selling i or
loss of status tia lit lag ia an
integrated neighborhoodi a
jasLficaLoa for the arlioo of
these neighbors?
(I) May these neighbors. If
the tale is completed pul their
e«u bouses up for sate?
The new rule* promulgated
by the NJ. Real Estate Com-
mtsslou a* of Dee t, making
tt almost impossible for brok-
ets to refuse lo show homes
to Negrw buyers will. I feel,
make this a problem la he
fared by mans suburbanites la
the near Inturr. and thus
worthy of discussion m your
rote urn
A Your first question is
very easily answered A seller
may not refuse to tell or even
to show twa home to a Negro
simply because be ts a Negro
To do to is a sennas snoia-
Lon rd aortal justice
The anaw-r to your second
quesriott logically follow* from
the find To exert pressure to
brmg about * tonal injustice
it resiuctively to will the in-
justice and hence tt L im-
moral
The Uurd question is more
difficult to answer since the
refusal to sell or one's effort
to keep the neighborhood
' white” is premised nuc iqym
color or race but upon very
real financial iosae* which
tttt occur through sales of this
type
ThcorKscalty one can ensi-
aw*n » case where the presence
of a Negro family m the
neighborhood will result m a
substaabal dec aluatxm of
property and hence a substan-
tia! loss to property owner*
The--eetirally one ran appeal
to the principle of charity
which state, that on# need not
suffer disproporUooate incon-
veniences m assisting his
neighbors, in .this rate, the
Nrgro family mtolsed
li, therefore, and we are Still
speaking theoretically, the
piesr-ncc of a Negro family m
the neighborhood will certain-
ly mean a substantial tows of
money (property value 1 to a
person who cannot afford it,
he cannot be blamed If hn
does not actively support that
which will bring about hit
lots
IN PRACTICE, however, the
cate shapes up quite different-
ly. Before attempting any de-
cision we would want to know
whether the Negro family is
really the cause of the dam-
age or whether it it the indi-
vidual himself The presence
of "all white" communities ,n
Bergen County is somethin-
that "cries 'o heaven Tor v*n
reanre
" It no* only reflect*
social injustice but indeed -t
contributes toward it
If the responsible members
of these communities continue
blithely to Ignore this situa-
tion, if they make no effort to
join with responsible members
of the Negro community to-
ward a voluntary and con-
trolled integration of their
community, they cannot ap-
peal to economic losses they
will suffer should forced inte-
gration result They miMt
sleep in the bed they have
feathered.
PANIC SKUJNG occurs not
in communities but tn herd*.
Community implies com-
munion ami communion Is
predicated upon a genuine and
profound reaped far the hu-
man person “No man is an
island
"
The city or town or
de»eiopmeat that snll not
open it-eif to Negroes, be-
cause they are Negroes has
already lost it* respect for tha
human person Like a herd
tn flight. K is running from
mankind
We can and do feel sym-
pathy for it* inhabitant* when
Uw presence of a Negro fam-
ily mean* sertou* financial
loss
But we cannot ignore the
fart that this did not have to
be. oor does it now W> may
legitimately inquire if these tn-
dtvtduaU made any attempt to
meet with tiietr neighbors in
aa effort to open their com-
munity to resposuihle Negro
families
U I refuse to open the door
of my home to one froei-
ing to death oo my doorstep,
then I cannot appeal to God
when that person breaks tha
door in: nor ran I shoot him
to prevent his breaking tha
tfl
. Unfortunately we're running
short of space, so well
defer answering your final
question until a future issue
Our Parish
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God Love You
New Vestments
Pose Problem
By BISHOP PULTON J. SHEEN
The last week of the council
ere were in a More in Homo
which told church vestments.
W# overheard the following
conversation Ix-twccn a Bish-
op from a persecuted land and
the shopkeeper:
Bishop: "Bui I do not know
whether or not I can ever pay
more than $50."
Shopkeeper: "We will take
a chance on your ability to
pay the rc»t."
Bishop: "But I could he tent
to a concentration ramp or
martyred on my return to my
country."
Shopkeeper: "In that case
wc would forget the debt for
the glory of God."
AT THAT POINT, we inter
rupted the conversation, and
the Bishop told us that he was
buying $5OO worth of pontifical
vestments for his cathedral
Asked how he could gel the
vestments .n'o his persecuted
land, the Bishop said that he
he would drag them on the
floor, cover them with dust,
wrinkle them up into a hall
and pul them into a suitcase
with rags and old clothes in
the hope that he could brmg
them safely rcross the border
to his cathedra!
Hundreds of thousands of
Catholics would love lo have
an opportunity to make a sac-
rifice for this Bishop, or any
ol the hundreds of Bis.vops
who live either under persecu-
tion or in great poverty. It is
only a question of how to do
it
Where are these Bishops and
pric«t»' ilow can we put
something into Uieir hinds?
Pope John gave us an in
swer to this: "He does much
good who aids one in need,
but he docs a greater good
who helps one to aid all."
This was hia reference lo the
Society for Ihe Propagation
of the Kaith. Now Pope Paul
VI allocates all the sacrifices
you send him He distributes
recording to his superior
knowledge and world-wid' tv
leresl
Now that we are bark from
the council, le< us hear fpi*n
you wlih a sacrifice for the
Wounded and Suffering Christ
who lives on in the Church
today
GOD LOVE YOU to J 1. for
$10: "In thanksgiving f»r a
happy home and a country of
plenty." To Mrs J S for $J
"My nine year old grandson
saved his pennies and axked
me to send them to you for
the starving people in the
world" To Anonymous for
$lO "A littie sacrifice from a
priest in thanksgiving ” To
J w for $lO "Evcrytim* l
ectch myself feeling sorry for
myself I II donate something
towards those who really need
my pity ’
Cut out this column, pm
your sacrifice to it »nd
address *t to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen. National Director. So-
ciety for the Preparation of
the Faith. M 6 Fifth Ave .
New York, or Bishop Martin
W Stanton. Jt Mulberry St..
Newark or Msgr W r-m
F lout* Jt Degrasse St,
Paterson
The Response
To Automation
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
A man who manufactures
automation equipment warned
the other day that automation
can bring economic disaster
unless there u concerted action
by industry, labor and govern-
ment to solve the problems it
creates.
Automation, said John I.
Snyder, president of US In-
dustries Inc, It essential
hut It presents staggering chal-
lenges which demand "unpre-
cedented coopers lion among
all elements of the economy
"
Km 10 years, said Snyder,
the trend has been for the
number of working people to
grow much faster than the
number of jobs, and this trend
Is accelerating
He held that "total planning
is needed which Is to be
directed to two major ends:
creation of new Industries in
this country; creation of new
markets for our products
"
AS LONG AGO as IMT, Pope
Pius XII issued a warning that
automation must not be al-
lowed to play havoc with hu-
man rights and freedoms, but
must be made to serve those
values.
The Pope called for scien
tifie. sociological and religious
studies into the impart of
automation on natural* econo-
mies and on human lives
lie cautioned that automa-
tion must not be permitted to
move so rapidly as to cause
periods of serious unemploy-
ment.
Four years later. Pope John
XXIII. in a letter written at
his direction by Amlclo Car-
dinal Clcognam. the Pap»l
Secretary of State, also ta-
sted a caution about the need
of controlling automation for
mankind's good
The burden of automating in-
dustries. said the letter, should
not be borne by one or an-
other group of workers, but
should be shared by all Involv-
ed. because in the long run
all benefit.
POPE JOHN called for reor-
ganisation of management-
labor relations to solve the
new problems which technol-
ogy creates.
The letter said that Indexes
of productivity must not be al-
lowed to govern alone, but
must be made subject to the
moral order, safeguarding hu-
man dignity and the rights of
persons and families.
The Immediate negative re-
sults of automation. Cardinal
Cicognanl went on, should uot
be borne exclusively by work-
ers, but should "weigh equally,
or even more heavily, on In-
vestors of capital and. when
opportune, even upon all mem-
bers of the political communi-
ty"
A PRIME point which must
never he forgotten la discus-
sion of such problems is this:
depressions do not result from
inability to produce add dis-
tribute goods. Depressions re-
sult from gross dislocations
caused by maldistribution of
wealth.
The world could be prosper-
ous beyond the wildest dreams
tt any of us, if the principles
set forth In such documents
as
Pope John s encyclical Mater
et Msgistra. were universally
IHtlow ed
Some day we will have that
prosperity —but not until we
have learned that the human
race la one family in which
each member is entitled to love
and care, and each member
also Is duly bound to contribute
what he la able
Your World and Mine
A Lesson for Americas
In Mexican History
By GABY MacEOIN
Many I S Catholics have be-
come concerned about Latin
America, and I think that's an
excellent thing. I discussed the
topir this fall at a meeting of
a Holy Name Society and the
questions revealed our new up-
surge of awareness of the
hemisphere's problems —and
new soul searching for Chris-
tian answers.
They kept coming back to
the role of private capital in
hemisphere development Why.
they wanted to know, should
we invest capital that may to-
morrow be expropriated' Why
should money go where condi-
tions make the capital market
unattractive?
INSTEAD OF offering a the-
oretic answer. I pointed to the
experience of Mexico, which
in the first half of the century
experienced a series of violent
convulsions. The power of the
old ruling class wss destroyed,
as were the major Institutions
and activities of the Catholic
Church.
Foreign investments cimr in
for a snellacking. The reaction
of International capital wax
violent It imposed a boycott
to prevent sale of Mexican oil
anywhere in the world How-
ever. when World War II
threatened, a modus vivendl
with the revolutionary regime
had lo be found Under tne
compromise agreement. Mexi-
co agreed to pay In install-
ments for the exproprui --I
properties The final payments
were in fact made to US.
companies in 19*2
Subject to reasonable regu-
lations. the Mexicans contin-
ued to welcome foreign capi-
tal Today U S rspitsl has
reached a level far higher than
ever before, and U S investors
regard Mexico at one of the
most attractive latin Ameri-
can countries
THE CATHOLIC Church ha*
had a similar experience The
number of priests fell to joo
in IMS, at the height of the
persecution, and only a few
Bishops remained. However
the revolution settled down and
soon realised that It had to
accept the fact that Mexico is
Catholic It accordingly al-
lowed the Church to develop
once more. The Church ac-
cepted a role aimilar lo that of
the Church in the U S. and to-
day the Catholic Church is
more flourishing In Mexico
than in practically any other
Latin American country
l-egal and emotional re-
lations between Church and
State are still unsatisfactory,
but substantial progress is be-
ing made towards anew equil-
ibrium
THIS CASE history offers
obvious lessons American pri-
vate capital has a role in Lat-
in America if it is willing to
accept the social controls
which these sister nations con-
sider essential to protect their
economic independence, con-
trols which follow the lines
defined by law ami conven
tion here in the US.
The Catholic Church can
likewise adjust itself to the
new society which l.alin Amer-
icans seek to establish, and
not only adjust itself but flour-
ish and be more effective than
it was under the old system
that has erased to respond to
the realities and needs of the
region
World Authority
Need Is Seen
WEST BADEN SPRINGS.
Ind. (RN'S) Mankind's best
hope for a. permanent world
peace lies in creation of an
international authority, with
legislative, executive and Ju-
dicial branches,: and a mili-
tary force to enforce Its de
cisioos
This was the genrrst con-
sensus of speakers sod com
mrntatori participating in a
Nuclear War Institute at West
flatten College, Loyola Univer-
sity's Jesuit seminary in
southern Indiana
Other view* advanced at the
institute included a defense of
past and pre-ent U S foreign
policies, and a rrevaluation
ol the traditional Christian
concept of a "just war" m
light of thermonuclear war
fare
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Letters to the Editor
Thi turn* end eddreit o/ iht write? mutt be included in t letter
intended for publication, but they will bt withheld if requeued.
From Boystown
Football Team
Thomas Hertz,
Boystown. Kearny
Editor:
Now that the 1963 football
season is over, I would like to
express our sincere gratitude
for Ihe cooperation and cover-
age given by The Advocate to
gridiron activities here atoystnwn Particular thanks
are directed to your sporta
editor, Ed Woodward, tor the
way he wove the facts into
interesting writeups each
week.
The Memory
Of Pius XII
M. Fulvio
Secaucus.
Editor
May Anne Buckley be triply
blessed for her article "Have
We la>st a Memory'” Please
assure her that this is 'me
Catholic woo will never "'ose
the memory' of what Pitta
Ml achieved amt was, and is
so glad m.-rc are people like
her to keep the world from
forgetting
Pope John every
honor pa.d'him, but it is re
giettable tnat so much said in
his praise rarnrs implied
slurs against his great piede-
ccssor. Our beloved John may
have opened windows, hut it
•hould never be forgotten that
it was Pius who had removed
the bars and repaired the pul-
leys.
Those numerous audiences
with groups of every descrip-
tion more than paved the way
for ecumenism, among other
achievements
About the ridiculous play
slandering his memory—l, too,
was at first indignant Now,
I m beginning to wonder if thi*
is not some oblique act of
God.
Since the annooncement
of the play, defenses of Pius
XII have flamed out from the
most unexpected quarters.
The press ha* carried a re-
port on this play from Swedrn
(a country overwhelmingly
Protestant i, in which almost
every rrttic
has deplored the
tlirme and protested against
Ihe smearing of a good man.
A recent rolumn in a secular
paper has censured the con-
trol matter more se.erely
than even the Catholic ores.
These are only two of many
instance*.
If Herman Shumlin Is boo-
ing to disparage the Church
by bringing this slanderous
play to Ncsv York, it may be
that his action will prove a
boomerang. II already seems
that he may. in the end, ren-
der the Church a great serv-
ice by causing the "forgotten - *
Pope to be remembered for-
ever.
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‘The Cardinal’
Best of 1963
By WILMAM H. MOORING
Thli year on* can hardly
pl»y thi* annual gamp of
critic*’ choice and coma up
with the "Ten Bejt" movie*,
without first explaining what
one means by heat. He»t for
whom, by rtason of what?
The first purpose of the
theatrical film »UII i* to en
tertain. Artistic and technical
merit* certainly figure impor-
tantly. So, to moat film buff*,
do moral and aesthetical con-
tent and treatment.
Much of the finest photo-
graphy, acting and art direc-
tion, have occurred m screen-
plays that were well written
and imaginatively directed.
Not a few still contained ele-
ment* that were offensive.
My list msy not coincide
with those of critics who view
the motion picture solely si an
art form Without ignoring
artistic quality, 1 have chosen
first with an eje on general
entertainment appeal In each
Instance the Legion of Decency
rating follows the title My
evaluations ar* not tendered
at a blanket recommendation.
FROM THE YEAR’S Amert-
can output I select "The Car-
dinal’* (adults and informed
adolescents); "Julies of th*
Field" (general patronage);
"The Great Escape" (gen-
eral patronage); "The Incredi-
ble Journey" (general patron-
age) and "Charade" (adults
and adolescents).
From foreign imports I
choose: ‘Tour Days of Na-
ples" (adults and adoles-
cents); "The I. Shaped Room"
(adults with reservations);
"The I-onelineat of the
I/Mtg Distance Runner"
(adults); "Tom Jones", (adults
with reservations). The
latter la included with
tome hesitancy, but In spite
of its coarseness, emphasis on
lust and glamortration of sex-
ual promiscuity, the film pre-
sents brilliant technical and
artistic effects rarely equalled
on the screen.
Interfaith Talk
On the Council
NEW YORK (NC) Three
Catholics and a Protestant will
discuss work of the Second
Vatican Council on "Directions
'M . . , A Catholic Perspec-
tive." Dec. 29. ch 7. at I p m.
James O’Gara, managing
editor of Com moom»*| will be
moderator of a panel whose
members will he Rev Fred
erick McManus. * hturgi.ai
scholar from Catholic t’njver-
atty of America; Rev Gre-
gory Baum. O S A , theologian
from St Michael’s College of
the I'nivertity of Toronto. Unt.
and the Rev William A Nor-
gren. director of faith and or-
der studies. National Cornell
of Churches located in New
York.
Television
.
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Saries on Council
To Re Rebroadcast
NEW YORK - "I Am V* ah
You." the four part TV docu
mentary on the ecuraenicat
Councils of the church which
was shown last May, will he
rebroadcast on the Cattknlic
Hour during January beginning
Jan 5 at 1 30 pm . ch *
Bishop John J, Dougherty,
president of Seton“irall In;
vertity. was technical adviser
to the production which was
filmed in 1« cities in the Near
East, Middle East and Europe
Plaus in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
New Play*
The Burning Strong, ex-
citing drama, with much spiri-
tual insight, about the plight of
leperi in France during the
Middle Ages.
Nobody Lovea aa Albatroa*
Hard, fast, often funny sdult
comedy about a brash TV pro-
ducer cynically getting by on
bluff.
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Caritas Program
MADRID (NC) Spain's
Catholic charities organisation.
Carilas, will launch a wide
ranging three year develop
ment program to help solve
the country's social problsms
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Can you use a
LOAN?
Just pick up the
PHONE
...
and ask us .bout hank credit to help you payfor that new at, houaehold appliance, or home
fallprov«ncnt projm - or for any other aound
purpoae. Loan coat U 10w ... termi are right
•errioa ia prompt.
HILLSIDE
Stcde&ank
1211 LIBERTY AVE., HIUSIDE, N. J.
Phone 354-0500
Spotlalhod Catering At Your Hall . .
EXQUISITE CATERING TO:
• WEDDINGS • BANQUETS
• COMMUNION BREAKFASTS
•
SHOWERS • SOCIALS
Complete Dinner* or Buffet
JOHN REARS CATERING
171 McWhorter st., Newark, n.j.
MA 4-9425 - ES 2-4234
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FREEZER OWNERS
No money down ...4 months to poyl
Full Hindquarfer of
U. S. Choice Beef
Custom cut into enough delicious
Sirloins. Porterhouses, roasts, stew,
beef, chopped beef, etc. to serve ban-
quet meals to the average family for
four months. Flash-freezing, freezer,
wrapping and delivery included.
TERMS AVAILABLE
Avarogo Ordar It Accompanist by m Filled Book of
TRIPLE-S BLUE STAMPS!
// you leant the best
...
§kchaidl is the place
Arrow continues its
double-incentive savings plan
FREE GIFTS
PLUS... TOP EARNINGS
You may Mloct FREE any
•na of tha fabuloua GIFTS
i*a offar, whan you opan an
account for $500.00 or mora,
or add $500.00 qr mora to
your pratant account Umlt
only ona gift to.an ac-
count >ony, n» gifts mailad.
F*to IUAKTHir
LEGAL FOR INVESTMENTS
FAST DRIVE-IN WINDOWSERVICE
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HIOHWAY 44. DOVIR. N. J.
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LOBSTER
GOLDEN LANTERN
RiSTAURANT AND COCKTAIL 10UN0I
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FOR THE ULTIMATE IN DINING PLEASURE
Ike OASIS
143 WMIPPANY RO.
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.
TU 7-3333
OPEN DAILY
9 WEST PARR ST.
NEWARK
MA 4-1489
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‘'Something New"
LUNCHEON - 1.95
FULL COURSE DINNER 3.75 Z
957 Northfleld Ave.
WEST ORANGE
OPEN DAILY REdwood 1-3943
OlAAf'l Clwfc And AmAiUan !•<»••• Oa4i tj/d. AxxxeXd
The Pope 's Pilgrimage
Nazareth The city Christ'schildhood has changood little during
the past 2,000 yearsas this street scene shows. It has
the largest Christian community in Israel - 26.000. Pope Paul may seethe church pictured in background, above; it is named for St. Joseph
Bethlehem Pope Paul's pilgrimage to the Holy Placet will un-
doubtedly include a visit to the Church of the Nativ-
ity in the city of Christ's birth. The church, pictured above, is built over
a grotto believed to be the very site of the Nativity.
Jerusalem Pope Paul will be the first Pope since St. Peter to walk the streets of
the city where Christ died. Above id panoramic view of Jeresalem
showing in the background the Mount of Olives where Our lord spoke to His Apostles,
including Peter, before ascending into heaven.
The Nativity
In Ancient
Manuscripts
SOITH ORANGE - The
story of the mystery of the
Birth of Chris! is told throne!)
the medium of ancient mini-
-scripts 4(> j ,n tr.e
current exhibit at Seton Hall
I’niverstly Museum The ex
hibit. ’And the World Was
Made flesh." Will Continue
through Jan 31 at the
museum, which .% located in
McLaughlin Library oo cam-
pus
THE M\M SCRIPTS, , an
phaosnrs woodcuts and pages
from Bibles Books of Hours,
Psalters and Bres lanes dates
from the period IOObtIOO A D
Each page has hern selected
according la Herbert C Kraft,
museum director. w> present a
separata episode m Use nar-
rative of the Satis tty, from
the Old Testament prophecies
to Use flight lata Egypt
The manuscripts arigiasted
in monasteries of England,
fraace. Germany. Armenia
and Ethiopia more than *Jo
fears sgo The printed Bibles
embrace both Catholic sal
Protestant verssoas. lachtdiag
the flrst King James Bible a
Luther German Bible dated
i»« and the Matthew » Bible
of ISii
"The Book of Common
Prayer" and the "Church of
England Book of Ritual" dated
10». together with the Missal
tasued In accoedance with the
decrees of the Council c 4
Trent, the Dutch "Ufe of Jes
ua Christ" and the "Posuile
Majorrs Cum Questwoibus"
of ISIS are included
The display may be seen or
weekdays from • a m to 5p m
end Saturdays uatil Ipm
The museum will be closed
Dec li and Jan 1
HISTORIC ITEM - Century-old faldstool used by Newark’s
first Bishop, James R. Bayley, is examined at the cen-
tenary Mass of Seton Hall's chapel. Dec. 19. by Bishop
Dougherty, Seton Hall president, who used the faldstool
during the Mass; Mrs. William Henderson of South Or-
ange. whose husband financed the renovation of the
chapel for the occasion, and Msgr. William N. field, who
salvaged the faldstool when it was nearly discarded some
years ago and refinished it.
CHRISTMAS EXHIBIT - f[?]tured in cur-
rent exhibit at Seton Hall University
Museum are, left, a woodcut. "The Visi-
tation." made around 1495 for a Dutch
book on the Life of Christ, above, page
from on illuminated manuscript pro-
duced for M[?]rtin l[?] Vieux, Xing of Ara-
g[?]n, about 1395 The exhibit, titled.
And the Word Was Made Flesh," will
continue to Jan. 31.
Los Angeles Has Its
Road to Bethlehem
LOS ANGELES (NC) -
May roads lead to Bethlehem.
<’■» of them is fabled Sunset
Jllevard here Each night
•'Jrlng the last days befora
An it mss workaday people
iamr to walk with Joseph and
Mary to Bethlehem.
Children came dressed as
shepherds with staffs decorat-
ed with flowers, bells and
bright ribbons They know the
Infant Jesus is comlnf el
Nino Dios.
EACH NIGHT the little shep-
herds came up Sunset Boule-
vard with their parents to the
old Plata church, at the site
where Our Lady's city was
founded They came tor Las
Posadas, the old Mexican cus-
tom of walking wuh the Holy
Family on its journey.
They walked In a proces-
sion that circled the arcade
under the grapevine in the
patio of the old Plata church.
At they walked they chanted
the Litany of Our Lady in
Latin.
They Walked beside the sta-
tues of St. Joseph leading a
donkey bearing Mary. The lit-
tie shepherds went alongside
shaking their atatfs and ring-
ing tiny bella to show their
happiness.
The procession circled the
patio and stopped In front of
the church door. All the peo-
ple sang the Spanish couplets
voicing Si Joseph's plea for
ahelier. finally (he door op-
enrd and Ihe happy company
entered with Mary and Jo-
seph.
20 Schools Now
Using Advocate
St Michael's Grammar School. Union City, is the latest to
take advantage of The Advocate's school bulk plan enabling
Schools to use The Advocate for classroom work. Ninety eighth
grade students at St. Michael s now will receive The Advocate
weekly at school
Where The Advocate D to be used In school, we make It
available to teachers for five cents a copy for orders of to or
more copies. Orders may be for periods ranging from a month
to the full school year.
Teachers and principals interested In more Information can
gall our circulation manager. Allen C. Bradley, at MArket 4-0700.
W*r in class is also available.
A loth! of 1,330 students us It high and nine grammar schools
are now participating in the plan.
Baptizes His Dad
BATON ROUGE. La (NO
—l* an unusual ceremooy. a
sun baptised his father here
Mlfhael White ft. father of
eight children, began taking
instructions some t.me ago
from a priest here The in-
structions were inter rup'ed
when the priest was trans-
ferred
White’s son. Res Wilbet
White was sent here from
Bay St Louts. Miss He com
pieted the Instructions and
baptised his father in v Pa
the Apostle Church
/% I d
TheAdvocate
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PARTY PACKAGE
Planned and priced with the
FATHER OF THE BRIDE in mind
P*r person—compiet*—no ertra'a
sp«cial tor Saturday afternoon! (not
Saturday nights) and ait day Sunday
Planned »,th a masterful touch to capture the magnificence
of the mo*t memorable Cay ct her Me. Gleam,ng silver,
sparkling crystal and candle;,gbt. accent the romantic
mood of the occaseon make her wedd ng an event to
be long remembered by tarn ’/ and friend*. Nothing ,«
omitted You get everything that every b»‘de traditionally
want*, and more—at th.s new one tew price!
$075
PACKAGE INCLUDES:
CNUIfACNt TOAST—e* trait el four ten (im -* * countnr
run COURSC ROAST TURAIV or CNIf»«N Chhtß (»• m,*.)
<; otcoßArio mooing cam with o muint o t some
or art whiskey tor wch taiic or la n rsons ouciuotNa
MUUMXI 1t WAIURS GRATUITUS ■ tula CANDELABRA
tr tARUC MCORATiONt TO INCIUOC CANDUS ANO OX
ivtrt outer TARtr •110*1*1 on a* pal tabu * cotoero
tiNth* or your choicc e tAce t>vi*ur ■> rißsohALtv
tNGRAKO BOUVCNIR HATCH ROOKS »OR EACH OUtST #
CQUn IWCNTARY BRIDAL SUITt ANO A BOTTU Of CHAVeAGNE
fOil THt BRIOC ANO OROOM S WEDDING fARTY NIGHT CIF
CISIRtO) * ORtSUNU ROOMS fOR BRIOAL RARTY
16 BEAUTIFUL BANQUET ROOMS TO CHOOSE FROM
r*o*t nrjiT turner ut luculujs
NtART* Of CUXRY lift A ORtCN OUVLS ROIC RAOISHCS
CMOICgOT NUT MIAtS
rmn MARMOT HENRY IV
PCVAJT VOUNQ TOM TURKEY
CHESTNUT VTUmNO CRAMBtRRT RAUCC GIBICT GRAVY
ar
ROAIT HALF YOUNO ptYMOtmt ROCK CHICKEN
DCRBY DRESSING
BTRJNO BCANR AMANDINE RllOUt POTATO
NKCD GREEN SALAO WITH OUTS irtflAl DMSSI NO
RArNBOW fARfATT MELBA rtTTT* POURS
come
UIMTITINTED TO DCCOR
bdln* Nrty r»ck-
•***.*f* BYBHBbte. Please accept our Invita-
tion to visit our Banquet Office or ceil Jerry
orvath at MA 3-4080 (or details.
*
I Was Thinking ...
Christ Is Everywhere
From Baking to Mass
By RUTII W. REILLY
The week before Christ nun
is busy with baking and gift
wrapping, cleaning and dec-
orating. and organising holi-
day activity. "1 love the
imclls of the house when I
come in,” our youngest grin-
ned. inhaling deeply He looked
at the rack of cookies cooling
on the table: “Want me to
sample one?"
On the Sunday before Christ-
mas we usually visit the State
Colony at Woodbine where our
oldest son lives As we set out
this year a light- blanket of
snow gave me whole world a
hushed and holy look. It was
a wonderful trip and we were
happily impressed on the way
down when, at the precise
moment that the radio played
"Rudolph. the Red nosed
Reindeer." we saw a deer,
poised and alert, standing in
full view at the edge of the
nearby woods.
WK USUALLY bring a touch
of Walter home for Christmas
by stopping at the roadside for
greens and holly We use these
to Une the hall fireplace which
serves as a cave to house
the figures of the Holy Fami-
ly during the Christmas sea-
son
We weave a string of lights
among the greens and over it
all two angels hoki a banner
"Glory to God in the Highest "
When all is ready we place
the figures of Mary and Jo-
aeph near the straw filled Ad-
vent crib to await the Infant.
Whom I put in place after our
return from midnight Mass.
More cakes and cookiri
come from the kitchen oven,
and the older children deliver
Christmas gifts and goodies
for me Usually we have
some callers too and happily
break the activity for inter-
ludes of visiting.
DINNER TIME is always
special not for the food, but
for the fun and spirit.
It was a most wonderful
hour, and we remained where
we were to offer the family
Rosary Gathering the family
to my heart as we prayed in
the soft glow of the Christmas
tree lights, 1 thanked God (or
all things, and offered Him
anew all the Joys and the sor-
rows which are part of His
plan for us.
We tacked the stockings of
the younger children to the
doorframe next to the fire-
place.
Before each retired he
brought down hu little box of
carefully wrapped and labeled
gifts and arranged them un-
der the tree John was first:
“My presents always look so
little under the tree." he
laughed and added: "They art
little!"
THROUGH THE evening
more girls and boys were
brought down and the room
seemed alive with love A won
derful relaxed peace flowed
through me then There was
still over an hour before it
would be time to leave for
midnight Mass, and all was in
readiness
I thought back to Joseph and
that first Christmas night Aft-
er the stress and strain oT the
journey to Bethlehem, ami the
search for a suitable place
for his young wife to bear hrr
Child, how he must have bur
ried to provide what comforts
he could to make the cave
homelike
Ami then, all was m readi-
ness' He must have caught
Mary’s eye and smiled 1 ran
hear him say to her "Are you
all right”*
Assured that she was. I ran
see him go to the light er ing
opening of the cave and d.tnk
in the peace ef the cold. clean
vfartn mghl as he thanked
God that all was in readiness
tor the birthday of the
King
Sister Marks
25th Anniversary
GIJkpSTONE - Sister Car-
melita. CS J„ marked her
silver Jubilee as a religious of
St John the Baptist at a
solemn High Mass of Thanks-
giving Dec * in Ml St John
Academy's chapel
Sister Carmrlita teaches
first grade at the academy.
Other assignments have in-
cluded bursar fnc Camp St.
John, an affiliate of the
academy, and SL Lucy's
School. Newark
Among those present to
honor her were her parents.
Mr and Mrs Frank Lrnge,
Union City, and three brothers.
Joseph. Philip and Frank An
evening reception in the high
school dining room followed
Ecumenism
At Maryknoll
VARYKNOLL. NY (RNSI
Mao knoll SUter* here havn
an affectHwatr place in their
heart* fur a petite Protestant
Episcopal nun who studied
with them
They gave the mm. Sister
Kliiaheth at 'he Order of St
Helena a warm send-off when
*ho left the Mao knoll Sisters'
Mothertumv for her first for
eign mission assignment in
Atrica
•Sister Elisabeth. the first
Kptsc >palian nun to study with
the Catholic society, had hern
taking classes here m anth
topology ami linguistics
North Jersey
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St Paul ml the t rw*s Rn
kary. Jersey Cijy Meeting-
pageant * » sodiLwuim,
Olga Untie l agan, chairman
MONDAY DU »
Cawrt Renest let flit, v
mil - Bus ride to Radso (tty
Mrs Howard Drnwan. <hs;r
man
St katiwas's Rasars Altar.
Northsale Meeting * W.
auditorium M*gr Hetirv G
J Beck speaker, erumso.cai
council, top*
'1 NDAY J\\ i
Imaarnlale ( MKrpM Re
vary tllai, M ntcU.r Tea.
11 pm, Madonna hall. A M
Sullivan, speaker
Socicty Has Juhilce
BAYoNSE - Mt larmei .
Attar Sorurt) will observe it*
34th jubtiec it It 11 • n Mas*
Jan 1 A dinner commemoral
mg the event will be held Jhn
* in the kM cafeteria Mrs
Manan Ahramski is chairman
ONL Ul EVERY two ,<
pie u North Jersey it * Cath
oUc Reach this huge market
through advertising in The A t
vacate
Georgian Court
Announces Drive
LAKEWOOD Georgian
Court College hat announced a
toogr range capital gifts pro
gram totaling 14 TRJ tmto tor
new buildings, remodeling rr
search and other maintenance
needs Thu it the first appeal
to the publ* in the school *
St years
Sister Mary Pierre. R s M
college president, taut the in
ittal project wdi be a tl 4 mil-
lion arts ami science renter
The budding, which will ac-
commodate Too student* in
classroom* laboratories ami
Stud tot is scheduled Tor ocrtl
panry nest tali
lasiect in the program are a
new ft million student chapel,
a residence hall to cost St Si
tnilUon and a S3M«M library
cspansiin Furnishing* amt in
stallations for present built-
ing* will total LUOwo tnd
remwtrlmg approximately
ttw.ooo
ALmi I IhTl.tt -itr faculty
improvements at SlW.wn,
sebotarships at Uoooo annual-
ly. general maintenance at
W) fluo annually ami researeh
in chemistry physics amt bio
logy at tJS.OOo annually
Slater VI Pierre said fund
raising will be directed toward
alumnae, fnemlt. parents of
student*, foundations and cor-
porations
Burglars Left
A Contribution
LONDON (NC) - Burglar*
who broke into the editorial
office* of Roman Missile,
monthly Catholic magarine,
touk nothing but made a ges-
ture at remorse instead
We’re sorry to have broken
Into a house of God. Here’s
half of what we've got in our
pockets u> pay for the dam-
age With the note was two
•hillings and sixpence—about
3S cents
Bostonian Gives Vacation
Serving as Lay Missioner Here
S.D.
NEWARK - A Boston sec-
rotary is spending a month's
vacation doing lay missionary
work in the Newark Archdio-
cese.
She is Vlolcttr Corey, an em-
ployee of the Boston regional
|office of the us Department
of Labor. She is spending her
vacation at (Juern of/Aftxel*
Negro parish hrrr assisting th<
pastor. Rev Thomas J Car-
ey. his three curates and the
Sisters who staff the school.
MISS COREY met Father
Carey two years ago on a pil-
grimage to Europe It was
then she learned of the need
for lay mitsioners in his par-
ish,
She recalls now that she ai
ways wanted to I* a mission
cr and do something special
for Christ. This seemed to be
an answer.
“Over a year ago," she said,
"I was In the hospital and I
made a promise to God that
if He would keep me well for
one year. I would accumulate
all my vacation and spend it
working for Him."
Vi, who comes from a fam-
ily of nine children, said the
biggest sacrifice she could°
make in giving this-time would
be to spend Christmas away
from Iyer family and to help
make someone else happy.
She lives with one of the
Negro families in the parish
and is known affectionately by
the seven children at "Auntie
V, "
»
SHE CALI-S her first exper-
ience here "profoundly mov-
ing." Arrangements had been
made for her to stay with a
white family. When she arrived
at their home and they found
out where she would he work
ing they said that 'hey needed
the room for another purpose.
"I coobin t help but think
about St Joseph being turned
away from the inns and of
how the Negro must feel when
rejected because of hia color.'
Miss Corey exjdaincd
Because of the season much
of her work hat been helping
to get ready for the holidays
One of her duties included
painting classroom windows
with randies and various
Christmas scenes
Another aspect of her work
has been secretarial taking
and transcribing letter*, help
ing bring file* up to-date and
cutting or printing atcncil*.
Sometimes the office is "ab-
solute bedlam ". There'* al-
ways the care of the parish-
ionert to make aurc that their
body is filled with food and
their soul is filled spiritually,
she said.
“It doesn't take long be-
fore you see things that have
to be done am) you volunteer
before you’re asked," she said,
continuing: "I came because
I wanted to do something spe-
cial; I wanted to give myself
somehow to God I have de-
rived so much happiness and
self satisfaction from it that
I'm reluctant to leave and
wish I could give even more."AVAILABLE TALENTS - Vi Corny found her artistic ability
was put to extensive use because of the holiday season
Here she paints one of the classroom windows
DEAR FRIENDS IN CHRIST - As in any business, serc[?]etarial
work is an essential part of parish work. Rev. William J.
Linder dictates
a letter to be duplicated for distribution
to parishioners.
DINNER'S READY - Lay missionarywork is not necessarily
a vocation from the kitchen, and one msy frequently find
oneself doubling as a part -time cook.
Retreat Set
For Students
NEW BRUNSWICK A
special retreat for college stu-
dent* will lie held Jan 3-5 at
the Cenacle Retreat House
here The retreat will begin
with supper on Friday at 6 30
and dose Sunday at 4 pm.
Rev Eugene Tucker. S.J.,
of the Maryland Jesuit Mission
Band will be retreat matter.
Father Tucker frequently
works with college student*.
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Imperials Are Sharp
Grammar School Forms Glee Club
By ANNE BUCKLEY
EAST ORANGE - Sharp -
tn both sig(it and sound!
ThU was the verdict following
the debut of anew vocal
group the boys glee club of
Our Lady Help of Christians
Grammar School.
So far the group, consisting
of 36 boys from the Mxth.
seventh and eighth grades,
have performed at St. John's
Cathedral parish, Paterson,
and for tha Holy Name and
Rosary societies of their own
panah.
DRESSED nattily in red
bistort crested in gold and
buttoned in brasa. white shirt*.
Mack ties and trousers, the
boys give smooth renditions of
auch favorites as "The Sweet-
est Sounds." "Moon River."
"Call Me Irresponsible." "San
Franclaco." and a show-Mop-
ping. "Hello Vuddah. Hello
Fuddah "
They like to call themselves
the Imperials
They are directed by Rev.
David A Final, a fine tenor
and musician (piano and or-
gan I himself, who studied un-
der Anne Viil Nruss concert
pianist, and Edward McGill.
ONLY ONE member is an
alumnus tenor soloist Rob-
ert Monica, 14, who's now at
Ea«ex Catholic High. Newark.
Father Ernst reports there
was no difficulty Is getting re-
cruits for the glee club. The
M boys were selected after
two w««ks of " auditioning **
The group sang at Midnight
Mast from the choir loft with
the men’s choir But primarily
boys win fill engagements of
a sorisi nature for Catholic
organisations Right now,
they're available for bookings
NEW COMBO - Section of the new 36-voice grade school boys glee club of Our Lady
Help of Christians. East Orange, is directed by Rev. David A. Ernst. Kneeling, front, are
Thomas M. frunzi. Vaughn C. Brookshaw and Robert J. O'Connor. Standing, Frank X.
Hopler on bongos and Pedro J. Longaray on maracas.
Time for Goals, Plans, Success
By SUSAN DINER
Everything you do mutt
have a beginning The begin-
ning of a day or the beginning
of an Idea where it leadi
depend* primarily on you!
Once you have an Idea and
decide to carry it through,
you have to decide when to
atart perhaps the beginning
of the week, the month or thr
year The new vev i* a per-
fect time to begin thing! vou
have been putting off Y*i
have X£ days in front of you
in which to accompitah aome
of your goals
TAKE YOITI resolu-
tions. for instance Right
now you're probably preparing
a list of "will do's" for 19M
It s a time to take a positive
attitude you will become an
AB student, you wOi work at
having more patience; you
will do as you're told unme
diately
Perhaps you don't make res
Muttons
you My you U only
break them anyway, so why
bother Weil Young Advo-
cates, there arc numerous
reasons why you should
Do you tike the person who
ran t make up bis mind, who
doesn't know whether or not
he should try something'
What about the person who's
afraid to try something for
fear he won't be successful'
You know you won't always
come'out first or even second
in a contest, and you know
you won't always be last Most
of the time you'll probably be
somewhere in the middle But
this is a wonderful place to be
In fact it's even good to be
last, because the important
thing is you tried You got
some experience
THIS EXPERIENCE will
pay off the next ti you try
What you learned the last
time will tell you what to do
or not to do and probably
how to do It better. By dis-
cussing the project with others
who were involved, you'll get
ideas and knowledge
,
If you’re realty determined.
you'll keep at a project in-
stead of giving up As long at
you progress you've been suc-
cessful to a Urge degree
Sometime you may find
yourself tn a situation where
you ran t give tn and take the
easy way out the "do noth
ing" way At that time you’tl
be mighty thankful for all the
times you kept working on
your pefsrvcTTOcc
Maybe you have an idea
that you'd like to sing solo at
a school coorert If you have
a good voice you have to
keep practicing unlit the day
comev when you ran qualify
You may never sing that solo,
but you may make the due!
Your goal may be higher than
you ran achieve, but you have
something toward which to
work -
tIAVLNG A GOAL u et
trrmeiy important Ooce you
have the goal, plan a method
of attack. Without a goal, you
have no way of knowing just
where you're going or the best
way of getting there
So. Young Advocates, you
need that beginning you need
a goal and-you need the will
to try and keep trying Thu
trying ms-ies you stronger.
When are you going to start*
Nest summer* Nest winter*
Why not right now* Mart mas
ing that list today and start
working right away
The new year holds many
surprises now hidden from
you
A* each day goes by
you'll be one day closer to
your ge*l If you wait until
the spring to start, you II be
wasting all the time before
then
Even if you're thinking
of baseball, you can start now
to read and learn all you can
about certain techniques
Doot forget pray to Gol
for guidance.
Set those goals now. work
toward them immediately.
Happy success':
Have You
Read...?
Ibt lolloulng gs/i/H«i at
Sjjrg on jrfs/rt übub ifput
•« Ibn suae ef The AAto.tti
I bt imturrt m fttnltd it ibt
bottom *| ibt , olmmn utlb
Ibt figt onokub Ibt intuit-
ing nrtiilt urn bt tomnj.
1 Foreign Student Juita Kmtti
counted among her Christ-
mas firsts this year a
(a) Snowball
(b) Christmas stocking
t.e) Christmas tree
3 Vioieße Corey, a native of
Boston spent her month's
vacation
tai Working as a lay mis
stoner m Newark
fb) Touring Europe
ic) Taking flying lessons
3 The first place Pope Paul
will arrive at in hiv trip to
the Holy land will be
(a) Amman
tb) Jerusalem
U) Bcihirttem
4 The city in the Holy Land
which tus the largest num
ber of Christians is
(a) Bethlehem
4bi Jerusalem
(c> Natarrth
ANSVURS:!•<*>.ftgt10;
J-tal,fjgtH.J-tei,ftgtI;
4-(t>,ftgt7.
Attention
Altar Boys
MEMORIES OF MY ALTAR
ROY DAYS, ISA 4 Franklin X.
Mrfermirk M pages »|.
This handbook is an excel-
Imi help and reminder for all
altar boy* The first ti pages
contain several Interesting
messagei < Jesuit priest
whose father and uncle served
his first Mass tells you about
how God answers prayers; an
eighth grader recently elected
secretary jA the Knights of the
Altar at his school tells you
about the best pan of hi* day
There are also items about
alUr boys in the Philippines.
Nebraska's Boy a Town and
the Scrra Club and you.
WHETHER YOU'RE anew
allar boy or not the section
dealing with the prayers and
deponment for serving Mass
will be helpful The responses
are given in Latin as well as
phonetic i
A calendar for each day in
IM4, the name of the feast and
■ space opposite It for notes
will be Ideal for keeping track
of when you art to serve
Spare U also provided for
your picture
Young Advocate altar boys
will enjoy owning this con-
venient book and will find it
a help when practicing their
responses Bassa Diner
ON* or"every two peo-
ple hi North Jersey la a Calh-
oUe- Reach this huge market
through advertising In The Ad.
route.
Students Win
K of C Contest
BAYONNE Two eighth
grade students received first
prue m Use recent ' Keep
Christ m Christmas ’ r»s*y
contest for seventh and eighth
graders sponsored by Star of
the Sea Council Knights of
Columbus
John Bender and Maryellen
Maher students at St And
few i School here each re-
ceived i tu) savings hood The
presentation was made by
James J Boyle, contest chair-
man. at the Knights of Colum
baas HatL
Flood Victims
Aided by CRS
NEW YORK i NC) - The
worldwide relief agency
of US Catbobc* has sent
thoitand* at pounds of wheat
tatir an! chitting to aid flood
victim* in Costa Rua " *
Cathnbr Relief Service*
NCWC tern use material from
the IKJ Thanksgiving Clothing
Collectmi m she V S
At least nine persona died
aqd 3.000 were left homeless
when torrential downpours
flooded the city of Cartage,
Cost* R«ca
Children Give
CANBERRA. Australia (NC)
Children here have been
buying gifla lor uaderpnvil-
egeal children, m tha are# and
In foreign mi*stons and donat-
ing them at vprcial Masse.
The Masse* at which children
M the pa run*-» donate gift*,
have been held annually for
five
year*
4 Clubs
Get Charter
Four Civic* Club* m
the Newark Archdiocese and
Paterson Diocese have re-
ceived their charters from
Cathode University, Washing-
ton. D C The new clubs are
Our Lady of Mt Virgin Civic*
Club at Mt Virgin School.
Garfield. Guardtana of Liberty
Civics Club .of St Michael s
School. Union. Immaculate
Conception Cities Ciub of St
Alojsius School Caldwell
and St Mary'* Civic* Club of
St Joseph s School, Lincoln
Park
Newly elected presidents
au Mt Virgin Michael
Cangialost; Guardian* of Lib-
erty. Mark Kactkg. immacu-
late Conception. Bruce Ward,
and St Mary*. -Eugene
Behnkr.
Other officers are Mt Vir-
gin Robert Mulder. Ellen
l liat*. Janie* Tabano. Mari-
lyn Ippobto and Paul Gebbta.
Guardians of Liberty Robert
VcKrow an. Marianne Or-
rhardo Christine Mampp and
Nancy Walker.
Also Immaculate Canrep-
Uon Kenneth Marri. John
Torn Douglas Smith and J»-
m*Pb Fermat, and St. Mary'a
Thomas Vaaderputten. Damet
Knpark. James Boyle and Neil
Brennan
PEACE ON EARTH - Addle is
holding the dove of peace
and saying her rosary that
as 1964 begins, the U.S. and
the world may truly experi-
ence peace on earth.
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In Youths' Corner
Jutta Spends Christmas with 2nd Family
By ED WOODWARD
There were many mile* be-
tween Jutta Knittl and her
home in Herzogcnburg, Aus-
trla, when the celebrated
Christmas this week in the
Morris County community of
Ornville.
However, the wasn't with-
out her family, at least her
adopted family. "She's Just
like another sitter." remarked
Susan Shayka with whom Jutta
It spending a year under the
International High School Stu-
dent Program of the Youth
Department, National Catho-
lic Welfare Conference.
THE SAVIOR’S birthday was
familiar in tome ways to Jutta
and unfamiliar in others. "We
have Christmas treei at
home," she noted, "but we do
not hang up a stocking ".
"We don't have Santa Claus
either," the added, "we have
what we call CbrisUind-an
angel." The snow-covered hills
which surround her here come
at no surprise though The
weather it very similar In her
native country, the asserted
of course, the Important
things such at Christmas
Mask, the traditional dinner
and the warmth of family were
present to remind her of this
bolyday as she knows it tn
Austria.
AS THE GI'EKT of Mr. and
Mrs Hany Shayka and their
children, three daughters and
a son at home (they have one
married daughter). Jutta is a
member of the senior class
at Morris Catholic High School
here.
Susan is a senior there and
her sister. Kathy, Is a fresh
man at the diocesan regional
school. Jutta left her mother
and her brother. Wolfgang,
who la In the Austrian Air
Tarce. at home Her father
died in IMI.
Jutta came to the US In
August as part of a group of
230 students from Europe and
Latin America This program,
which la termed a "grass roots
approach to bettering interna
tiooal relations." is part of th#
government s people • to • pea
pie ttrhsnge.
It enables foreign youngsters
to understand our culture by
spending a year at a mem-
ber of an Amerscan family: In
turn, the firm lies learn a great
deal about the students' count
ries
JUTTA CI.AIMK she had no
preconceived notion of what
her hosts or other ayerage
Americans would be like "We
only hear about the big or
important people at ' home."
sho*explalnrd. "We don't hear
about the average Ameri-
cana."
Still, the is quirk to point
out: "It is very wonderful
here. 1 want to romr again "
it is possible Ihst she could
come again in the career
which she has planned "I ap-
plied to romr to .the t S be-
cause I w ant to become an in-
terpreter.” she said with a
soft smile "1 wanted to set-
how other people live and
learn the language
"
ONE OF TIIE contrasts be-
tween here and Austria is in
the schools, sccording to Jutta.
"At home," she recalled, "I
would have to take 13 subjects
this year and go to school on
Saturday."
The lighter subject load here
is balanced somewhat by the
fact that she his more writ-
ten homework at Morris Cath-
olic.
In Austria, she would have
been a Junior this year at the
Icalgymnasium. a public
school, which has sn ill girl
student body.
She has found the co-educa-
tionsl status of Morris Catho-
lic “fun" and she is happy
about the reception she hat
ircetved from her fel)«w «»u-
-dents here "They make me
feel as if I've hern here since
freshman year." Jutta said ap-
preciatively.
WHILE SHE hasn't found a
great deal of difference in our
food, she did find one new
item which hat taken her
fancy com on a cob "I
like corn very much and I en-
joy hamburgers, too." she re-
marked
One thing the is looking for-
ward to enthusiastically is a
visit to the World's Fair next
year She has already seen
New York, which she found
'tremendous" including the
Statue of Liberty ami St. Pat-
rick's Cathedral.
tlhilT A YF\R ago, an
announcement was made at
Moms Catholic that students
who would like to have a for-
eign student for a year could
make application
Susan Shayka applied "1
was
one of four from our
school who applied,” she said,
"and I was the lucky oo* We
were picked "
(ether families m North Jer-
sey who might like to be
“lucky ones ' can obtain furth-
er information by writing to
International High School Stu-
dent-Program 1317 Masiarhu
»*!!t tve, Sw Washington
j nr
HUNG WITH CARE - Kathy (left) and Susan (right) Shayka show how their stockings
are hung on the fireside with care to Jutta Knittl, a foreign student from Austria
who is spending a year with them as part of the International High School Program
of the Youth Department, NCWC. Jutta, who hopes to become an interpreter, came to
the U.S. to see how other people live and learn the language. She is a member of the
senior clss at Morris Catholic High School, Denville.
Name Finalists
In Youth Awards
Washington <no Ten
finalists have been selected in
competition for outstanding
Catholic Youth and Young
Adult of the Year-Awards
Msgr Frederick J Steven-
•on. director of the' Youth t
partment. NCWC. which spon-
sorsthe event, said the finalists
are divided into two categories
- ternagers (14 IS) and young
adults 11930)
IN TIIE TEEN section are
Richard Andolina of Fats-
hur«b. Maurice J Blackwell.
Baltimore. Beverly Ann/Dan
lei. St Louu. James IT T*a-
kapulns, San Antonio. Trs
and Kay Kapalae. Austin. Tet.
N oung adult finalists are
fraatii J Dangan, Prosy,
dence Elisabeth Fischer of
Mary mount College Detrof
Norman D Flynn of La Cross*
<Wise > State College Earl W
foster of Bentselaer Polytech-
nic Institute, and Carol Trauth
of (Kir Lady of Cincinnati Col-
lege
Select! ms will be announced
New Year a Day
Blindness No Barrier
Twins Await College Boards
BRIDt.EPtIRT, Coon t RSS)
1-iir many other high school
seniors in the t* S . Betsy sod
Barbara Lombardi. IF year old
twin autrrs from Shelton,
loon will be confronting col-
lege board esams Out winter
"BLIND MNCK BIRTH, the
twins are now
seniors at Notre
Dame High School m Bridge
poet where they are attesting
classes for the first time with
sighted students
Tb* girts take with notes
with a perforated slate and
» stylo* and use texti*»kt
whrrh are in Bridle
Besides being ask! readers,
the twins have become Ucens
ed ham
operators base scored
highly tn typing competition
•nd base played the puno
susee the second grade
Betsy (dans to study mathe
matics or French tn coUeje.
while Barbara is a prospect!**
EagUsh major
TO GAIN COLLEGE admis-
sion, the twins chose the Rrv-
man Catholic high school up
on the advice of their older
*i*ter. Carol. .ho h#d Mud.
»*d economies at Trinity Col
iege in Washington Both
tehmls are staffed by the Sis-
ters of Notre Dame de Namur
At their previous school, the
girts formed a radio rhib and
aided 'I students there to ob-
tain their PCC license* At
home, they base a radio set
and "ham operate" throughout
the world tn English and
French Hetty's call letters
are KIEIC and Barbara's
KIFIK
Accomplished at the piano
and organ, the twins often
piay duets Barbara has eon
the annual typing contest tor
the bund sponsored by the Con
nrrtirtit State Department of
Education Her first place
*w»r»l was a typewriter
Last year Betsy was third
piare winner in New England
in the Faed typing eon test
with 411 words per minute
This year she placed fifth with
word* a fr.autr She noted
that ' the eoffipetien was much
keener than iIC
"
The twins* arc- mpitthmerits
have won Die admiration of
thetr tearhers at Notre Dame
t ommented Sister Teresa. St
James principal of the schools'
girls dismon: "They hase cer-
tainly taught us to see what
persistence and courage are
"
Report Shows:
Mission Donations Increase
NEWARK Contributions
from 319 schools and Confra-
ternity of Christian Doctrine
groups increased by more
than $2,500 during the 1962-63
school year and moved closer
to the $300,000 level, according
to the 39th annual report of
missions in the schools by
Bishop Stanton, Newark arch-
diocesan Mission Director.
Through dues to the Propa-
gation of the Faith and Die
Association of the Holy. Child-
hood and donation* in other
forma, a total of $290,357 23
was raised
TO EMPHASIZE the value
of this work. Bishop Stanton
quotes the words of Pope Pius
VI. who aaid: "We are not
Christians for ourselves alone,
but also for others in order to
save our brethren. AH Chris
tiana sre in fact called to
spread their Faith by helping
mitsionariea in charge of
founding the Church among
paean populations."
Propagation of the FaiUi
due*, which amounted to $32.
(LI 71. rose $1.489 21 and Holy
Childhood due* reached $13.-
683 58. an increase of $23 34.
The Propagation figure*
were swelled by $19.296 10 in
stnngles* donations and $48.-
223 97 in mite box offerings In
addition to duea. Holy Child-
hood sum included $56,840 34
for the adoption of pagan chil-
dren. $l9 230 69 for Christmas
seals and $296 20 tn string leu
donation*
The total was completed by
s‘<46s in Miss stipends which
were distributed to missionary
pnetts and $26:921 46 for des
ignited missionaries,
MARYUAWn of the Or-
anges repeated as leading high
school in per rapita contribu-
tions, but it boosted its lead
considerably It gave a total
of $5,251 46. which t* $2517
per student
St Domrnir Academy and
St. Aloyxius Academy, both of
Jersey City, were second and
third, respectively, positions
which they held the prevloua
year. St. Dominic's had •
$1431 average and SC
Aloytius had $10.86.
Among regional and paro-
chial high tchools, St. Aloytius
(Jersey City) led with • $4 39
sverage. followed by Queen of
Peace Girls’ High School,
$3 82; Essex Catholic, $3 78,
and Martat and Roselle Cath-
olic, tied at $3 56.
IN GRAMMAR schools of
academics, Marylawn was
top> with $l3 02 Among paro-
chial grammar schools. St. An-
thony's (East Newark), was
again first with an average of
$8 55, a Jump of $ll4 St.
Mary'i (Elizabeth) was sec-
ond with $515. followed by
Help of Christian* (East Or-
ange), $4 75: Assumption Girls
(Emerson), $4 24. and St. Hen-
ry's (Bayonne I. $4 01
Offerings from institutions
were highest from Sacred
Heart Orphanage (Kearny)
with $132 04 St Joseph s Vil-
lage, (Rocklrigh) was second
with $ll3 28
St. Leo's (East Paterson)
wst first among CCD units
with a total of $278 13. a me
of $228 38 over the previous
year. St. Franci* Xavier
(Newark) was second with
$3OO and St Cecilia's < Kearny)
third with $295 42
Prom Planned
Mlt.l.Bl'RN - "Candleglow
and Mistletoe" will be the
theme of the Larordkire Jun-
ior venior prom Dec 26 at the
Chanttcler Restaurant here.
Virginia MrElwee is chairman.
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DON BOSCO
Religious Gift Shop
Announce* o Removal
mm
Our »Kop it being relocated All price* on every
Item drotticolly reduced In order to move ttoch
quickly. Be Sere early for betl *etect<on of the . .
FINKST KKI.KiIOI S <;oo»S
Lxtra >|M-ri«l iNemul on Slaiur*
I)on Kom*o
RELIGIOUS GIFT SHOE,
20J Union Ave., feterton. NJ. MU 4-5St5^ ,r
Hour*; Doily A Sot 9 AM to 11 30 A M
3 00 R.M. - Cloted All Day Pndoyv
1 f M to
ONE or EVERY two pco.
pin in North Jrrtry U ■ Cith-
ollc Reach thit huge market
through advertising in Thn Ad-
vocate
C
ornell.
OI
fajoii* uoHuMim:
john fa McGovern
/4Rn MEMORIALS
\jff\j *»• H»l» lm> r«wl«(|l
XJM' m *>o«* OOAO
NO«Tm >liia«TO« m 4.
*»«n othim
For REAL OUAUnr
FtfNCH DtY CIIANtNO
J?c £ZW(Pc
YOUR DOCTOR
*"••1 o<*rf Irviti
COSMEVO
Jit FATUtO** it FATItiON
for Every Advocate Family
i
' -
FOUR DAYS
The HistoricalRecord of President Kennedy's Death
• Asa non-profit service to all
ita reader* who will want a fit-
ting memento of those unforget-
table day* that shocked the
world, the Newark New* offer*
a atirringly Illustrated book of
the tragic event* that took place
in Dallas and Washington. With
a preface by Bryce Cation and
edited with the celebrated skill*
of American Heritage and Unit-
ed Press, this memorable volume
records every chapter of the
tragedy. For your copy, just mail
this couoon with check or money
order, for January delivery.
KENNEDY BOOK |
Newark News
P O. bon 77, Newark I,N. J.
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Tourney Rush Certain to Trim Unbeaten Ranks
NEWARK As North Jer-
sey Catholic quintets prepared
to meet the opening nish of
holiday tournaments Dec. 26
and 27, there were six remain-
ing In the undefeated cate*
gory.
But, that list is certain to be
trimmed just how much will
depend upon the true strength
of some of these clubs which
have looked good in the early
going.
ONE PLACE where It will
have to be sliced is in the
Essex County Coaches Tourna-
ment where two of the un-
beaten, Our Lady of the
Valley (4-0) and Immaculate
Conception (4-0), are entered.
A third team which holds a
4-0 standard. SL Peter's Prep,
faces a tough road in the St.
Peter's College Invitation
Tournament. St. Patricks,
which also has swept four foes.
will journey to Mt. SL Mary'a
College, Emmttsburg. Md , to
take on SI. Joseph's of Em-
miLvburgDec. 27 and St. John's
Prep of Westminister, Md.,
Dec 28.
DePaul (2-0) Is one of the
favorites in the Don Bosco
Tech Holiday Tournament and
Seton Hall (1-0) will try to
preserve 1U status In non-
tournament competition.
IN ALL. THERE wiO be
eight tournaments in which
local Catholic squads will be
battling for prlxes and in at
least half they stand a good
chance of bringing borne the
championship
The granddaddy of *ha
Christmas event., the Bergen
County Holiday Festival, ta
without iu defending cham-
pion, Bergen Catholic, and it
may produce a public school
kingpin with Ridgewood taking
the favorite's role. Host Don
Bosco and St. Cecilla’a (E).
the only Catholic entrlea, both
seem doomed to elimination in
first-round games Dec. 27.
IN THAT ESSEX tourna-
ment. Central is the early
choice In most quarters, but
Valley may give it a stiff test
in the opening game and St.
Benedict’s which won the
crown two years ago, won't
become an easy victim. In the
opposite bracket, either Im-
maculate Conception or Esaex
Catholic will be ousted when
they meet in the quarterfinals,
but the survivor will be a ser-
ious contender for the title
Archbishop Walsh will bring
the distinction of being two-
time champion (1961 and 62)
in the DBT tournament, but
the Bishops look headed for an
also-ran spot this time around.
DePaul. Don Bosco Tech
and Paterson Tech ap-
pear destined to fight for one
final b«rth with St. Bonaven-
ture and Paterson Tech the
probable semi-finalists in the
other bracket. DePaul could
have Its toughest test in the
semis.
WHILE ST. CECILIA'S (K)
may not ba able to defend Its
crown in the Jersey City
Christmas Tournament, the top
■pot should go to a Catholic
school. Sl. Aloyslus or St.
Mary's (JC) rate the best bets
In this one.
In the Mariat Brother* Invi-
tation Tournament, which will
be played at Mt St Michael's
gym in New York, both Ro-
selle Catholic and Marist look
strong The Lions won the hon
or* last year, but it could be
Marist in a ahowdown with the
Roselle boys in the final this
year.
BT. PETER'S and St. Jo-
aeph’a (WNY) carry the colors
for the Catholic schools In the
St. Peter's College tourna-
ment. The Petreans, who were
runners-up to Power Memoriat
last year, seem to by the only
one with a chance of going the
route without a setback. Power
Is not entered.
St. Luke's is the lone Cath-
olic entry In the North Bergen
Christmas Festival, which will
be played at Glen Rock, and
the Lucans may not get past
the opening round in which
they will meet Pascack Valley
Regional
Either Delbarton or Morris
Catholic will gain the final of
the Roonton Christmas Tourna-
mrnt since they will meet in
the semi-finals However, ihe
victor In the other semi-
final Roonton or Mt Lakes
should take the crown
Pirates Regrouping
Peacocks Prepare for Tourney
STATEN ISLAND While Setoo Hall
University is regrouping its forces for a re-
turn to the basketball wars against SL
Peter's College Jan 4, the Peacocks are
putting the fmal (ouches on a plan for the
first Staten Island Jaycee Tournament.
St Peter's, which u riding a four game
victory streak and an outburst of points, will
face Massachusetts in the opening game
Dec 27 here Wagner, at whose gymnasium
the tourney u scheduled, will meet Fair-
field in the secood game.
THE CII\MPIONSHIP wiU be decided
the following afternoon at 1.30 The title
game will be telecast
After hreaking to a 30 record. Setoo Hall
•lipped to beck-to-beck defeats in its last two
games of 1963. The Pirates tumbled. 7843.
at the hands of boston University Dec IS st
the winners' court.
Besides marring the Pirates' recocd. the
Boeton |f, low cost Nick W'ertman a tug slice
m his scoring average He went into the game
with a a I average, scored ju« II points.
and came out of the contest with a 23 4
standard.
CR U KING THF. century mark for the
second lime in four games. St Peter's routed
Loyols. 106 78, Dec 20 for its most recent
success The Peacocks trimmed Stetson.
•*-73, earlier in the week
St I eler s boosted its offensive average
to *2 points per game and its record to Si
with the Loyola triumph In the Stetson game
Tim Kehne (tossed in 30 points
Although Krhoe is the tram scoring lead
er with a 21 I average on 131 points m six
games, the Peacock attack does not depend
upco ©o# man—-
,
J*!* *** rt»r» are averaging in
double figure* Lou Tnverio at U 7 and
t rank Heaney and Bill Singer at 12.7 each -
and the first man— Joe Bonner would be
hitting in that class except for an Injury
Bonner is one point below . topoint
*2! "Klud*‘ * » wh.ch
he didnt score a point because of , n early
njury which sidelined him through most rt
w firnf
In NJSIAA Awards
Crusaders
,
Lions Annex Honors
TRENTON The fines! sea-
m ita young football hi*
l«T was capped foe Bergen
Catholic High School this week
whew it was named North Jer-
sey Parochial A state ehs-v
P** by the New Jersey State
Intrrschniaatic Athletic Atto
ciataow
The Crusaders, who tanked
with a T J record, shared the
championship honors for the
area with Immaculate Coocep-
Loft. *hich gained a n>
championship ta Parochial B
with Phillipsburg Parochial.
BERGEN CATHOLIC
playing IU first season under
head roach Keith Krtyer who
played foe Rutgers the pre-
vious year compiled 364
J**eu under the NJSIAA s
Caibtea rating system DePaul
<7 ts, which was in Its first
year ui the A group after wm
mug the B title last year, was
runner up with 273 points
The teams which usually
dominate the A crown m
Peter s Prep. Seloo Halt and
Sr Michael s— were all in-
eligible because their records
fell sheet of the requirements
To be considered a team must
wu fi.e and onehalf of seven
games, six of eight or sis and
one half of nine Ties are con-
sidered onehalf point
St Michaels, which was
playing its final season may
have been denied the chain-
ptoaship In tta last game when
St Joseph's deadlocked the
Irish, leaving them with a V2-1
mark.
a.nothle STRONG a
threat. St CeetUa s <E>. slso
might have gained the tstie tf
it had better than its 63 rec-
ord The Saints held a de-
cision against Bergen Cathoiic,
a factor which would have
•wayed the honors their wsy if
they had at least 62 1.
In the B group, the Immacu-
late Conception award came
• » no surprise since the Isons
»»ept through seven of eight
foes with relative rave Only
a loss u> Verona marred an
otherwise banner season The
Montclair team had 313 points
•» against 288- for Phillipsburg
(61)
Immaculate might have
gained an outright title tf it
had rescheduled s game with
ht Mary's (R) which had been
postponed
Langheld Nabs
Scoring Lead
NEWARK - St Roos.rn-
hire s Rich Corsetts, who cap-
tured the North Jersey tadi-
SRtual basketball scoring
championship last season ta
fight us the thick of the race
agata ta the first itaustics
prepared by The Ads orate
Rut be hat to settle fee see-
ma place stare KOI Langheld
«< Setae Hall hit tor 34 points
la hi* only game to give him a
>* point aeerage Corsetto has
• Ml standard with as points
theosigh three contests
A point Separatee Dave Glee-
** * »*l**«l 134b) and John
fa.re lough of Ret gen Catholic
fSSi ta the struggle ter thud
***** •*** two
games. cpUon with 4b pwait
M 4 latrctough with 47
Bob KoehmtUki has aver
•twd 3** potnu per game us
helping Marts* to s strong
•tart this season He holds
Liih place
The remainder of a group of
•ten players who are scaring
at least B po.au pet game
iactades John SomiAihj I*l 8)
ti Esse. Cethohc. A1 FwM-
lew t*at) of Lie(barton Jim
Hornsea (Jo Ji #f Owr Udy
•I the Lake and Ned Rrsker
ttebisfte Michael's IUC)
TWs other leaders ara at
tew?|
ggfl®- Ist!
gSgyi ! s Hi
■MESr
.«*.
! S:!
Cage
Calendar
WSM Kass.
1 hsiwe-
*»'d Nsen M «s l«w
ftgyrfjEjr:
fe- -STajs."-*..
Select Timpanaro
with All-Americans
BROOKLYN - Rem Traps
!>*■•» of Lyndhurst. defensive
captain of the undefeated John
CarmU University football
team season, gamed honorable
mention on the Catholic All-
American football team select-
ed by the Tablet
lie played high school foot-
ball st (fueen of Peace. North
Arlington
Rackless Driving
Called Sinful
DUBLIN (NC) - The Pri-
mal# of AU Ireland warned
here that reckless driving is
oo< just a breach of courtesy
but a breach of the moral law.
Archbishop William Conway
of Armagh said "reckless
driving is sinful driving and
that is true whether an acci-
dent takes place or not" He
also said that such driving "1*
• matter of confession even
though no one has been kiUed
or injured by tt,"
Christmas Tournaments
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The Top Ten
(Includes game* Dec. 22)
81. Peter * Prep 4 *
Scion Hall I •
Essex Catholic 2 1
Immaculate 4#
O.L. Valley 4 4
Martst 3-1
81. Benedict's 2-1
DePanl J»
Bkrgrn Catholic !•!
SI. Aloyslus 2-1 Priests Booted
LAUSANNE, Switzerland
<NC) —ln an "ecumenical"
soccer game marking the cen-
tennial of the Protestant Cen-
ter of Cret Berard in the Vaud
canton, a tram of Protestant
ministers best a tram of
Catbolic priests. 3 to 2
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Missions Reflect
Vitality of Church
A mighty vitality is muni,
test in the ranks of the Catho-
lic minority in all parts of tho
world and in all spheres of hu-
man endeavor. Its vital power
is especially evident in tho
fi« 1 of missionary activity.
sir
energy, our efforts, our
pi.iyers and our contributions
m»st be increased five-fold.,
1 e times over should be
the amount of our mission
alms, the number of our mis-
sionaries. mission stations and
mission schools.
All of this is feasible pro-
vided every one does his
ihare.
Send your mission alms to
the Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith, which helps
all missions everywhere.
Help Required
In a 'Big' Way
One of the Islands which
separates the Caribbean Sea
from the Atlantic Ocean is St.
Vinvent 11 miles wide and
•xeremely mountainous
The first Scarboro priests to
work there were Revs l.co
Curtin and Michael O'Kane,
who armed in 1957 Today
there are seven priests work-
ing among 90,000 people living
in the island's four parishes.
Much needs to be' done at
St, Vincent and the superior
of the mission. Very Rev.
John Kelly, SF M . from
Eganville. Ont. could use fi-
nancial help in a "big” way.
Dormitory NeededFor Leper Youths
"Looking’’ for U 000 to build
a dormitory for 30 small leper
boys. Sister M Alcantara.
O S F . writes from Kampala
In I'ganda that hrr mission is
in dire need
"We can manage to feed
and teach the children under
the trees." she wTttrs. "hut
they must have dormitories
for the night. Perhaps you
would know of some good
benefactor who wuuld like to
donate this building. Many
prayers are said daily for our
benefactors
"The children stand a 95%
chance of being completely
cured if they come and slay
here and thus get regular
treatment. It is the only
means we have of really com-
bating leprosy, and so is an
urgent need
’
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, NJ. Phone *23U09.
Hours: Daily, | a.m. to 3 p.m.; Saturday, • a.m, W 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Uui*
It DeGrasse St., Paterson I, N.J. Phone ARtnory 4 Man
Hours: Dally, I a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, I a.m. to u.
Domoliomt to the Sodtty for tht Propagation 0/ tbi
F-nlb are ratoaa# /a* Jr>U,ltbU.
_
High Mortality
Rule for Infants
St Joseph's Cluuc at Ikot
Nakanda. Nigeria, is develou-
tng into a hospital "We are
just about to erect a 30-bed
ward." writes Sister Marian
Powell. M M M and as we
are literally starting from
grass roots, any equipment
would be useful and most
welcome
"The work will be mater-
nity and sick children for a
start There is at present only
an eight bed maternity ward.
and this 0 the only medical
service available for the peo-
ple within a radius of too
mile* There Is a hospital
about 30 miles away, but a
river separates the territory
and there is no bridge—only a
ferry which does not operate
after sundown
"The need here, therefore,
is great Rabies and mother*
are dying for warn of medical
care Please help us to help
them
The survival of these in-
fants is so important The in-
fant mortality rate is said to
he 500 per 1.000 in this area.
From my experience at the
clinic 1 rralur the great gt><d
being done for the souls as
well as the bodies of these
dear people Please help us
all you can
"
Parish Opens Heart
To Spanish-Speaking
WINFIELD. 11l t.NC) -
Christmas was merrier than
Usual this year for Spant-h-
-speaking persons in this cen-
tral DuPage Counts region,
thanks in part to the late Pipe
John XXtll
Study of Pope John's social
encyclical Mater et Magistra
has spurred area residents to
take steps to better the lot of
their Spanish speaking neigh-
bor*
ONE OF THE major bene
fWiaries was the Uorualo Pin-
eda family A year ago Pineda
was working up to 111 hours a
week in a factory «n a mush-
room farm His nine children
were living ck*»e to destitu-
tion in a ramshackle house
that had been condemned
People here pitched in *o
help They helped Pineda -et
a better paying Job with bet-
ter hours and working rondi-
Uons They obtained a house
fur the family and helped re-
novate it
More than 198 couples of St
John the Baptist pariah turned
out tor a weiri>mmg party
sponsored by the parish Chris-
tian Family Movement shortly
after the Pineda* moved in
But Winfield residents have
not confined their efforts to
the Pinedas They have been
aiding other Spanish speaking
persons, too
line significant development
is the formation of the DuPage
Opportunity Council With the
cooper aHoc of county officials
and area respienla of many
faiths, the Doc sponsored an
Epiphany fiesta for the Span-
ish-speaking It has undertaken
efforts to promote the assimi-
lation Into the community of
newcomers as well as an older
Mexican American group
Some 3D persons recently
graduated from the fust DOC-
sponsored English classes
Other classes are planned as
well at vocational training, as-
sistance in home buying. h»me
economics courses, and pro-
grams to improve educational
opportunei a for the young and
fight discrimination
License Plate Plan
To Aid New Seminary
B« ivn>N INC) - Holy Name
Society men of the Bo*:.*
Archdiocese will try to raise
fund- for anew seminary with
a New Year's eve license plate
project The men will remove
IW3 plates and alfix I*4
plates at fl per car
Weekly Calendar
FRIDAY. DEC. 57
Yawag Catholic Adults at
Bergen Cowait Fourth Fri-
day dance. Tammy Brook C.
C
.
Cresskill
Gregory Owh of New Jer-
sey. "Muoicliir Jin-
gle Bell Hop. Commonwealth
Club. 9pm Marilyn Helm
and Jack MrGtary co-chair-
men
SUNDAY. DEC. 29
Lawrrwetas Calbaitr Chib.
New York Cits Year end
danca. St John's Hall. Jotb
St
,
4 p m
TUESDAY. DEC 11
Yawag Catholic idylls al
Bergen Cownty _ New Y’ear'i
Eve party. New MOford Am
bulanre Corps Hall
THIRnDAY, JIN. 2
Gregory Club of New Jer
•ey, l>prr Montclair Bingo
party. Veterans Hospital. East
orange l 30 p m
Ban Import
Of Bibles
TORONTO, Ont (NC) Cu-
ba hat banned the mport from
Canada at illustrated Bible*
and Biblical ettevpM.
Res Dr Kenneth MacMillan,
general secretary at the Cana-
dian Bible .Society, said he
confirmed this recently when
he went to Cuba to see Vhat
had happened to a Canadian
consignment The society had
been almost the sole supplier
al Biblical texts to Mm Catho
lies in Cuba
He taid Catholics ate able
to get some Kibiet into Cuba
but the Casimiles belies r they
hate broken the back of the
VAjitrb Ul that count nr TV
Ownher at priests has. been
cut ftom 700 to 30). he sad
Dr MacMillan said some Bi-
b!es and escerpts which IV
society bad sen* this year had
been confiscated and pulped A
trade embargo has presented
• üba from gettmg pulp from
its ream supplier the l' $
Marian Topic
For Fr. Hunt
KANSAS CITY. Mo iNCi-
Marioiofy and Use ecumenical
movement wUI V tV theme V
tV 15th annual convent kw» of
the Manohtgieal Soriety of
America here Jan 21
home lao specialists m
Church doctrine on tV Blessed
Virgin are expected to at-
fend the tonientson, which
will be highlighted by the pre-
sentation of tv annual Martol-
ogtea! Award for an outstand-
ing contribution to studies in
this field
Speakers will include Rev
Robert E Hunt at Immaculate
Conception Seminary. Darting-’
100. who will discus* teaching
on the raredempttan by M»ry
a* an ecumenical problem
Holy Name Installs
Modern X-Ray Unit
TEANECK An X ray unit
that can provide live TV pic-
tures of human organs and a|.
so tape the images for future
use I,a> hern installed at Holy
Name Hospital here at a cost
of $82,000
The unit is the first at its
kind in New Jersey Features
include a closed Circuit sys-
tem which allows other dne
tors to view tV X-ray on
monitors, a remote control
panel allowuig the doctor to
operate the n-trm from an
adjoining room
It also hat tV rapacity *n
take normal still pictures on
X ray film
ONE ADVANTAGE of i*r
system i* that the conventional
fluoroscopic images are
stepped up to thousands of
times their original hnghtnrcs
by an image intensifier so that
the examination can be con
ducted under normal lighting
conditions, rather than in pitch
darkness
1 se of the video tape also
means that there wUI V less
radiation for the patient, tech-
nician and physician since !V
record ran be taken in a fesa
seconds and shown again and
again to physicians who are
consulting
Unrestricted Grant
To St. Perter's
JERSEY CITY <t Peter i
College hat received an ur.
restricted grant of Du; from
the Esso Education Founds
tun
Very Rev Edward F
Clark SJ, president *a*d J
would V applied tt- the col
le*e i cspaixo.on pti, . .. . r i
include a library and rindent
unun building
Fr.Carroll Gets
Rome Assignment
ORANGE - Rev John J
Carrol, S J , of Orange has left
the I'hiilipine Islands to teach
at the Institute of Social Sci-
ence*. Gregorian I'niverxitr,
Rome.
Father Carroll will attend
tV UN Conference in New Del-
hi and visit the Holy Land »n
hu way to Rome.
Grant for Setonia
SOt'TH ORANGE Seton
Hall L'mvenity'* biology de-
partment has received a re-
search grant of SIS cm) from
tV National Institutes of
Health for a two-year study by
Dr Ramon S Gnilo, aswiciate
professor.
Vietnam Report
Investigator Found
No Persecution
UNITED NATIONS. N Y.
(NC) Evidence presented to
the United Nations fact-finding
mission to South Vietnam did
not show a policy of religious
discrimination or persecution
by the regime of the late
President Ngo dinh Diem
This is the view of Ambas-
sador Fernando Volio Jimen-
tt. a member of the seven-
man team that went to Viet-
nam on Diem's invitation. Am-
bassador Volio is the perman-
ent representative of Costa
Rica at the UN.
lIE TOLD the NCWC New-s
Service
"R is my personal feeling
that there was no policy of
discrimination oppression or
persecution against the Budd-
hists on the basis of religion
Testimony to this effect was
usually hearsay, ami was ex-
pressed in vague or general
terms.
"When a witness tried to
give some concrete proof to
the mission, the incident he
cited came down to individual
or personal actions On the
basis of the evidence, there
was not a governmental policy
against the Buddhists on re-
ligious'grounds."
The mission did not draw
conclusions in its reports, Am-
bassador Volio explained, be-
cause the coup which deposed
President Diem superseded its
mandate.
"The mission did feel, how-
ever. that it was very im-
portant for the UN to have
the record of our findings."
Ambassador Volio
"This is not merely of his-
torical importance. It is very
significant for the UN’s ef-
fort to protect human rights."
X-RAYS ON TV - Dr. Edward Davis, chief radiologist at Holy Nome Hospital, Teaneck,
reviews on a television screen a tape of on X-Ray taken by the hospital 's new $82.000
system, the first of its type in a New Jersey hospital. Dr Raymond Brust also watches
the screenas technician floyd Cray operates the controls.
Passionists Plan
N.Y. Retreat House
NEW YORK (NC) The
Passtomst Fathers will build
a men's rrtrrat house and
monastery in the Riverdale
section here, on the site when
the congregation has maintain-
ed a mission. The retreat
house will accommodate 200
men in single rooms and have
accommodations for 30 reli-
gious.'
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WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
UINO * «rfIMHO with 000
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
k, A* mmmkt .1
AN ASSURED LIFE INCOME
with many spiritual remembrances in the prayers and Masses
of our S.V.D. Catholic Missionaries throughout the world.
Invest your money through our
LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT
(AN ANNUITY)
• Never failed an interest obligation.
• High interest rates depend upon your age checks are
mailed every six months for life.
• Your good deed will assist needy students to the Priesthood.
• mm mmtmm mm <
tafvßutua Ml m
strict confident®.
WITTE
TOW TO
REV. FATHER RALPH, s.v.d. catholic universities
316 N. MICHIGAN CHICAGO I
Sand im nfor(nation on yo\m Ufa Incoma Mutton Contract
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Address
__
City Zone State
_______
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111 R MUSIC A GUILD
ST AU.IMIM. lUnl everyone «n<> rraj n.t Toofrt>i>na"
lo nmn set nit eonderfm mother ST MONICA. Our a., «t
rerr.rn.br: so* her it Htr MONICA GUILD, the club nh.ch krepa
BtiMuMi chapeu. *«tir»nu aittr rlolha, la food repair Mem-
brnßip it raty-d a month and a prayer .«« day Would
pou likr lo become a member' WRITE TO US W« have
athrr tlubt. too MARVS BASK 'heipa Main native SUt«ra<;
ORPHANS BREAD feedt clothe* arphaat . CHRYSOSTOM
CLUB rduratm poor boyt (or the pnealhood>. DAMIEN CLUB
iraraa for Irprrt. JOIN A CLUB-OR TWO OH THREE.
The membership la the tame II a nton'h m each club >ua
raoote plu* a prayer a dap
PPIPHASY
Te a»t A Birr Iran* TtlTany earaaa dlamradt l.|hr Epiphany
H tame* frem the Greed far "than in* ferth at {im4 - Oa
•He Eratl at the Epiphany >Tt»rMth Slfhli a« rrmrmber the
THREE WISE MEN Uhr Ma(li aharente flan the teal brlnjio*
flfU fee the Chrtei Child . . . Tradition hea H that the WIsE
MEN fame tram Perau. preaenl-da) IR AS
...
lie yon katon
that la IRAN Inday there Ma i ene (alhalt, In a ihou.md*
la IRAN, irnly a mlaalee roanlrr, only one person m 1 ,300 la
* Nallre prteau and sutrra are hard al mark in
IRAN Inday. Ihanht In the arm her a ef thti »—riiltin.
Wenldn l yen.
Inn Ilk. In he a men.her? The apirllnal bra.hu
pen'll reerlr, ,r , incalculable Mrmhrrxhlp dnee: II a year
fer an Inti .ideal IS a year far a family. If ynn'd Ilk. U he
enrolled perpemally—Ahal la. ferevrr-Ahe dart are ltd C* an
ladltldual. ||dd far a family
EROM PETEE ...TO PAUL
When Pope Paul VI etalla the Holly Und neat month the
lot lime tinre Rl Peter a l*ope mil hate been In the Holy
Landi he ll tee foe himeelf chapelt American Calholica have
built there The chapelt, many of tham. are memamla-built
by (ralaful tom and dauchlara In memory of iheir parenia Tha
rhaprlt art filled on Sunday mormon »Hb poor pcoplr nho
bom have a place to worship God We need more chapelt
in our mutton world—in coumrie* like PAI.ESTINP.. IRAN.
IRAQ. HYHIA. and INDIA Coiulructlon coalt range from $2 500
»o M000 Would you Uke a memorial for a loved one?
Dear Monaicnor Ryan:
Earioned pirate And (or
Name
stre« .*!!.
R«nd glam
**
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FRANCIS CARDINAL SPtILMAM, PrealdmM
amsf™OUC NIAR ,A,T W ASSOCIATION
480 Uxlngten Ave. at 46th U. NdW Yoeit 17, N. T.
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-2266-A7
m-»41 Oppcia H*. C.«»( N* Arliaataa
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
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InTime of Seed
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
U hose careful and undemandingservice is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
| BfßGfty COUNTY
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 HI PR AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS. N. J.
ATlot 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD BOGOTA
UTTIE FERIY
HUbbard 7 3050
JOHN J. FEENEY A SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RiDGFWOOO N J
Glib** 4-7650
GORMIEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK. N J.
HUbbo'd 7-1010
CLIFFORD H PEINfCKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD N. J.
FRANCIS X FAHEY.
Monag«i
TE 7-2332
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE. N J
JAMES A HUNT
DifKtOf
Wlndtor 4-1202
THOMAS J. OIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N J.
WEbttar 9 0098
FSSfX COUNTY
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRA\.
Dirartor
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
Bloomfield, nj..
pi 3 2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
GRACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
3CI ROSFVIIIE AVtNUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 3 2600
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST CRANCE. N J
ORanga 2-2414
1. V. MUHIN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArkat 3 0660
PETER J. QUINN
Fvirvarol Dtractor
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. j.
Pilgrim 8-1260
OORNY A OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood. Mgr.
11 2So M«nn Ava.
Eat* O'onga. N. J.
ORanga 4-4445
MArkat 2-2530
HUEISENBfCK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ava.
Newark 6. N. J.
Karl W Hueltenbeck
Director
EStei 2-1600
CODEY-S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
Pilgrim 4 0005
GEORGE AHR A SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON. N. J
ESmi 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 G«ova Street
Irvington. N j‘„
EStei 2 8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
S6l FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTIEY. N J.
NOrth 7-3131
CODEYS FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE N. J.
ORonga 4 7554
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 Fleming avenue
NEWARK. N J.
MArkat 3 0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
ESmi 3 6053
JOHN J. OUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323 329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. J
ORanga 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOMI
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
HUDSON COUNTY
WILLIAM SCHLEMM. INC.
2200 HUDSON BIVD.
UNION CITY, N J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM.
MANAGER
UNIon 7-1000
JAMES A. MtIAUOMIIN '
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
Oldflaid 3-2266
WILUAM SCHLEMM. INC
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEnderton 4 0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN. N. J.
Oldfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
BUNNEII FUNERAL HOME
41 Highlond Ava.
Jertey City, N. J.
Chorlat A. Stevent.
Manager
DElowara 3-6446
LAWRENCE G OUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(ot Bergen Squore)
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
SW 8-8114
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
ROBERT J. SMITH
(Vxotten to IrpM 4 f*e4)
250 CENTRAL AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N.J.
659-3377
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N J.
UNIon 3-1100
HOWARD j. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENIINE AVE.
WfcST NEW YORK. N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Neworfc Pompton Tpk.
Pompfon Plaint, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
GORMIEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetcott 9 3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27 29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON. N J.
PRfKott 7 3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRetrott 7-0141
OORNY l CORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
UNION COUNTY
OORNY B CORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elltabath 2-1415
MIUIR-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH. N. j.
Eliiobath 2 6664
For luting In H>to *»rtU>n coH THo Advorof, MArhrt 4-0700
TOPiChe Advocate
A Call to Youth Unafraid of Big Things
SC II < Win Xrrtite •
The grral rite we are celcbratmi: speak* fur
Itself It* solemnity show* Ihe importance of thr
reason whiHi Ini u* to assign »t this date No*
4 the trait of St Charles llorromeo am) this
seat the Basilica of St Peter, where the Smal
Vatiran Ecumenical Council I* taking place.'and
to rntruit tu celebration to the venerable Cardinal
Pnaardo. Prefect of the Sacred Congregation of
Seminaries and Universities
I rm/elin* 0/ a Jinttmnt b> f’l.pr Paaf I t tm
\l Prttrj \*i 4. I'Sfit. la* thr SIXWA awwzzeeiart
of tbt Cn*u.»t of Tttnft .*ll foe ibt rtisbhtbmtml
of irai«4'b».
With thi* extraordinary thanksgiving to M
and with thii great imploring of grace from God,
*e intend to commemorate worthily the fourth cen
tenarj of the in«tiiution of diocesan wkmli Wrvm n
a* seminaries for the training at pupil* who are
preparing to receive 1 acred ordination and to ei
ernae worthily the peiestly ministry
It l* known that thi* mvtitutiun (at teminarievi
• a* made by virtue of Canon XVIII of the 3rd *r«
•roft at the Council of Trent dated July IS. 15*3
The lmpieJ»e«tation of thi* decree immediately
found realovj* promoter* among the firtt of them
St Charles. who had )u*t Seen made Archbislwip
of Milan readili applieil to hi* dnxeve and hit prut
Mice the decisions of thr Tr(dentine Council
The Gift Worth All Others
Convinced a* he wav of the derisive importance
of thr institution of seminaries. he at once founded
*everal Cndoubfedly he »ai the first to provide
for the largevt of hi* seminaries tel m the heart
of the city, a monumental teat which i* atilt re
garded a* one of the clastic building* of the «urop
tvaou* Mitanevr Rm.iiarur and which I* about
to reopen after mtanHaa and rcturoe it* ten
turtcaold and providential function
Ms lord Cardinal Stefan Hunndi will tpeak
00 the hittaric origin and rerlc*ta*ttr significance
of the institution of seminaries thi* afternoon in thi*
very *ame hatilica which it rw>w bring used av a
council hall Hr are grateful to him for adding t»
the interett of tuch a theme the prestige of hi* e«
perience and of hi* dignity
How great the evlccm which we mutt all give
to the seminary and what reward that educator*
and especially students wilt draw from thi* centra
mat commemoration, will be mentwined in an apu*
tube letter. addressed to all the Hithnp* cf the
Church the pvblitaUun at which •* imminent It
open* with the word* 'Summi [let Verbum' amt ha*
been drawn up with thr riprrt collaboration of the
Cunglegation of Semmarie* ami Universities See
text. Page t. J and *
To thi* pandered and ample document, a* it
required by the gratify at the theme, which 1* the
first of Uu* form and importance at our pontificate,
we have entrusted many though not alt the mat
ter* which we thought we should mention on vuch
a propitious occasion regarding tuch a va»t amt
important subject
Thrrrfure it U not necessary that we dwell on this
at length during lhi« ceremony That ap»«tolic let-
ter of our* will evprcw to you our thought* and our
wishes But we wruld not with to mi»a saying a
word to these most beloved seminarian* whom we
arc here taking pari in the sacred rite and whom
we now want to embrace with all our fatherly af-
fection. regarding them aI most at the represent*
tree* of their rodtwiple* at all the •rmtnanani tn
the Church of Cod
To you we open our Itpa and we shall aay to you.
beloved ftudent* of our seminaries. along with St
Paul "Our heart la wide open to you" (I Cor * II |
We regard you at the most authentic and geo
erupt representative* of youth, which among the
supreme choice* that mutt need* be made In the
Brat lurid clear tightedne** of life and tn the first
revelation of true Jove, ha* discovered the bed. the
one choice above all other* Do you remember
the kingdom id heaven i» like a treasure balden
in a field, a man who find* it hide* it, and tn hi*
toy goes and sella all tha: he ha* and buy* that
field” (Matt *l3, 44)
We speak of that youth which hat discerned
among all the gift* which life offer* and of which
youth is avid, that one gift t> worth all the other*
tV> you remember
"
.
, Again the kingdom of
heaven iv like a merchant in search of fine pearl*
When he find* a tingle pearl of great price he
Roe* and tell* all that he ha* and buy* it (Matt
U. tii
We sprak of that youth which ha* distinguished
one voice, among all those surrounding it ami be
wddenng or enchanting it. a voice with a singular,
mysterious hut unmidakrable tone grave amt gen
tie mild and powerful, a »oft and secret since
v«un*tmg inside at if tormenting in the secret place
of the conscience and outside a* if pacify ing in the
tru»t at serene and authoritative advice of a call
which, interpreting that inner life »a>* that it 1*
divine and that it t* indeed addressed to youth who
la oot afraid of big things but fears rather ev.l
and mediocre things It la a voice which t* at one
and the same time an exhortation ami a command,
a voice as simple as a sigh and as profound at a
drama, the voice of Chn»t. which again today and
today more than ever, says "Come follow Me"
t Malt I* It)
You young people who are listening to uv did
you hear that voice "Come, follow Me * It goes
<m "I am the light of the world lie who follows
Me does not walk tn darkness but will have Use
light of life" <Jn » Hi
You well know what thi* dialogue 1* railed It
iv a vocation, and each one of you guard* it in hi*
heart a* the secret of hi* Itlr the direction of hi*
future the strength of hi* action Come, follow
Mr
L cl us here belay precf ly a* the Veal id Chmt.
who first addiested ithese w»rd* > to the Ditriplr*
who were to become 111* Apostle*, reprat them to
you. to your comrade* and to otbrr young person*
of the present or at the future, who ha«e the grace
and the courage to listen to them ' Come, follow
Mr and I wilt make you fisher* of men” • Mk I IT)
.
This u tantamount to saying the work of
redemption i* not accomplished m the world and in
time without the ministry of dedicated men men
who through an oblation of total human charity,
implement the plan of salvation and at infinite
divine charity.
Ilad (kid wilted it this divine chanty could have
spread itself and performed salvation directly Hut
the design is a different one God will »a\e men .n
Christ through a service rendered by men Cod
did rx»t only give the world only a revelation and a
religion He < - »ve a Church, an organurd society a
flexible community, in which brother* work for the
salvation of other brother*.
A Priesthood for Salvation
He set up a hierarchy; He instituted a priest
h«od Where the priesthood of Christ reaches there
reaches the message and the virtue of Christ * cal
cation The Lord willed that the spreading of the
Gospel should depend on the number and the real
of the worker* of the Gospel
This it why the rail to the service of the Go«pe|
1* of incalculable importance It concerns the drama
of the salvation of the work! The gift of a vocation
i* a secret of God. but let it not be cowardice.
*kdh. pusillanimity, deafness, or impurity —be
loved sons that deprive it of youthful *oul* whom
the thought of God would have made pure and strong
for the ministry of lit* Kingdom.
Blessed be you. turn*. who know these truths
and convert them into daring and humble exper-
ience tilessed he you. who know what the attrac-
tion of the ecclexiaxtic vocation can be today. It t*
certainly not dynastic custom, nor the Uktng lor *
peareful living In a good benefice, nor yet the pros-
pect of clerical honors nor the will at others replac-
tnc or prevailing over.that of the candidate, and not
even pessimistic disgust for an unbearable world,
nor the disappointment at dashed hopes which trace
the path that leads you to the seminary.
It U not even the more noble aspects of culture
and art. which ut them selves can harmonize, tn a
subordinate way. with the authentic attraction*
which today lead a young man to become a priest.
The authentic attractions which make you students
of the seminary are paradoxical one* of the follow-
er of Christ, who utd: "If anyooe wishes to come
after Me let him deny himself, and take up hi*
cron* and follow Me" (Mk I, 34).
Vocation today means renunciation. It means
unpopularity, it means sacrifice It meant pre-
ferring the inner to the external life, it means (boot-
ing an austere and constant perfection instead of
comfortable and insignificant mediocrity It mean*
the capacity to heed the imploring voice* of the
world of innocent souls, of those who suffer, who
have no peace, no comfort, no guidance, no love:
ami to still the flattering soft voices of pleasure
aod selfishness It means to understand the haul
but stupendous mission of the Church, now more
than ever engaged tn teaching man his true nature.
Standing in an open car as
he rides through the stree's
of Rome, Pope Paul VI raises
his arms to ack[?]dge the
[?]rm greetings of the crouds.
POPE PAUL TEACHES...
• On.ibc 4l*Hh animosity ut the ( uuMCII of
Items drvfee cresting seminarsc* ibe |*sip* de-writ*
csl the *u*atH*n 10 the prirulkssl. noting that ir
nuiKMlnm is essential to young men whs* would
dedicate Ihemselves ui the acsomplishment td the
redemption of the world Te»«. this page
• Again tor ibe fourth vrmmary »t the vrm.
nary tics fee the Pope issued the apovtoli* Inter.
Summi IVi Verbum.” in which he puirtisd out
ihr hrnclii* to the Churth and society following the
Jevresr. urges) that all. rtpsx tally parents support
the work of encouraging and training prospective
priests, diwuvved rhe qualities of the seminary can-
didate. emphasizing right inirnuon and the Hidt
«p * responsibility in selection. outlined goals in
(he training of candidate* stressing prayer, the
sacraments experience in pastoral theology, and
cultural formation. Text. Hag. 4.
• (omooutnes* of personal, living con (an with
Chfivi it essential for all lay people who engage in
activity in behall ol the (hutch Text. Hage J.
• Speaking a* Bishop of the City of Home. Paul
pointed out that evangelisation of the modern
world depend* upon a rralout clergy, particularly ia
the parishes Text. Hage J.
• The Hope silrsl vintilarincv between the H*s-
man and Eastern shurshrv and called lor discussion
of controversial points of doctrine wuh an eve to
unity in a common creed Texts. Hage i ansi 4.
• The Httpe urges! all to assist the work ol the
missions, the evangelization ot the world, wKwh he
called his pre-eminent work. Text. Hage Jt,
• The Hope hailed the United Nations and
-ufflputd its temporal missitm of peace, units and
assurance ol the dignity ol man with the spiritual
misaiop of (he Church. Text. Hage ?.
• In two talks to diplomats the Pope greeted
thetr presence as evidence ot homage to the Holy
bee and gave his assurance ot Iricndshit* and h.»
desire to advance the cause of peace. Texts, I'-si T.
• Ihe Pope sees European nations >* !**»*•• J
together hy their membership in "Christian Cisitiz*-
turn and watches with interest their dtlinuh move-
ment toward unity. Text, Page 7.
• Noting the virtues of the Hungarian pnt'lr.
fh# Hope prayed for an improvement of their lot-
Text. Page It.
ittestinucd on Page 3
A Bishop Greets His Priests
KCV'C Neu i Srrt it*
My Lord Cardinal, our vicar general for the
Diocese of Rome, and my Lord Cardinal, our pro-
vicar general, together with Monsignor vice gerent
and the two Auxiliary Bishops of the same Cardinal
vicar, and the officials of the vicariate, and you
pastors and vice-pastors, engaged in pastoral care
Text of am aJ Jrfit maJr Juur 24, 1961, hy Pop*
Paul VI lo the clergy o/ the Diotei* ol Rmw.
of this our city, to you, most venerable ami dear
Cardinal Micara and to ali those who are present
with you here or who are represented, the first
greetings, the first blessing of our new apostolic
office.
Pope's First Title
In actually assuming this loftiest and most
formidable succession which comes down lo us from
the Apostle Peter, we note and we wish to make it
clear to our awareness, as to you. sons and brothers,
and to all those who are watching us. that the first
title of our mission and of our authority is that
of being Bishop of Rome.
Wc do not wish to silence, at this moment, the
great echoes that resetmd immediately in our mind
at the momentous name of Rome. We reserve for
other occasions the pleasure of listening to those
wonderful and mysterious resonances, in order to
approach this gentle yet tremendous reality at once
It is the first that detaches us from what was
ours and the first that binds us to a positive duty,
namely the pastoral care of this beloved city, or tbiv
Roman Church which, by being "head and mother
of all churches," has more than any other the voca-
tion to the primacy of fidelity and of prrfrclioo in
Christian life
We know we are saying great and grave things
great because the splendor of holiness and the wealth
of religious traditions for which Rome is lirst ami
unique in the world fascinates and stirs our spirit.
To recognise, study, venerate*, spread and bring
about the reblossoming of such a spiritual patrimony
is so attractive and engrovsing as to make one halt
forget the difficulties entailed in preserv tng ami
revivifying such a patrimony.
It ia almost a case of immersing oneself im-
mediately in this enthusiasm provoking work, hop-
ing that its very resources may provide indications,
energy and blessings which may sustain our poor
forces and make them fit for the tremendous under-
taking. It is not vain to put one's trust in the help
of the Apostles Peter and Paul, of to many martyrs,
of so many saints who made this blessed soil not only
illustrious but fruitful Not in vain do we know that
the "Roman Faith' brings with it a divine promise,
that protects forever Its steadfastness and life.
But wc also know that such a divine promise
itself does nut exempt the Apostle from his task,
even to the final witness of blood, but that it binds
him to this task and supports him. Thus, under the
arch of divine assistance, that works in us "et vrlle
et pcrficcre." (both lo want and. to accomplish),
our humble but untiring collaboration ui the design
of salvation is indispensable.
City of Christianity
And it is at this point that we feel the full
gravity of Rome’s commitment to be a Christian
city, indeed a school and example for the whole
Church and for the world, of a life really faithful
to Jesus Christ and to Ills Gospel.
We wish to note that we know the religious
life of Rome fairly well, sinee we spent 34 years of
our, priesthood here, since we knew very worthy
and dear persons herr. holy places of great devotion;
traditions rich in regal splendor and in the sincerity
of the people.
But we also are aware of the city's new religious
needs, of the practical difficulties in satisfying
them, of the formidable questions created for pas-
toral action by the cosmopolitan character of the
city itself, its urban expansion. To these we and
you must devote our very first attention.
Our sojourn in Milan as Archbishop of that city
prepared us for this pastoral comparison between
the sacred ministry and the most characteristic
expressions of modem life. Milan boasts of two il-
lustrious patron saints who, whatever else they may
have been, were models of episcopal and pastoral
virtue.
Wc cannot recall this period of our humble
existence without thsnkmg God for having given
us, together with the burden and anxiety of »-
ministry far superior to our capabilities, the incom-
parable experience of a tradition which still draw*
from St. Ambrose the freshest sources of spiritual
life and which still draws from St. Charles
(Borromeo) the fundamental norms of its vitality;
and for having, as It were trained us, though
Mill not expert In adequate language, for the
dialogue with the powerful, almost Indefinable and
Inaccessible legions of the leaders of the modem
world: scientists, artists, Industrialists,businessmen,
and the legion of working men which ia rising
as a giant but still li at times shortsighted aod
restless. *
And that experience, which for us was
reason for ineffable anxiety, but also of many
virtually unexpected and undeserved consolations,
confirmed for us a twofold conviction which wc wish
to confide to you first, at the very dawn of our
pontifical day.
This U it: the evangeluation of the world, even
of this modern world ot ours which Is ao secular
and often so tiostile to religion, depends chiefly
as was established by Christ and as the Church
constantly proclaims on the clergy. Probably no
age so much as the present has been, either by
nature or hy deliberate intention, to historically
alien and contrary to the priesthood and to i}a
religious mission.
And at the same time no age has shown itself
more needful than ours, aed we would say no age
has shown itself more susceptible than ours, to the
pastoral assistance of good and tealous pnot*
(Thia opens, as It were, great hope before us )
This ia a well known fart.
Bui what great Importance it assumes in the
eyes of whoever is responsible for, thoughtful about
and deslroua of, the true prosperity of m.dcra
society What a secret voice it can awaken in the
hearts of young people, why feel the eager desire
for a mission, for heroism, for a vocation aimed
at giving to this marvelous and at the same time
frightening modem world of osirs anew and living
Christian countenance.
The Work of the Parish
The other rons-irlion Is lhal the first
to deserve our consideration, our affection our <uy
port and our blessing it the clergy engaged in the
care of souls, disciplined in the centuries old pat-
tern of the parish, dedicated entirely to the service
Pope Paul Envisions
'Reblossoming' of Rome
of souls, fully aware of their privilege of sacrifice
and of charity, of being at all times, for every need,
through every class of faithful and of far-off people,
in direct contact with humanity, throbbing
with
greatness and misery, to instil
tn it the balm if
the words of Grace.
Not indeed, surely not indeed, that other count-
less vocations and tasks in the Church ot God should
be passed over or forgotten; certainly not Aed not
indeed that the parish structure alone can respond
to the manifold and romplea needs of Christian
evangelisation and formation
Not indeed we hasten to add. that the laity,
our very dear and
most worthy Catholic laity, it
superfluous tn the great and common effort ttrmng
to make Christ live In the eerkl But we believe
simply that this ancient and venerable institution
ot the parish hat an indispensable mission of great
reality
It it the parish which must begin gathering
together the people tn the normal expression of
liturgical life It must preserve and revive faith
among the people of the present It must give them
tb* school of the redeemmg doctrine of Christ It
must practice in its sentiments and work the humble
chanty of good ami brotherly wrwks
To you. therefore beloved pastors and vice
pastors, of our new and most holy
diocese the ex-
pression of our paternal solidarity To you the warm-
est encouragement to pursue your providential task.
To you the rerunsmend attoo lo give all assistance
to youth, a matter we have greatly at heart To you
the wish that Our tttesaed l ady may keep your life
immaculate, and together with our saints sweeten
your toll To you together with our Cardinal vtear
and all those who help tn his mission, our after non-
air blessing
How Beautiful Our Union
With the Eastern Churches
St ITC Ncsri Smite
"Pope l/e XIII. Pius XI anal the recent Popes
have always sought to honor and protret the
Eastern Rites and to show how much they es
termed their prrsmer in the Church along with
the I-at in Rite, not considering it as the voire of
a stranger Here at Grotlafcrrata we are wit-
nesses of a great marvel in this respect an East
ern Rite monastery which for centuries has stood
Partial text ol a tpeeih JiMs Ay Pop* Paul VI.
.lug. 18. 1961, at the mouailery ml Si. Silmt ■
Crottafrrrata. Italy.
at the very gates of Rome It is a symbol of the
present and. God willing, a presage and an augury
of the future
"This is precisely why we are here tn hear
witness to the spiritual communionof Rome with
the whole Eastern Church Wc are here «* call Hto
Rome, for Rome can look to the East with truly
fraternal and paternal eyes sensing the great joy
of the communion of spirit and being in perfect har
mony with iL
Chorus of Many Voices
"The peculiarities al rite, language and man-
ner of worshipping God, which appear lo girr a
different and strange quality to the spiritual at-
mosphere which we are visiting and honoring to-
day. ia nothing other than the addition of a note
to the great chorus of Catholic unity. This chorus
calls for many voices, and not one only, which
can freely espresa themsehrrs in glorifying God.
confessing Christ and receiving the animation of
Use Holy Spirit in the Holy Church which Christ
founded as one but catholic, that la, open to all
universal and possible expressions, as long as
they are qualified and legitimate.'*
The Pope emphasised that it ia a cause of
great joy lo him lo witness prayer in different
tongues and different riles and know that all it
done in unity. Then he added:
“How beautiful it would be if we might sense
a great deal more that apiritual union which
unites us to the Eastern churches. I think es-
pecially of the Catholic churches of the East . . .
this beautiful crown of Eastern Rite* which are
already in perfect communion with Rome . .
"Does my vision stop here? You with your
rites have similarities with so many other
rhurrhee which derive from the same single
source. Our Lord Jesus Christ Do you not invite
me to look also to all those churches ot the East
which have the tame Baptism, the tame funda-
mental Faith, have a valid hierarchy, have sacra-
meets which are efficacious of grace? We regard
them with a double trclingi one which exalte our
spirit ia the fact that these Christian Eastern
churches are united fundamentally and substan
iJaDy. the other In sorrow at seeing them sep-
arated for historic and doctrinal reasons. •
What should I say* There is already tn the
Church all that one raa say en Uus pornt those
ail. I raa address a great salutation of honor to
these old and great Eastern churches My sense
of senrratiou would be expressed truly with the
greatest sincerity and with that same expansion
of spirit with which s Btihofi id the Catholic
Church, Bishop Charriere of Fribourg and Lestev a.
nas authorised recently tn go and house I'autarch
Alexis at Moscow on bn Kth birthday
"
The Dope said that the purpose ef R.ibp
fharrirr s Journey to Moscow was perowy
with the intention of rendering homage and to
show that there is is rriuw for rivalry nr qoe-%-
tmo of prestige or pride that there it no qoev
boa of ambition nor desire to perpetuate dural
■ dissidents* which might base had cause m the
p«>t but which nos are altogether anachronistic
*
”1 ripress this intmtwn here and now, and
ask you to pray to the Lord th.l it result ia a
future reality , .
‘‘l desire to make mine the wish which. with
• uddrn and spontaneous generosity. Wtiled up in
the heart of my predecessor*, especially John
XXIII I wish to 4>v« the invitatsor. and sswM
that we could truly make our voire sound as the
trumpet of an angel which says came*
"Let fall the barriers that separate us* let
u« ryplam the points of doctrine which see do not
have in common and which are still objects ef
controversy let us seek to make our creed can
mon and firm lad us seek to articulate and
compose our hierarchical union
"Wc want neither to absorb nnr kill all this
neat flourishing of the Kas'ern Church, but see
wish to regraft it to the single tree of the unity
of Christ May the cry Icons also a prayer
Let ua pray that, if not in tur age at least in
succeeding ages unity may he recomposed of
all who are still authentically Christian, and let
ua pray especially lor unity with the' must vener-
able and holy Eastern churches *
We Are a Bit Deaf
The Dope naked If the delay in the mad
toward reunion might not he due to a lack of
understanding on the part of Catholics themselves,
or because of an inadequate knowledge af mu-
tual historical and doctrinal problems
Concluding hia appeal. Dope raid referred to
the Gospel of the day. the llth Sunday after
Dentecoat, and said.
"We are aU a bit deaf, and all a bit mute
May the Lord open our smses to understand the
voice of history, lo understand the voice* of the
spirit, to understand Ilia voire, echoing the Cou-
pe! _ the word of God. nhleh must remain our
law and our strength
"On that day in which aD win be able to in-
voke together the name of God. of Christ and ef
the Spirit, that day sill br i foretaste on earth
of our paradise, and It will mark a great spring
of new and Messed life In the history of mankind
and especially of the Church."
2
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hi* rod, hu fate and in revealing to faithful souls
the immense, thr ineffable rubes of the charity of
Christ
It mean* young men. to be young, to have a
clear eye and a tug heart It means accepting the
imitation of Christ a* a program for life. Ifis hero-
Um, lII* ‘-mititj 11 simian of goodness and
sals atma No other prospect of life offers an ideal
more true more generous more human more holy
than the humble and faithful vocation of the priest-
hood nf Christ
This is not emphasis beloved sons, It is not
rhetoric And ahove all. it is not suggestion or a
lie that gives the Church the daring to speak thus.
It i* the knowledge that the Church has of your
heart* id the grace* that the lord ha* let flow
into your «ml* It is the esteem that she feel* for
you It is the hope that ahe places m your youth and
in your generous dreamt.
A Door Will Open
And perhaps, sons, the Church would not dare
lo express, regarding you. such high and difficult
prospects, if she did not have the practical posubtl-
ity id being near you in announcing them, to help
you in heeding them and following them Had the
Church not developed her art as a teacher of souls,
and did she lack the place and instruments for
exercising it. she could not speak to you with such
frankness.
But today, the Church ha* made herself capable
and will be even more so in the future, of exercising
her sublime mission a* the educator of future
priest*, because the Church ha* instituted tier si-
lence. in which speak* the mysterious voice of God.
It is the training unit for training in the difficult
virtues It U the house where Christ, the Master,
lives.
Do
you remember the two disciples of John on
hearing that h- said of Join. Who was passing ua
the bank of the Jordan: "Behold the Lamb of God!''?
They followed Jesus, who ' turned round, and seeing
them following Him. said to them. 'What is it you
seek?' They said to Him, 'Rabbi, twhirh interpreted
means Master) where dwellcst thou?' lie said to
them. ‘Come anil sec.'" (Jn 1, M39),
If ever, young men. the same question sltouid
rise from the uncertain and stirred up depth* of
your souls, who feel that Jesus i* the only Savior
and the One whom you are seeking and who is seek-
ing you. and there should come to your lip* (the
question): "Master, where dwellcst thou? Where
can we meet you, unite with you and then take
over your same mission?," remember that through
the Church, through your Bishop*, your superiors,
your teachers, the answer is always thr same:
"Come and see
"
And the blessed door of the semi-
nary will open vefure you Amen.
For Laymen: 'A Loving and Courageous Apostolate'
SC H 'C Sent Smite
W> greet thr diocesan president* of Italian
Catholic Actum. meeting together in national coo
trillion and who. through their presence, with to
hrini! to us a manifold attestation of their number,
thnr efficiency, thnr harmony, their devotion to
the t hurrh and to the I’ope and lastly, of their
future plans
Kach of these aspects of the present audience
/ lemiietmm of ameJJren made tty Pnfir Pami yi
*• mm omdiemte am /•/» to. |«J6J, to the dimetorn
ptettdenit nf the llahem t alhalit Atlinm Orgemits*
Ham.
could evoke a comment from ut which would in-
deed lie positive, praiseworthy and encouraging.
You know how much we think of Catholic Action,
of the profound reasons that justify it and in fact
require it at this historic period for the ( hurrh You
kn -w how much we think of its organisational forms
which are derised from the requirements of the
hierarchical past< rat ministry and are outlines] in
quite simple and elementary structures, but which
are subject to many qualitative and effective drvr!
opments You know how much we think of its various
activities which tend to gtse to Catholic life a full
re:.glows and m»r*l contest and abuse all you know
hew much we think of the spirit that nourishes
* *tho<lf llf * with faithfulness to Christ and to
Ills t burrh and with a toeing and courageous
apostolate in modern society
TVis you may perm*e how your ylsit brings to
us satisfaction and comfort and how glad we are
to take advantage of this propitious occasion to m
rswirage you to pecsesetc in your work and try to
gtse you etrry posui.ie asatstance
Laymen and Supernatural Life
Thus everything is said Nevertheless, if we must
add a word of comment for the program of the <on
trntma that faring• you together us Rome, we shall
•***• pleasure that . Italian Catholic Action m
filial accord with the present period of the Church
engaged in the ecumenical council
.
,
. u intent on
rediscovering and making mure profound the ideal
motives the essential reasons of its specific sora
tson m the Church thus of its intact validity and
fruitful yMalay
"
This it how the note that accompanies the agenda
id the rsmteetMn etprraaei itself and gives rravcm
f u the selection of the subject for your coming an
dual rampaign which deals with supernatural life
and >ou surety, oprn a* yon are to
umierstandiag of the doctrinal and vital origin of
1 choti!' Action from the religious heritage of the
Church, has raised objection to the'selectno of such
a subject as though it oere too theoretical and re-
m«*ed from the commonspiritual interests and such
as to hr reserved to scholars of theological studies
rattier than to laymen engaged in the activity of
the outside world
The matter that refrrs to the supernatural life
of the ( tin span is not a doctrine that can be ignored
or considered of secondary importance m Uie reh-
gmus plan of which aU of us normally must be
informed and which wr must observe
The question as everyone knows, u funds mental
and constitutes the pr found, original and essential
nucleus of thr religious relations which Christ
established with the human beings who wished to
follow Him and wished to be bound to Him out
merely through Simple fidelity but also through vital
communion
Beside* Italian Catholic Action is not new to
tin* study it was the subject of particular attention
and public interest from the early years of its
present order, it now appears proper for various
rrs*un» that it become again such a subject
Personal Contact With Christ
The council, as has been said, claims, a more
careful knowledge of the life of the Church, not only
rstrmal. but alto interaal. furthermore, those who
devote themselves to the practical activity of Cath-
olic evidence have more than anyone else need and
the duty to foster in themselves the knowledge,
reality and in some way a consciousness of the liv-
ing and personal contact with Christ, by means of
grace, that is. by means of a supernatural religious
relationship so as to experience m Uvemselves and
show to others that their faith is not a conventional
manifestation of given form* of thought, customs ,m,l
rites, but is a vital principle which gives absolute
sincerity to their religious profession, a personal
conviction, an intimate source of goodness vigor and
gladness, an inner exuberance that overflows into
that external charity which w< call tin apostolate. s
And then even today it is necessary also for
Catholics to recogni/c this essential supernatural
and religious need where the mystery of grace, and
hence the humble and pious exercise of prayer, of
the liturgy and of the sacramental life has its pre-
eminence. is also suggested by the fact that some-
times
among us there are expressed tendencies
some in moralistic tunes and others in cultural ones
that still claim to lie Christian anil that, want in
fact to appear more genuinely Christian assuming
critical and intolerant attitudes toward so many com-
mon forms of the Catholic life, arcusmg them of
being conventional, superficial and mediocre
These tendencies, furthermore fad Jo rue to
contact with the Church and with the living sources
of the Word and thr Presence of Christ tha! only
spring from the Church, the prevalent and decisive
importance that such contact deserves
Thus we are to be glad of the pledgr that this
year. Italian Catholic Action you the j*ro liters.
undertakes to study the do* f r <ne and to . r-the-
prarticc of the supernatural life
Perfecting Human Life
In expressing this satisfaction, wr are comforted
by a twofold certainty first, that such a pledge
will not divert you from the other pledge- lo which
the effective program of Catholic Action bind- you
Such an interest for a religious topic so lofty
and delicate should not lessen the dutiful interest
that you devote to the manifold form* of your
activity; it is not an evasion of the urgency of the
practical problems to which Catholic Action mud
attc-nd. although, as wr were saying sueh higher
interest should be a search for profound rravw* and
energies by means of which such problem* find
consideration and Cod willing a solution
The second certainty is that you, students
all of this great rostrum of virtuous practice which
is Catholic Action and in addition teachers of Chris-
tian feeling and customs will always want to remem-
ber that though supernatural life correct*, inform*
and *anrtifie* the natural life it does not forget
the latter, nor doe* it destroy it
Indeed, it perfects and develops it. wresting inert
and buried abilities out of the depth* of human life
and giving new vigor and splendor to the sound prin-
ciple* that support it.
Wr mean to say that the worship uf the natural
virtues, principally such at those that are called
cardinal, will not be neglected while you give to tin?
virtues and doctrines of the supernatural life ail of
your interest.
Rather, we also want to hope that alsq in this
regard Catholic Action will continue to do honor
to its traditions, educating its members toward that
wisdom. that sense of justice, that austerity, that
moral vigor, that loyalty of word and behavior that
fraternity and generosity of relations that purity
of customs, that simple and spontaneous joy and
that ability of friendship which have always charac-
terized its education and which have rendered
exemplary so many magnificent figures of the Cath-
otic laity.
Grateful to you who suggest to us these thoughts
and hopes, we bless you from our heart
The Essential Pope Poul pointed out
the layman's need fot
"the humble and pious exercise of prayer,
of the liturgy and of the sacramental life"
in his talk [?] Italian Catholic Actionists
whose theme for the year is the study and
practice of the supernatural life
Forget Past, Seek Unity
Creek Patriarch Urged
Si f ( Nessi teti,r
With Joy we have received your good wishes
and rongratutatscuss which you sent us through his
ssceltencyr Mon signor Maaimoa. sn of
*f bardes a answer t.» a letter wnttrn in our name,
foikswuig our election by hit eminence Augustin
Cardinal Rea We would like to say that the senti-
ments espressed in that letter have found deep
res,nsiwe in «u heart The task that the laud iu>
entrusted to us a* the successor of the Apostles,
mike* u* antious for all that concerns union of
letter bam, P*pf Pra! *'| la Cirri Orthodox
fefueck lfkr«c(s>si ml ( omtlemlimaplt iltlem-
hat I pahiuhtd rm thr Nor, fv, 1 i rdtttom of
ly.lr.iai Imdreai offi.iol urgea of the lam item-
Irmt-pir Pattier, heft
Christian* and far all that can contribute to reestab-
lish pel feet harmony among them.
Entrusting the past to the mercy of Cod. let ua
listen to the advice of the Apostles, ' forgetting
whal is behind pfctr*m forward to what lays before
to try to lay kdd of that for which l hnst Jesus
had laid hold of me " We have been laid hold of by
II ' through the gift of the same Baptism of thj
same priesthood crlet.ratine the tame Kucharist,
the soke sacrifice of the sole laird of the Church.
May this celebration make us always have the
"sentiments that are in Christ Jesus ' and deeply
penetrate the significance and demands uf Hit pray-
*r to Hit Cathey ' that they may be one. | in them
•ml thou in Me, that they may be perfected in
unity
*
May Cud open our hearts to the inspiration
of Ills spirit and may lie guide ut toward the fnll
air mpliihmmt uf His will May the grace of the
laud Jeius Christ, the chanty of the Father and the
Communication uf the Holy Spirit be with you all.''
(Continued fiom Page 1)
A Call to Youth...
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Apostolic Letter on Seminaries
SCVI'C Srut Srnur
Venerable brethren, greetings am) our apostolic
blessing:
Jesus Christ, Divine Model of the Seminarian
and Priest
Just as- the Word of God, the true Light, that
"enlightens ever)’ man who cotncs into the world."
(Jn. I, 9) wished to become man for our salvation
and to dwell amongst us in order to show us Ilia
glory, "Rlory as of the only-begotten of the Father,
full of grace and truth" (Jn 1. 14), so also He deign-
ed to live a hidden life for 30 years in the humble
house of N'ararrth in order to prepare worthily for
His apostolic mission in prayer and toil, and to give
Trjmtlulio h of thr .N'oi. 4, 196) jpntlnlu Irllrr
mmi Ori Vrrbum. uJJrrurJ hy Popr Pjul I'l lo
ibr Pjlrittn bt. Pnmjtri, Art bbnbnpt W Hnbt pt
of ihr ('utbolit uorfj on thr fourth irsfrurr of
ibr ntjltHihmrol of trmtnjritt by thr Coumal of
Trrml.
us the example of every virtue Indeed, under the
loving care of His putative father Joseph and of Ilia
moat holy mother Mary, the child "advanced in
wisdom and age and grace before God and men"
(Lk 2. 52).
Now if the imitation of the Incarnate Word is
obligatory for all Christians, it is particularly bind-
ing on those whom He calls to become His rep-
resentatives before men. no less by sanctity of life
than by the preaching of the Gospel and the adminis-
tration of the sacraments
Historical Precedents of the Institution of
Seminaries
Conscious of this sacred duty of the ministers
of Jesus Chmt to shine before men as teachers of
virtue, firs* by example and then hy word, so that
they really become "the salt of the earth. . . the
light of the world" (Ml 5. 13 14). from the first cen-
turies the Church has shown particular rare for the
instruction and education of youth destined for the
priesthood.
For this we have the authoritative witness of St.
1-eo the Great, who writes "Rightly the venerable
counsels of saintly Fathers in the choice of priests
looked upon as suitable for sacred administrations
only those who had proved themselves over a long
period by carrying out the duties of the lesser orders,
so that each man's past conduct might stand as his
testimonial" (Epist. 12, PL 54. 650).
A succession of general and regiooa) councils
fixed the uninterrupted traditions, making ever more
precise the laws and practices which would become
in the future holy norms for the entire Church Suf-
fice it to quote in this regard the clear directions
of the HI and IV lateran Council* (Mansi. Ampins,
Coocil. Collect . XXII. 227. 999. 1013)
Reasons for thr Institution of Krminarin
But, unfortunately, because of the worldly men-
tality that spread more and more even into ecclesi-
astical circles, and of the pagan spirit that was be-
ing reborn in thr schools where the young were
educated these norms laid down hy the Church for
the preparation of future pnests appeared inade-
quate For this reason. Ui the 15th and 16th cen-
turies. the necessity was more and more appreciated
both for a general reform of morals in the Church,
and for preserving the young levites from the dan-
gers that threatened them, hy providing for them
an appropriate formation m suitable places under
the guidance of write teachers and superiors
Institution of Seminaries by the Council of
Trent
To meet this urgent and fundamental need of
the Church. Cardinals Domenico Capranira and
Stefano Nardinl. in the Islh century, undertook to
found in Rome the colleges which bore their names.
So too. In the following century, did St Ignatius of
Loyola, when hr founded in Rome the two celebrated
colleges, the Roman and the German —one for
teachers, and one for pupils
At the same time. Cardinal Reginald Pole. Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, having urged the Bishops of
Cambrai and of Tournay to imitate Si. Ignatius'
example, prepared for England hit famous decree
on seminaries —a decree which, approved by the
synod of lamdon in 1556 and published on Feb 10
of that year, served as a model for the law which
emanated a few yean later from the Council of
Trent for the Universal Church, in Chapter 19 of the
decree "De Rrformatione." approved on July
13. 1583 (Cfr. Roceaberti. Bibliotheca maxima Poo-
tifirla, XVIII. 382; L Pastor. Storta del Paps, VI,
50, VII, 329)
This year, therefore, is the fourth centenary
of an event of great importance for the life of the
Catholic Church Its recurrence is all the more
worthy to be duly remembered m that It coincides
with the celebration of thr Second Vatican Council,
in which the Church, while it has at heart the pro-
motion by far-seeing decree* of the renewal of the
Christian people. wiU likewise not (all to devote
particular attention to a sphere of supreme and vital
interest.for the enure Mystical Body of Christ, the
sphere of the young who devote themselves in the
seminaries to preparation for the priesthood.
Recognition, Development of the Priestly Vocation
Outlined on Fourth Centenary of Trent Decree
Importance of Sr'minarirs in the History of
the Church and Society
It is not our intention to retrace the course of
the labors that preceded the approval of the canon
about the institution of seminaries, nor to dwell on
the regulations contained in it It is unquestionably
an index of Its importance that 'it wax unanimously
approved by the Fathera in the 23rd session of that
renowned council?
We feel rather that it is more in accordance
with the purpose of a fruitful celebration of the
fourth centenary of this decree to emphasise the
spiritual benefits which It brought to the Church and
to civil society, and then to call attention to some
aspect* of the ascetic. Intellectual and pastoral
formation of the young seminarian and priest which
today require a deeper consideration
That the institution of seminaries was destined
to bring a great spiritual benefit to each diocese of
holy Church was clearly forseen by the Father* of
the Council of Trent themselves, since they voted
unanimously for the relevant canon in the 23rd ses-
sion About this. Cardinal Sforsa Pallavieiao writes:
"Above all the institution of seminaries was
approved, many being heard to say that if noother
good were to come from the present council, this
alone would compensate for alt thr labors and all
the inconveniences, as the one instrument which
was looked upon as effective in restoring the lost
discipline, it being quite certain that in any state
we shall have the sort of cituen that we bring up
"
F Sforsa t’allavirino, Istoria del Coocilkj di Trento,
ed di A M Zaccana r ßoma, t«XS'. IV. J*t>
Another, and even more significant indication <vt
the great confidence placed by the hierarchy in
seminaries for the reform of the Church and the
flowering anew of the priestly life amongst the
clergy, was shown by the mtreptd teal with which,
shortly after the rounrtl was over, attempt* were
made, in the midst of alt sorts of difficulties to
implement the suggestions of the wise decree It
was Fope Plus IV himself who led the way, open-
ing his seminary on Feb 1. 1583 He had been pre-
ceded by hit nephew. St Charles Rocromm -a
Milan in 1384. and. in a more modest form hy the
Bishop* of Rieti. Latino. Camertno and Montepul-
ci ano
There followed the establishment of other semi-
naries by Bishops who were concerned for the re-
building of their dioceses, while a select group of
men. tealous for thr gas] of the Church, came to
their aid Among these we are pleased to recall, for
France. Cardinal Pierre de Rerulle. Adrien Bow-
dense, St. Vincent de Paul with his pnests of (the
Congregation of) the Mutton. SI John Eudes. and
Olier with hts company of St Sulptce
In Italy, it was above all the merit uf SI Greg-
ory Rarbango. at the end of the 17th century, to
to have labored mdrfatigably for the rrorganiration
of thr seminaries of Bergamo and Padua according
to the norms laid down by the Council of Trent,
keeping in mind all the time the spiritual and rul-
tural need* of his time The example given by this
most rralous pastor to the other Italian Bishops u
still alive in all It* strength, for he knew How to
combine fidelity to traditional methods with wise in-
novations. among which Is to be remembered the
study of Oriental languages, so as to provide a bet
ter knowledge of the Father* and ecclesiastical writ-
ers of the Christian East, in view of a religious
rapprochement between the Catholic Church and
those separated from her
Our predecessor John XXIII. of venerable mem-
ory. made special mention of this merit of the great
Bishop of Padua in the homily he gave on the oc-
casion of Barbarian's enumeration in the catalogue
of sainU (Cfr A AS. LXI! 19801, 4389
From the good seed sown by the Council of Trent
in the fertile fields of the Church by the aforemen-
tioned decree, there came also the flowering of sem-
inaries or colleges with special purposes, such at
those of Propaganda Fide in Rome, of the Foreign
Mission* in Parts, and of the various national col-
leges in Rome. Spain, and Flanders Thus the entire
complea of providential cenacles of ecclesiastical
formation in the Church today can well be com-
pared to the tree of the Gospel parable whkb. bora
from a liny seed, grew and spread to such immense
proportions that it coukl shelter ut Its branches the
innumerable birds of the sky (Cfr. Ml 13. 31 32).
We mutt therefore be deeply grateful to the Lord
that the institution of seminaries, decided upon by
the Father* of the Council of Trent, far from being
weakened in succeeding centuries, though harassed
In many countries by ideologies and practices op-
posed to the teaching xnd the salutary mission of
the Church, continued to develop, so aa to pass be-
yond European frontiers and to accompany the prog-
ress of Catholicism In the America* and even in the
missionary countries.
The Holy See tor its part hastened to give to
the seminaries directions that were more and more
In accordance with the spiritual and cultural needs
of the clergy, according to the circumstance* ol
time ami place In this field, unquestionably one of
the most delicate which thr Holy Spirit, who In-
spires all wise conciliar decisions, (Cfr Acts 13. 28)
has entrusted primarily to the Supreme Pastor of
Ihr t hurrh it is our duty to recall the outstanding
merit* of our venerable predecessor*, among whom
stand out the name* of Gregory XIII. Sixtus V,
Clement Mil, Urban VIII, Innocent XI. Innocrnt
XIII, Benedict XIII Benedict XIV. Clement XIII.
Pius VI. Gregory XVI. Pius IX. Leo XIII. St Pius
X Benedict XV Plus XI. Pius XII and John XXIII
No wonder therefore that seminaries, the object
of solicitous care uf the Apostolic See ami of so many
rralous pastors throughout the Catholic work!,
should prosper to the gtor> ami the advantage not
only of the Church, but of civil society This 1* the
glorious page in the history of seminaries which sir
predecessor Pius IX recaijs-d in the apostolic letter
Cum Romani Ponttfier* of June 38 1*53 by which
he established the Pius' Seminary In that letter, he
drew the attention of governments and of all those
who love the true goat of human society to ‘ the
way in which a right amt accurate formation of
clergy contributes to the safety and prosperity uf re-
ligion and society. amt lo the defrnse of true and
sound doctrine" iPu IX Ml ArU. I IMB 34 473 1
Present Importance of Seminaries
This same blessed link which hinds the religious,
moral and cultural progress of peoples with the
good and learned minister* of the laird was recently
stressed hy Plus XI in these memorable words It
li such atronfrr* an the Church dignity, efficiency,
ami Ufr Itself, and is of the greatest possible interest
for thr welfare of thr human rare For the immense
benefits which have been won for the wertd by Jesus
Christ the Redeemer are communicated with men
only through the minister* of Christ and the dis-
pensers of the m>sleries of God
"
(apostolic tetter
' offtetorum omnium'. A AS. XIV 1932 tt*)
We therefore readily endorse after thr rxampt*
of Plus XII. the wise sentence pronounced by Leo
XIII of unforgettable memory, shout seminaries:
"With their estate the fortune of the Chsierh is Use!
Irtcably linked" i apostate letter Patemae pruvt-
darqur", Acta Leant* IM p IN rfl Pu XII,
A AS. XXXVII IMS p 307)
Since then, an the oar hand we tnvile all our
brother* Ui the episcopate the priests and the faith-
ful to render due thanks to Almighty God. "giver
of aU good gifts." foe the great benefits which bav*
flowed from the wive institution of semmane*. we
take the opportunity of the present centenary crlw-
bration to address to all a fatherly rihetatm We
shoukt tike lo say lo all the nrmb r* of the l ath die
Church that they shoukt feel themselves at one in
the support of seminaries of every kind
Undoubtedly It is on thr supreme pastors of
diocese*, on the rector* and spiritual director* of
seminaries, on the teacher* of the various subyerts
that the primary duty rest* for the manifold sick
of the instruction and educata* of candidate* Ur
the priesthood But thwir work become* impossible,
or more difficult ami less efficient if it is not pre-
ceded and supported by the fervid and incessant cm
operation of parish priest* ami their assistants, of
the religious amt laity who are dedicated to the
teaching of the yossag. amt In particular, hy the co-
operation of Christian parent*
Nrcmltjr and Duly of Creating a Favorable
Atmosphere
Indeed, how is it possible to usertook the fact
that the priestly vocation from its beginning hi Its
fuU realisation white it t* of course principally a
gift of God. nevertheless demands the generous rot-
laborstion of all. whether of clergy at laity* la fart,
since modern maitatmn has spread among the
faithful the esteem and the desire for worldly goods,
it has towered In many mind* the appreciation of
spiritual ami eternal goods How then could theta
arise many authentic priestly vor*iron* m family
ami academic circles wherein only the values and
hrnefit* of worldly pursuits are exalted?
How few. alas, are those Christian* who sermu*-
ly ponder the warning of the divine Savior • What
doe* It profit a man. if he gain the whole world Urt
suffer the kssa of hit own •our" iMk 8. 38) Ami
how difficult tt D. in the midit of the Infinite dis-
traction* and seductions of the world. Iw make our
own the thought of the Apostle ", We took hot at
the thing! that are seen, but at the things that are
not seen For the thing* that are seen are temporal,
but the things that are mil seen are eternal'
(2 Cor. 4.11)
l* it not perhaps by opening one's mind and
heart to the vision and hope of eternal reward* that
the land Invited the poor fishermen of Galilee to
cooperate with lIU divine mission' For seeing tho
two brother fishermen. Simon and Andrew. ||e said
to them "Como, follow me. ami I will make you
fisher* of men" (Ml 4.18)
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And to l‘Mn. who an brhtll at thr atk*f -lis-
notes ukr-l Him what *ould hr thnr faU at thry
bad left iB ihiftft for lotf of Him Jrxn fivr (hr
«ol**nn luumiff "Amen I *»> to you that you oho
bar* fnOnwrd nr m thr regeneration when th* v«
od Man than tit on Up throne ol lilt (lory thall
alto tit oa twelve Uiroara, jud(ltl| thr twelve trihra
■f Israel ■Mt I* 9)
la orArt thrrrforr that a regard and a holy en
fhuuatm hr th* prtrtlly lifr shook! fro* and d*
rrlop in thr hrarta tf thr young. It it necessary to
rrrato thr rrquititr spiritual atmosphere wtsethet
m thr hotnr or ta th* trhonl In ether *«*d* al-
though frta • brilliant arr called to thr prtritly or
thr rrlifloii Itfr. all arr Iron! to lir* ami art ac-
cording to thr spirit od supernatural faith I I'h llrb
to Mi and thrrrforr to thou thr highrit rrtprrt
aar! veneration to thoir uhe consecrate Ihraitrltra
entirely to thr spsritua) *rtl bring od humanity to
thnr nt lavudKatwa aad to ’hr grratrr glory ol
ttod Only thua ran thr apt od th* Lard hr spread
*■*•l •'hrlatlaß people Italy tout aill thr flowering
Pdtottly rnrataoa h* madr raty (Ctr I for J>)4l
Natur* ol Varatton lu Fin* Sourrr tiod.
Nfrruh* of Prayer
7b* flirt duty torn toil drtnltn oa all Chrla
Uaat in rrgard to prtriUy tor atum* it that od pray-
*r. a< renting to thr (worry* ad thr lord Th* har-
*r*t ii ahum) ant hut thr laborrrt arr fru Priy
thrrrforr thr lord nd to* hirvr.t to trad forth Ip
horrrt into hit harvest • iMt * n»l It it rlrarty
indiratrd la tortr uord* ol our dittar RoVpnrr
that th* primary anurr# od to* priestly *?. atKm u
tiod hi mtrIf |a His frr* aml mrrrlftol ad) llrara
Hr tatd to Hit apostles -‘You have not rhmm m*.
hut I hatr rhnara you aad hatr appointed mi that
you ihaM go and hr if f: mt. amt that your fruit
ahould rrmam iJa IV t«l
Aad St Paul, while nalting th* pew-sthan! of
Jmat ahot r that of th* IHI I'otrnanl otunmt that
ftrrj legitimate print bring by natur* a mrdiatiw
hrturra (iod aad air*, depends mainly >« to* di-
tto* brartotrnrr for rtrry high print taken frmn
aitutog mra ta appointedl for m*a ta thr tk.agt pet-
taming to tiod Aad no maa takra thr haw ta
Httotrlf hr takra it oho ta ratted by tiod at Aaron
oat on*
*
i llrh 3. 1.4)
llwu rtrrllrnt thrrrforr and a frr* gift u tor
railing to participate la thr printo.mi of Jesus
fHrtst, of thorn thr liar Apostle ontrt l hint
did not glorify himtrlf oito th* high priesthood
aad tkra perfected hr brramr to at) oh# obey
Him thr reuse od rtrraal tihalwi railed by tiod a
H*k (flrtt arnull mg la th* ordrr of Mrlrhltedreh''
* llrh », yti
Thereto** oith good reason St inha i"hry totiom
orurt lg hit taluahir Ifttliw Hr saretdotio •'*)
though tor prtrtthood la rarfriard oa rarth it right-
fully hrlongtt# thr rrlnttal rralm I'nr it oat no
maa. nor aagrl. aor arrhangrl anr aay other great-
*d power that arraagnt ton function hut thr Itoly
hpMII himtrlf. aad it oat ll*. too that katptrrd mra
to trek tor miatatry of aagrta" tHr serentotlo lib
HI, n « BG XI.VIII U3I
Hul ohm dlarutatag Uut ditlnr gall to th*
pnntboud ito oblgb no oar ran glaim aay right I it
la oorth mailing that It goarrraa n*U ooly thr tptr-
dual farultlrt of th* r houra oar—hit latrlligrag*
•ad frr* will—but latoltrt alto hit trntiutc farul-
lira and r**o hit »rry body Fat th* ohotr person
tou t b* fitted tor tor lath of carrying out. to an
rtfwirnt tad oor thy maanrr. the arduoua dulirt at
thr aarrrd rniaiitry. a muu.tr y ohwh oftra drmaada
rraunrlalMMi and tacrlflcr sometime* even of one's
•oa life aft*r tor rtampi* of to* Good Shepherd.
Jrtut Chriat.
mutt not. however. imagine that God would
rail to thr priesthood buy a or young men who, in-
tuffirirnllyrndowrd In mind or hrart. or breautr of
obvious ptychopathlr weaknesses, or serious organic
defects, would afterward* br unablr to carry out
properly their various dutlr*. or fulfil the ohliga-
tlnnt involved in thr ecclesiastical life
On thr contrary and is comforting to hold thr An-
gelic Doctor'* doctrine that the Apostle's word*
about the first prrachrra ol the Gospel ran t»r ap
plied njually to every on* who it called to th.- pried-
hood These arr the »or.l* of St Thomas "Those
whom God chootrs for tome task he"so prepares
and dit|Httr* lhat they may lie found suitable for
the task for which thry arr rhoten in accordance
with thr words of the Second Kpistlc to the Corin-
thians. 3. c 'He also It is whji has made us fit min
Isler* of the new covenant'
"
(Summa Theol , 111,
<1 27. a 4. c)
I Imrly Development Necrv»ar> and Obliga-
tory
Hut the duties of parents and pastors, and of all
who are responsible for hoys am) young men are
not confined to rrrating an atmosphere favorable to
religious vocations and imploring the Uird to bestow
Hn grace onnew bands of levite* They must do all
in their power to direct them to the seminary or
religious institution at toon a* thry show clearly
that they aspire to the priesthood and arr suited to
it '>nly in this way will they br sheltered from the
r.wniption of the world, ami enabled to cultivate the
*e*d of the divine call in the most suitable sur-
roundings
'* <r* begins the responsibility of the superiors,
the spiritual director and thr teachers the re-
sponsibility namely. of discerning in these young
men in a more eaact manner, the sign* that they
hate been chosen by Christ as Ills future minister*,
and of assisting them to prepare themselves worthily
for their nailed mission Thu complex work of
physical, religious moral and intellectual education
that must be carried out in the seminary is well
outlined in thr ranon of Trent Nurture them
aad train them in piety arxl knowledge ' < Mansi
Ampliss Comil Coileet , XXIII. 147)
Priestly Vocation and Kljcht Intention
We come now to a question of the utmost im
po*lsocr of thr signs of priestly vocation >t
the most characteristic and indupr nsable, so as to
merit toe especial attention of those engaged in the
instruction and formation of young seminarians
in particular the spiritual director’ The answer is
unquestionably a right mtentom. which may be dr
scribed as the clear and determined desire to dedl
cate oneself completely to the service ol the lewd
Tnis answer u confirmed by the conciliar decree
wkirh lays down that only those young men be Xif
mrttrd to toe seminary who by their character and
t'**! 'tU inspire the hope that they will dedicate
their whole lives to the priestly ministry
‘ » Mansi,
77* IS »i
Thus our predecessor Tius XI. in h»% rrlebratrd
encyclical. Ad catootwi saccrdotii.-did not hesitate
to declare when tpraking of the intention required
ta the randidatr for the priesthood He mutt look
to the priesthood solely from the noble rnoOse of
consecrating himself to the service of Cod and the
saltation uf soul* lie mutt likewise have, or at least
strive earnestly to acquire, solid piety, perfect
psirity of hfe aad sufficient knowledge such as o*
hatr turnoutI, emplatnrd Thus he shows that he
i* called by Cod to the priestly state” t Lift rncycl.
Ad rath.4k-! sarerdocii'. Pec 20 IJOS A A S
XXVIII I*3* to)
Tloral ( rrtitodr about Prirstlv Vocation and
Ihc 71 i«hop'* fall
It it sufficient, then, that the young men. befog*
be acceidr.) into the seminary, show at least
to* beginnings of that intention and character that
it required for the sacred ministry ami the obliga
twin* attached to it But before they be admitted to
• itdecs. ami especially the priesthood toe candi-
dates must show, to the Bishop or the rrligtous
toper tor the evidence of mature dec i > Km and of
progress m sanctity tn learning ami in discipline
that will inspire in their superiors the moral cetu-
tude that before them stands the rhoten one of thr
Uwd (Cfr I Kgs l**i
The responsibility of the t»rdinar> in this matter
is indeed tremendous ft* it I* he who must pro-
nounce the final Judgment on the tiglo of vocation
in the rambdate He alone has the right to call to
the priesthood and thereby set the Church * teal
»n a divine call that hat gradually grown to ma-
turity
«»» this matter, the Catrchism of the Council of
•
,rft* declared Those who are called by
toe legitimate ministers of the Church arr said to be
railed by God
'
(Catech Conctl Tnd . 111, * dr «>r.
‘*** r • onfronted with the regrettable defections
of wine ministers of toe sanctuary, which could
hate been prevented by a greater seventy m selec-
tion and training, th* shepherds ol dioceses will do
well to keep in mind the severe warning which St
I aul gave Timothy "Ho not lay hand* hastily
upon anyone, and do not be a partner in other
men a sins'* (1 Tim 3. J2).
Other MrmrnU Nrcevsart for the Proper
Development of a Vocation
W# hat# recalled briefly thr essential element
°*
vocation, which U the clear, drfmite and
enduru»g tnirnuan to embrace the priestly stale,
through a desue especially for the glory of God. the
saltation of one * own soul, the souls of one's breth-
ren and of all who have been redeemed by the
I frcioua blood «f our divine Savior It will not be
out of place now to refer to the other factors in
volved in the total preparation of the future minister
of the altar
This i»robl<-m. which is of the utmost importance
in the life of the Church, has been dealt with ro
peatedly by our predecessors ami ail are well ac
qoainted with their most recent pronouncements,
such as the encyclical Ad catholici saccrdotii
(A AS XXVIII (193C), 3 53) of Pius XI the exhor
tatem Menti Nostrac <A A S , XLI (1950). 659 702) of
I mis All. th«- encyclical Saccrdotii Nostri primordia
(A A S M > 1939), .545 579) of John XXIII
In addition, the ecumenical council has under
examination a constitution "On the formation of
seminarians, the approval of which will bring up-
to.latr tho provident regulations of Trent and of the
various documents of the TVpostolic See which fol-
lowed This new document is destined to give a
great impetus to the work of enlisting candidates for
the priesthood, and to that other more important
and demanding task of directing properly the asceti-
cal, liturgical, intellectual ami pastoral formation of
then- candidates
While we look forward with confidence to the
learned deliberations ol the council on the question
of seminaries, we feel compelled by our supreme
pastoral office to invite all who are engaged in the
education of young aspirants to the priesthood to
give careful consideration to certain dangers which
threaten the efficacy of the system of training now
In use in the seminaries, let them consider also
which aspect* of that training must be developed
with greater care
Dangers and Errors
Just as the open field is at the mercy of every
sower of poisonous weeds, so the mind of the adoles-
cent today is more than ever exposed to dangers.
Hi* intelligence is threatened by a critical attitude
to everything and everyone His will revolts even
from earliest years against any restraint imposed
by natural law or by ecclesiastical or civil authority,
amt seek* untrammelled freedom of action
In this way the higher faculties are weakened
in their striving towards supreme truth and good
No it is not surprising that the sensitive powers,
both internal and external, reject the necessary con-
trol .4 right reason and good will Kor the faculties
of reason and will have been cut off from the con-
tinuous and efficacious influence of grace and the
supernatural virtues This is why the adolescent in
his conduct ami hi* speech falls short of those idesls
of humility, obedience, modesty ami chastity that
befit ht* dignity a* a rational being and more par-
ticularly as a Christian, whose very hody has be-
come through grace a member of Jesus Christ and
a temple of the Holy Spirit
The adolescent who displays such a superficial
amt confused attitude of mind will surely develop
into thr type of man who claims many rights and
accepts few obligati-os Therefore this attitude of
mind presents a really serious obstacle to the de-
srlopmrnt of priestly tnratKmt which must be based
on solid conviction and a spirit of generosity One
must combat vigorously everything which threatens
the healthy education of the young, and especially
of those whom Christ has called to continue His
work of redemption But with what weapons can one
carry on this battle'
Remedy the Development of Natural and
Supernatural Virtues
In the first place, parents and teacher* must
cultivate in their children and pupils from the very
earbrst
year* the spirit of prayer, humility, obedi-
ence, dedication and sacrifice Jhu applies rs-
lenally to those whose character appears mure
ii<« ilr more
generous and mure suited to the ideal*
of the priesthood The superiors and teachers in toe
seminary base the responsibility of preserving and
developing in their student! those gift* which wc
base mentioned above, but they must also see to it
that the candidate to Holy Order*, as hr progresses
in
year*, acquires and cultivates those qualities of
soul that must be regarded as essential to a solid
ami complete moral formation
rhe qualities of most fundamental importance,
in our view are the spirit of reflection and of right
intention in <*nc s conduct, the free personal choice
of good, even of the greatest good, and the control
over the will and senses This self control will enable
one to resist the promptings of self love, the evil
cvamplr of other* the temptations that arise frum
a nature weakened by original sin. from the world
and from the spirit of evil which still furiously at-
tacks the chosen one* of tor Lord in an effort to
bring about their ruin
Moreover, in hi* dealings with other* toe man
who wants to bear witness before toe world —with
Christ <nd for Christ _ ihat truth which brings
firest«m tffr Jn I*. 3*. «. 32. must be traioed ta
Oie virtue of truth tn word and action, and so must
«ultisate sincerity, loyalty, integrity, fidelity He
must tollow Paul s exhortation to his beloved Tim-
othy Recall these things to their minds charging
there hi the sight of the U>fd not to dispute with
words, tot that u uteiess, leading to the ruin of lis-
tener* I'** all care to present thyself to God as a
man approved, a worker that cannot br ashamed,
rightly handling the word of truth" t 2 Tim 2, It IS),
( hrUlian and Primly Education Musi Ac-
company Natural Development
The task then u to root out from the soul of
the adolescent toe insidious buds of sin ami vice,
and ta their place to plant and tend the sees!* of
vtrtu* In tola work one ought to rely on those good
qualities that arc tnhrrrot in human nature, so that
the spiritual edifice rest! on the solid hast* of lit*
natural virtue* In tot* respect th* wisdom of
Seminarian As he approaches the priest.
hood the student "must be introduced to the
problems of pastoral theoligy and take an
increasingly active part in the life of the
diocese," Pope Paul points out. Above, a
Jesuit scholastic chats with chidren in St.
Louis where he and his clossmate make
house-to-house visits to introduce people
to Catholicism Pope Paul issued the Apos-
tolic Constitution on seminaries on the
400th anniversary of the decree establish-
ing t m.
tt'aiuinird from l’>ff t -
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Aquinas was never more appropriate: “Since grace
does not destroy nature, but perfects it. natural
reason must be subject to faith. Just as the natural
tendency of the will is guided by charity” (Summi
Theol . I. q. 1. a*, c).
Nevertheless, one must not exaggerate the im-
portance of good qualities and natural virtues, as
though the true and lasting success of the priestly
ministry depended principally on natural resources
Nor must one forget that it is impossible to tram
young people perfectly in these same natural vir-
tues of prudence, Justice, fortitude, temperance,
humility, meekness, and the other virtues connected
with them if recourse can only be made to the
principle of right reason and the' methods of natural
sciences such as experimental psychology and
pedagogy.
For Catholic doctrine teaches that without the
healing grace of our Saviour it is impossible to tul
fil all the commandments of the natural law or to
acquire perfect permanent virtue (Cfr Summa
Theol , I— llae. q 109. a 4, c). From this undis-
puted principle there follows a great practical coo
elusion: The formation of the man must proceed
step by step with that of the Christian and the fu-
ture priest, so that the natural energies are puri-
fied and strengthened hv prayer. h> the grace which
comes from frequent reception of I’enance and the
Fucharist. and by the influence of the supernatural
virtues which receive protection and assistance from
the natural virtues
But this is not enough’ As the \postle warns u«
the natural energies of mind and will must he ruled
by faith and charity so that all our actions earned
out in the name of Our l-ord Jesus Christ may merit
an eternal reward tCfr Col T. 17|-1 Cor 13. 141.
Education in a Spirit of Sacrifice
It is clear that all we have said must be kept
in mind by those who are called to be with our
divine Savior victims of love and obedience foe the
salvation of mankind, interior and exterior, from
the empty riches of this world, in order that their
ministry may be more worthy ami more fruitful
for they w ill be railed upon one day no< only to
place ail their talents at the service of the sacred
ministry, but even to sacrifice many lawful desires,
and endure hardship and persecution in carrying
out faithfully ami generously the work of the Good
Shepherd
Every true minister of Jesus Christ must be
able to say with St. Paul. “To the weak I became
weak, that f might gain the weak I became ail
things to aU men. that I might save all I do all
things for the sake of the Gospel, that I may be
made paitakcr thereof' (1 Cor. I, 23 23), Such in
fact has been the rule of life of many Bishops amt
priests whom the Church by canonisation proposes
as an example to aU the clergy.
This ui broad outline is the exalted mission of
training and spiritual formation Uat u entrusted
to the rector ami spiritual director of the seminary
under the supreme guidance of the Bishop But
their work depcods for ita completion on the col-
laboration of the various professors who are re-
sponsible for the full development of the intellec-
tual faculties of the candidate for priesthood
The fruil of this intelligent ami harmonious col-
laboration between superiors and professors wiU be
the total formation of the young man. not only as a
human being and a Christian but above all as a
priest, whose whole personality must he penetrated
by the light of divtne revelation For it is divine
revelation which ensures that ’the man of God
m,T he perfect, equipped fur every good work”
(? Tim 3, 17) It U worth recalling the warning at
Chrysostom “The sosil of the priest must shine
forth Itke a light which illuminates the whole
world’ (Dr saerrdotio lib VI. ni PC.. XLVIII)
Studies
The cultural formation of the yosing priest must
certainly include an adequate knowledge of lan-
guages and especially of Latin (particularly for
lho»e of the Latin rite) His familiarity with his-
tory. science, mathematics, geography and art must
tie equal to that at the educated classes among
whom he lives
But the chief treasurr of the mind of the priest
must be the possession of that human amt Christian
wtvdom which is the fruit of a solid philosophical
and theological formation according to the mrlh
ods. doctrine ami principles of SI Thomas in com-
plete accordance with the teachings of divine Rev-
elation and the Church’s teaching authority.
Among the essential or rornplrmeotlry studies
In his theological training there must be included
Biblical exegesis, according to the laws of Catholic
hermeneutics, canon law. Church history, sacred
liturgy, archaeology. palrulogy. history of dogma,
ascetica] and mystical theology, hagiography, etc.
Participation In the Life of the Diocese
_ A# he approaches major Orders, ami in Ihr first
years at his priesthood, the student must be intro-
duced to the problems of pastoral theology, ami
take an increasingly active part in the life of the
diocese
This wit) include a participation In the liturgy,
enterhetirat instruction, the direction of Catholic
Action amongst the youth, and apostolic work on
behalf of the missions In this way the future pastor
°f *md* wiU gradually become acquainted with hu
particular field of activity and receive a suitable
preparation for It. Another valuable part of thin
preparation wtU be an adequate knowledge of Gre-
gorian chant and sacred music
AU this wUI enable him to give a greater unity
to his atwdies with his future pastoral ministry m
Priests and an Active Laity
,\( ICC Vfii i frrrkr
Mr welcome with respectful consideration the
arrival of llio priest moderators of Italian Catholic
Action Before us arc about 300 very worthy priests
to whom the respective Bishops of the dioceses
of Italy entrust the aid and guidance of the ranks
of the Catholic laity who accept the particular
training ♦fiat pastors oi the said dioceses wish to
give them so that in turn they may accept the
offer by the laity of their valuahlr collaboration
It is a task of the utmost trust and responsibility
that makes you. dear and venerable priests, the
connecting link between your nivhops and their lay
|'la/or porlintt of m oJJmi ky Pop* Pmi I I
*1 j tpnUl smJitate July 24, 196.4, for SiHI print.
mnJrrstor ■ of holma < otbolit rittiom.
groups that are qualified not only by the sincere
and consistent profession of the Catholic name, but
moreover by the Catholic Christian militia that t<*
day is made more splendid by a deeper doctrinal
concept of the laity who are genuinely faithful to
their rhurchly vocation and who are honestly im
mersed in the realm of temporal realities A militia
at the same time rendered more important by the
need of a religious and moral renewal of our so
ciely
Function of Catholic Action
It would be sufficient to reflect on these simple
and basic elements to draw material for great and
inexhaustible thoughts However we know that the
consideration of thi*. theoretical as well av prac-
tical. is continuous For a number of years such
meditation is shaping up new chapters of doctrine,
spirituality, activity Theology, the pastoral life,
canon law have found in thiv meditation strains of
thought and of legislation that will probably Row
into some conclusive and happy expression ot the
ecumenical council that the Church is now bolding
Moreover we know that such a recurring medi-
tation as to the essence of Catholic Action and as
to the function which the priest holds in it. not only
at the level of your task at prieat moderator but
also at that of ecclesiastical assistants. Has had in
this convention new beautiful and authoritative
elucidation
. . .
(Then the Pope thanked the priest moderators
for their work and said he would give them torn,
’’directive criteria ")
We shatf say at once what, we believe, is iv>t
doubted by any one We wish that Catholic Action
live and remain substantially such as the authority
and wisdom of our venerable predee-sorv have
outlined in recent decades
Catholic Action is part by now of the mnstitu
tional design ot the Church Various are its forms
according to the different countries different tra-
ditions. the different requirements, the different de
vrlopments However. Its definition of roUaboratem
at the laity in the hirrarrhial apovtotate of the
Church remains
The organisations! structure achieved in Maty,
in its principal outlines remains It remains not
only as a concept, but as a program It remains as
a duty in those who have the responsibility of pro-
moting the pastoral rare and education of the laity
for the apnstoltr activity of the Church
It remains abose all ass vocation offered to
the laity itself to pass from an inert and passive
mind, in the ronvicUoA that all his activity mutt
have us its ultimate aim the coming of the kingdom
of Ouist and God. la accordance with the wise ad
mcxuUoe of St Paul ' For nil things arc yours ..
and you at* Christ s. and Christ u God s” ft Cat.
3. 23 23) Thus, at the present time, when thC inter-
ests of Gcui are being more and mote neglected in
the viqoo fields ot human activity, the priest mud
shine forth In the world as another Chrut aod a
man at God” (1 Tim g. U).
Exemplary Sanctity
Holiness and teaming must therefore be the
distinguishing mark of turn who is called to become
an ambassador of the Word of, God. Redeemer of
the world Hr must possess holiness m an excep-
tional degree, superior to that of the laity and noo-
ordatned religious, as St Thomas rightly observes:
’ Because the religious state dors not necessarily
include ordination. It t* clear that ordination confers
a greater dignity R> ordination one Is entrusted
with the most essited office assn instrument of
Christ in the sacrament of the altar” (Summa
Theol. II llae, q IM. a ». e)
Therefore a very fervent devotion to the Blessed
Sacrament must be manifested by the life of him
who aspires to be its ronsrerstor and dispenser
This devotion to the Body and Blixl of Jeaus Christ
ought to be harmoniously completed by devotion to
the Most Holy Name of Jrsus and to Ilia Most
Sacred Heart
Pribr and Ekbortalina
To conclude this exhortation, wr wish to ad
drrva a word of paternal encouragement to aU who
art engaged In a spirit of seal and seif sacrifice
in the work of recruiting and educating candidates
for the priesthood In the secular clergy or religious
orders A special word of prats# mutt go to thotr
who carry an this work to those areas where there
concept of the Christian life to one aware and active,
from a condition of Christians more in name than
fact, alien to understanding ami to a participation
in the problems of the Church, to a formation of
Catholics with a conviction at being capable of and
ot finding that they must share the completeness of
the Church as a community, share its active re-
sponsibility, ita sad and glorunia testimony , its mis-
sionary chanty.
In fart, we will aay more, particularly as to
that which refers to Italy it is our wish that Cath-
olic Action recover its strength snd acquire new
skills in attracting to itself generous souls, youth-
ful and atrung minds, men and women of thought
snd action. Catholics who wish to be beard and
uved to advantage toward a Christian vitaluation
of modern society.
Irreplaceable Task
For such a purpose we now propose two things
to you most worthy priests, who pren*ely are think-
ing amt seeking which paths should be opened In
Catholic Action We ask you. above all, to havo
confidence in thia form of apostuiate of the Church,
it is nut surpassed, i| is not replaceable it is n and
exhausted Seek out the new resources it needs to
remain alise and effective, in its inner roots in its
reasons for being in its profound immersion into
the sources of truth. liturgv and grace in its cton*
adherence to the hierarchs in other words t„ tho
plan of salvation instituted by Our laird you will
find your Catholic Action lively and generous, capa-
ble of new vitality and of new pcospertty
The second suggestion esweenu more thr laity
than the rlergj who direct and lout Cathnlir Ac-
tion. but also touches you prieilt who are to be iti
promoters and moderators Namely that laymen
may consider Catholic Action as their own worKT
not only designed foe them but also formed and
promoted by them unquestionably linked with tho
ecclesiastical hierarch) aimed in fart at giving
the latter obedience and help but also capable of
initiatives of their own and of their own responsihil-
dies as precisely is proper foe aa organisation that
tends to shape Christians who are dmsctout and
matured and to give to their multiform repression
of Catholic life the nature nf maturity and of forti-
tude which is proper for the militant and modern
faithful
The trust that we ale asking of yon priests in
Catholic Action .we *re alw> asking of the Catholic
Actum laity, and by sr> <Vwng see are offering g to
them, confident that we shall not only not havo
cause to regret having ratted these same laymen
to asvivt the pastors of the Church due to the
possibility of an Increase in pcwocrsipatras fears
and sorrows but we shall have reason to refuse •
and to give thanks to the lewd tor basing permitted
us to discover In these children gathered and
aligned around our priesthood the moot loyal, dear,
wise and intrepid collaborators, the friends .f th,
private and sad fsuurs. brothers, at hi Paul said
-to thr Phi'.tppmans. beloved amt lunged f.w the pay
and rrown of the evangelical apostuiate (cf.
Phil 4. 1»,
These are the thoughts ami b-pes that your
presetsce, venerable priests, awakens in «war spirit,
and praying that God will strengthen them with Hu
grace, we entrust them to you. with war apv*U4,c
blessing
Is a great shortage nf vocations, and where the
work of securing new ministers for the sanctuary is
most difficult and often dangerous
Our approval t* directed nest to those who fol-
lowing the directives and exhortations of the Sa-
cred Congregation of Seminaries and t’msersitses.
strive by their writings and discussions to perfect
for the greater fond of the Church the methods of
seminary training in view of the particular news! of
time and place, and the progress of pedagogy but
with due respect for the pc'(per purpose and spud
of the priestly life
Prayer and Fraternal Charily
We t ura to you. beloved sna who like the Apos-
Uet in the Cenacle are gathered to rarnrst prayer
wiihin the seminary wails Aa you prepare under
the maternal gate of the Queen of the Apostles to
receive the superhuman power of consecrating the
H«ly and Blood of the laird and of remitting sins,
as weß as the abundant grace of the Holy .Spud,
which will enable you to fulfill worthily the minis-
try uf recamellia laon (Cfr. 2 Cor 3. Itl. we aay wdh
St Paul ‘ Let every man remain in the calling to
which he was called (I Cor. I, 30) Docility and
Mrtily to the divine call are indispensable fw
ant who wishes to cooperate more intimately wuh
Jesus Christ in the salvation of souls and to as-
sure himself a more splendid crown «t gkiry in
eternity Treasure this inestimable gift which the
Lord has given you. and serve Him from your ear-
•lieat years to Joy aod exhulutroa (Cfr Ps $a 2).
FinaUy. venerable brethren, it U our earnest
desire that you do alt to your power to apply «
your dmceaea. to youraclvea and to the faithlul in
y«ur care—especially t* your ecclesiastical students
-then* instructions whose only inspiration has
been Wvr of the Church Asa pledge of our desire
** t*»pert to aU a fatherly apostutu hlrvsmg
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TO LEADERS OF NATIONS AND PEOPLES
The United Nations
Trxl ol ibr dJJrru mrUt by Pope Pinl l'f
u hrn be retell eJ I’nilrJ Viimai Setrrldry Gem-
cfW V Tbdnl tn pm dir durlirnir July 11, 1963.
StWC Nru i Smite
The organisation of the United Nation* of which
you arc the renowned and efficient Secretary On
eral la a hiatorical reality of too great importance
to leave ua indifferent to thi* meeting with you.
which ia on the contrary a aource of lively emotion.
Thu i* became Mr Secretary General of the
United Nation*, the Holy See. which you are visiting
today In our humble person hold* a very high con
crption of that international organisation It eon-
aider. it to be the fruit of a riviliiatino to which
the Catholic religion, with ita dnving center in the
lloly See. gave the vital principle*
It roomier* it an Inatrument of brotherhood be
tween nations -whicli
L
if* Holy See ha* alway* dr
aired and promoted, and hence a brotherhood
intended to favor progreaa and peace among men.
It cooaider* the United Nation* a* the atradily
developing and improving form of the balanced
and unified life of all humanity 1a it* hi.lortcal
and earthly order
The uiuver.ality proper U> the Catholic
Church, with ita pulling heart here in Home, aeema
m • way to be reflected from the aptrilual aphere
into the temporal aphere of the United Nation. The
ideologic. Of tho.e who belong to the United Nation*
are certainly multiple and diverse and the Catholic
Church regard, them with due attention but the
convergence of *o many race, and *o many ilatra
in a tingle organisation, concerned with avoiding
evil* of war and favoring thr good thing* of peace,
la a fact which the Holy See con.ider. a* corre.pnnd-
mg to ita concept of humanity and included within
the area of it* .ptntual muttontn the world
In recent year* the voire of the |*opct, our
prede,eaanr*. vat among the fir*t to augur the
formation of a body turh a* that of which you Mr
U Thant, guide the actlvrtie* In hi* own time l*ope
Benedict XV de*ired it. ita fundamental criteria
were traced with happy foresight by Pope |*iu» XII
in hi* Chriatma* menage of 1*» *r»t in the me*
aage of September. Ihl then ita Importance wav
underlined and ita increasingly perfect functioning
wa* rarvuia.nl by I'upe John XXIII in hu U*t
encyclical letter t'arem in Tem*. the teat of which,
bearing the autograph denature of the Pontiff, wa*
runttgned to you Mr Secretary, by Cardinal Suen-
en*
We therrfiwr derive rontolation from
your visit and we avail mrvclf of the orritim to
renew the expression of our eateem and of our
hopet for the fundamental program of thr United
Nation., especially in regard hi elimination of war.
the aa.i.tanee of lawful tibertie. of induiduaH and
aerial group, and the safeguarding of the rigbti
and dignity of the human person
Tn theae sentiment* then we add our good
Wtahea for true prosperity of the great organisation
of the United Nation* and for the happy uiccru of
it. artmtle* to which Sir you age to nobly dedicat-
e»t We pray Almighty tk«l Our Heavenly lather,
to grant and fulfill these our gta.vd wi.hei.
To Diplomats
Tear wf a Irtoib iffirii mdJt by Pope Pout If
•w fall I, IWvt. a ibr t il.ca it hrm
turning im
mmdii m. r Ihr exlidorrliodr. oftmidl wiiuoai irar Im
Komtr Im diltmj bit im.uitom
Si H C .New r Seriwr
I‘tcellencte. Gentlemen
At the time of the oprnmg of the Second Reu-
menical \atiran CuuiKil that Ortohrr our unforget
table predecessor John XXIII, received in thi. .amr
place the eitraardmary mlivnm «ent by more than
• countries to inrrraar the bnlbanee of that mem-
orable
ceremony The mayeaty of the place vermeil
to him to hr in harmony both with the dignity of
the individual, and with the grandeur of the event
We were guided by the tame though! when we
Warned the number and .ire of the mittioa. which
would come to re prevent the nation* of the work!
•I the ceremony of our ruronat»«
Thu* in thi* *ame place in which we accepted
with the emotion you ran imagine the charge of
the Supreme Pontificate and received the homage
of the venerable Cardinal* of the Holy Roman
Church we today receive with )oy and gratitude
the homage of the nationa
Pop*® Belongs lo All Nations
Thi* homage la highly aigmficant, allow u*
to emphatic thi*. whether one Cuavider* the num-
ber of count!ir*. the quality of the mdiv niuaU or
the variety of origin* It I* really the world in
miniature which la prraenl before our rye*, with
It* five continent*, ita race*, ita people*, it* varied
curium*, inscribed even in thr splendor of the
vratmrnta.
What a right, gentlemen, and what a topic
for meditation for him to whom it wa* raid yeater-
day a* you have heard "Know that you are the
father of Prince* and King*, the guide of the world,
the vicar on earth of our Savior Je.ua Chrtat."
By hia origin* and training, the Pope neceaaar-
ily belong* to a country and to a Kt type of rivili-
ration and culture The circumstances of the life
and service of the Church may have brought
him into contact with a more or leas extensive num-
ber of nationa which is in any caae of neceaaity
limited. But the sublime charge with which he ha*
been invested broadens hi* aoul and heart to the
dimensions of the universe.
Believe me, at this moment, we vhould like
to speak all of your language*, to be able to say
to each
one.
in the idiom and in the forms that are
familiar to him, a word of salvation, at thr aame
time with the greatest respect and the moat lively
cordiality.
The Pope, like the Church, does not consider
himself to be the enemy of anyone Hr only knows
how to .peak the language of friendship and confi-
dence Your presence here, gentlemen, proves that
you*.countries also intend to use this language when
they deal with the Holy See We are deeply touched
by this, and thank, in your person, the authorities
and peoples of whom you sre the representative.
Your presence arouse* another feeling in
our aoul that of yoyous hope The time is not so far
distant when a good number of countries, involved
in temporal competition, only devoted distracted
attention to the mayor events concerning the papacy
and the Catholic Church. The prestigious radiation
ol the recent Pope*, one can say in all truth, has
changed Uus situation
The convocation of the council, and even more
the death of John XXIII to cite only two events
remembered by all have attracted the notice and
the hearts of the whole world, you have witnessed
this tile same as we And the impression produred
has been 100 deep and too general to he attributed
to actidental circumstance*
The Church and Peace
It ia the entire world which m our time* has
acquired a lively ron*<loutoets of the immense
capital of moral and spiritual wealth which the
Church bolds at ita disposition it has comprehended
•hat a decisive anti sovereignly beneficent factor <»
thus > "tiered to alt men of good will who want to work
for the peaceful organisation of men on earth llow
Can we nut see tbetrin in the felicitous phrase of
our predecessor, one of those signs of the timea. '
bearer* and announcers of the moat beautiful exper-
iences’
When Providence brought ua a few months
ago to the shores of the immenseAfrican cor.liornt
which has remained enveloped m mystery for trn-
lunet. it seemed to us as though we heard the
tremor and call *4 those new countries, to sensitive
to spiritual values and an happy to are their young
energy admitted to the concert of nations In thought
we went hack to the times of the first ap> *tolic con-
quest* ami to these words ol St Peter when thr
first pagans entered the Church
"Now I really understand that God is not a
respecter of person*, but ia every nation he who
fears Him and does what i* right i* acceptable to
Him fActa 10 Permit us this naif uteri r.
dear gentlemen We felt then that our heart was
overwhelmed by the joy and hope which at an
earlier time made thr heart of the fir»t Pope quiver
Your presence here renews this joy. this hop*
tn our soul, and it i* with emotion that at the
moment of taking leave of you, we pray God to
bless
you and call upon your person* your families,
«p* atl and each of your countries and govern-
ment* Ills divine aid aqd abundant favor
Trxl of dmdJJrru mdJr Immr Js, 1961, by Pope
Pdtti l I In Jiplomdh aorrfgeJ lo ibr Holy Sir.
\» It c Sen . \riiur
Kicellencie* gentlemen *
We welcome with gratitude and not without a
certain embarrassment the wordv too flattering
for our humble person addressed to us by your
most woithy spokesman And we in our turn wi%h to
tell you how happy we are to welcome the qualified
representatives of so many nations here in the
very first day* of our pontificate
Thi* meeting of our. is almost a family reunion:
a meeting in which, after a few year*, friendly facea
that bring bark dear memories are seen again It
wa* not tv very long ago —and your dean kindly
recalled thi* —« that we received the head* of the
diplomatic mission* accredited lo the Holy See
every week in the office* of the Secretariat of
State Many of them are present here Unlay and
we welcome them with special cordiality,
The Holy See i* highly honored by your
presence here. Whrihri it la a matter of notmai
diplomatic relations or of extraordinary occasions
—as wa* the case recently for the funeral of Pop*
John XXIII Uie prrsence of the representative*
of nation* it highly significant homage Ui the spir-
itual muttonfuf the lloly See.
In its turrMhe lfoly See returns this tribute In-
spired by sincere deference and without ulterior
motive* After the teaching* of our predecessor
and we refer in particular to the encyclical Patcm tn
Terris it seems to us almost superfluous tn remind
you of all the respect which the Church ha* for the
dignity and the mission of each of the countries of
the world both for those who excel by a long past
of history and of culture, as well as for tho*e who
have achieved independence in our days and who
have taken their place among international mstilu
tions.
To all and to each, to their people, to their lead
er*. to their government* the new Pope addresses
at this moment, with full and confident heart, his
greetings and hi* good wishes He hopes that rrla
tions with the H»|y See may develop in the direction
of constantly more cordial and fruitful collaboration
Is it necessary to stress in your presence the
very "-penal character that puts theae relaliun*
above all the differences which so often make in-
ternational relations difficult? The lloly See does not
-intend —and
you know this better than anyone rise
to intervene m affairs and in interest* pertaining
to temporal powers
II anna at favoring everywhere the profession of
certain fundamental principles ol civiluations and
humanity, of which the Catholic religion is the
watchful depository, and make them penetrate nunds
and institutions It is on these principles that the
harmony of international right* and duties i* based
On the observance of these principle* depend*
thr establishment of a real peace for the great
human family, peace which is the m<omparablr. hut
constantly threatened, treasure ol individuals and
ol peoples
One ol the Pope s duties, and our unforget
table predecessor gave special brilliant r to it is the
duty of contributing tow arc! the establishment of
peace A* he proclaimed authoritatively, it is a
peace based on the four pillar* of truth justice, love
and liberty follow mg his example we intend to do
everything within our power in this field The noble
words spoken by your dean make us confident and
certain that our effort* will meet yours at this point
At the dawn of this pontificate »e mo*t sincerely
thank God for this, and we implore fur you. excel*
lcncies and gentlemen, for your families, for the
nation* you represent and for all the nations of the
world, abundant divine blessing*
The Common Market
Ittl nf dH dJJrru mrJr hy Pope Pdml VI
July ft, I‘>6l. dl Ibr I'aliia* lo mrmikrri of dm im-
Irrmdlinmdl ternindr for young Irdjtn of ibr fur-
oprso Common Marker.
Nl U 1 Nru r \rrt »,t
1 hid you welcome, gentlemen, a* creamier*
and members of the Kuropean regional Seminar
for young People cm farming problem*’ We are
indeed flattered by the intention that brought you
to come to visit us ami give to us thr oppi*rtunity to
<!ra! from certain points of view with th«- work that
ha* filled your days in Rome
3ou guessed that the visit of young people al-
ways finds us ready for the most cordial reception
Wr should always like to be surrounded by youth’
t>ur predilection and ccmfidmcr are indeed directed
to young people -
The fondest
memories of our life and mm»«t ry
are connected with them And ab»*r aH. it ia to
them that the spirit of the religion which we have
the mission of representing and of promoting is
directed for no matter what one mas think of an
institution like the Church, whose age and history
are measured m centuries, and whose fidelity to
tradition and to the inheritance of human ctvtltra-
tom i* known to all. the Church love* youth, a* an
old tree loves spring, more still thr Church i* it-
self young and feel* that it it young because the
principle* from which it live* arc eternal
May we then be permitted to salute you in
the name of a mutual youth your*, that of age.
<>f the new generation*, of new time* which ha*
it* eye* set on the future as though on it* kingdom,
the source of it* hope* and energies our*, that of
tnith* amt ot force* that never grow old, hearing
in themselves th< duly ami aesrrt of the present
and the impulse of love.
Old and New Europe
But there are other reason* to make your vuit
mo*t agreeable and worthy ol our mo*t attentive
ami favorable consideration You are Kuropean*.
yo«. are the representative*, the symbol* let u*
use the word - the leader* of thi. old and new
huiope to which our predecessor* alway* looked
a* to a joint and single expression of nation*, quite
different indeed by their specific character*, but
at the same time basically united by a brotherhood
which wa* formerly ratted “Christendom,” and
which may today be called “Christian civilisation,**
I* It for ua to tell you that we look upon
Kurope with lively and special interest? We are
following very closely the difficult road, alow, tome-
Umct incoherent, but surely directed toward* unity,
renewal, progress and the peace of that Kurope
which ia m dear to ua and on which we alwaya
(Continued on Page •)
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meditate in the light of the Faith, the providential
and universal mission Even from this point of
view, dear and worthy sons of Europe, may you
be the object of our best wishes.
You are also engaged in studying the problems
of rural life: that is a final reason that impels us
to receive you with the greatest satisfaction and with
the most sincere best wishes. We should like to
believe that you are acquainted with the papal doc-
uments which give evidence of the interest that the
Church —and the Holy See in particular brings
to bear on the complex, urgent and modern prob-
lems of agriculture.
Mater et Magistra
These are specifically technical problems,
economic and social; but they arc so closely related
to the moral and religious conditions of so large
and so worthy a part of the population that the ec-
clesiastical magisterium 'teaching authority] felt
that it was its duty to deal with it in a direct and
explicit way.
• May we be permitted to remind you of the
pages, magnificent, in our opinion, that the en-
cyclical Mater et Magistra. of His Holiness John
XXIII. of happy memory, devotes to this subject
in order to tell you in what spirit we appreciate
the objectives which have inspired your studies
during this meeting and which, also in the future,
will certainly guide your activity (cf. A.A.S. 1961.
pp. 422-442).
It is for all of these reasons which would de-
serve longer reflection, but for which we hope that
you’have Intelligent intuition, that we thank you
for your presence here, accompany your work with
our most lively and fatherly good wishes and in
voke upon yourselves and your respective countries
the blessings of heaven.
Universal Charily
They are called pontifical societies because they
are relatest to the Apostolic See Motu Proprio of
Pius XI "Romanomm Poottficum," May 3. 1922
A A S Vol XIV (1922). pp 321 330 Encyclical Ut-
ter. Rerum Ecctesiae. of Feb 2*. 1926. A A S .Will
(1926). pp 65 53 These societies, while not exclud
mg other helpful undertakings for the missions ami
for special goals, surpass all the others since they
are a direct and r.iore complete expression of the
readiness of the Supreme Shepherd of the flock of
God for all the Church (efr II Cor H. 25) They
in fact, provide in our name a universal plan and
a total vision of the most varied needs of the spin-
tual ami material assistance to be distributed to the
missions
Nowadays it is justly said that frontiers between
people are becoming always weaker, because every
Important problem almost spontaneously takes on
world dimensions But the Christian atrrady has
learned from the Divine Master the precept of char
ity which has a universal extent and which intimate
ly unites every man under the sky
Educated to the desire and to the drive foe a
universal missionary charity, which extends to all
ami embraces everyone, the faithful will be ev«r
more ready amt more likely to answer the most
particular appeals and to contribute to more special-
tied undertakings
A Work for All
We would like, following the example of our prrd
ecexsort l*ius XII, Encyclical Utter, Evangelu
Praecones. of June 2. 1951. A AS XLlll (1*51). pp
497 52*, John XXIII, Encyclical Utter, Princeps Pas-
torum, of Nov tl. 1959. A AS U (I95») pp *33
564. Utter to Cardinal Agagianian. Prefect of the
Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the
Faith, dated April 3. 1962. A AS MV (1962). pp
429 434, Utter to Cardinal Gerber for the Interna-
tional Missionary Congress, dated. March 20, 1962,
A A S. OW2), pp 382-3*5 to recommend with pater-
nal car* and affection these our missionary congre-
gation*. to recommend them to our venerable broth-
ers in the episcopate, to the beloved diocesan and
religious clergy, to those who in various ways con-
secrate themselves to the highest interest* of the
Kingdom of God. am) to all the faithful whom the
Lord has entrusted us with.
Msy every one. according to his conscience and
position, contribute in the greatest measure he ran
afford to the Increase of the pontifical missionary
societies which, according to the direct tons of the
Apoatotic See. must be established In overy diocese
of every nation, where the deaerving national and
diocesan director* of these societies, assisting the
sacred hierarchy, pm r out their energies and their
enthusiasm. We are happy to be able to address
them tn particular with a word of our g*e»l«*t satis-
faction and of paternal encouragement
May (here result in evety corner of the world,
in armed with our voice, a choir of unending pray*
er* to accompli**! visibly the mystery of *he will of
God which seeks to bring men bark to thetr only
leader. Christ, i Eph t. tot or to bring those sttfl
far away that they may come near "by virtue of
the blond of Christ jEph 2. 12 t3> Ami may that
anient charity flourish everywhere in real ctperm
sums, a charily that renders all the faithful shir to
understand the dimension* of Christ » love that yon
may be filled unto all the fulness of God t Eph J,
17 19)
May the ancets of hrsvrn gather the universal
choir of prayrr* the pondered intentions, the aetiso
efforts for the spreading of the Kingdom of Christ
and may they present them to God From thenen
the gifts ->f heavenly reward will descend abun-
dantly. of which our apostolic blessing i* a pledge
ami a reflection
The Missions:
Christ's Work
Among Men...
NCir'C Newt Serrite
Venerable brothers and dear sons!
From the first hours in which, with humble and
trusting obedience to the beloved designs of God.
we took up the honor and the weight of the supreme
apostolic ministry, we have had the immediate de-
sire to declare before the whole world our essential
ami most urgent duty, that is, of promoting with
every concern and care the expansion of the King-
dom of God.
And we were pleased to greet missionaries "as
the pupil of our eye” in our first message (Qui fasto
die. l.’Osservatore Romano, June 23. 1963), the mis-
sionaries who represent the continuation of the
evidence, eloquent and certain, that the will of the
Trjmhtiou of Pope Pjhl I’/’i brnjJuit in Itjl-
ien for It'ftrltf Minion f)j|, Oit. 20, 196.1.
Divine Founder to spread the light and the benefits
of the Gospel to all people is always present and
working in His Church
. _
To fill the earth as soon as possible with the
name and graces of Christ, so that every tongue
may confess that He is the only Lord and Savior
of all. to the glory of the Father (efr Phil 2. 11);
to bring salvation and peace to the whole of man-
kind, which He created from one man to populate
the whole earth (Acts 17, 26), is not this "the mis-
sion" and the constant effort of the Church* Such
a "mission," whieh defines and limits the immense
field of doctrine ami in which the activity of the
Church develops, is the continuation of the redeem-
ing work of Christ among men.
A Phalanx for Prayer
The Urd reserves for some chosen ones the
grace of a particular vocation by sending them
along the hardest and most inaccessible roads of the
world and. with His effective assistance. He enables
them to face the most difficult tasks (efr Phil I,
13). But behind this group which is the frontline of
the Church, all those who have had from God the
privileged gift of Faith must draw together into a
compact phalanx.
The task of this well ordered phalanx is, first
of all. to pray the Owner of the Harvest (Matt. 9.35>
to send always more numerousami willing workers
to work in His field and to offer the chosen evangelic
workers the necessary aid. so that they may under-
take with serenity and speed their difficult task
How many are their needs ami with what gratitude
they accept aid and how they succeed in making use
of the aid received, we ourselves have had the good
fortune to observe.
w. refer to the journey we made last year, dur-
ing which we visited many mission stations of south
and west Africa We saw the immense needs of the
missions and at the same time their flourishing vi-
tality.
The whole world knows and loves the pontifical
missionary societies which strive to organiie and
make effective the generosity of the faithful for the
benefit of the heralds of the Gospel. First and for*--
most among these is the Congregation for the Prop*
gation of the Faith There are also the Society of
the Holy Childhood and the Society of St Peter the
Apostle for the native clergy of the countries open
to the Gospel The soul of these organuattoos is the
Pontifical Missionary Cnion of the Clergy, which,
through the priests, nourishe* the missionary spirit
of the faithful
Spirit of Love ThislittleBoliviangirl can't quite bring herself to appreciate the in-
jection being given by a Maryknoll missioner but her mother under-
stands that it is something good and it grateful. "... Charity" said Pope Paul in his World
Mission Day address. unites every man under the sky
To Hungary a Prayer
For a Better Day
Test a/ a hsafiail meJt la the Bi.’*ry, #/
Humgsf f am /•/* t, 196 4
Nt It « New i \ert ~e
Since the msrrutahle will of God has railed u*
to the leadership of the unified Christian family,
there constantly rise* m our soul the pleasant rrcol
lection of your outstanding natn.-n which impels u*
to special brnetolrnce
And although we have similarly taken to our
heart all nation* of the world, and it is our mission
to care in like mannerfor the home which ha* been
redeemed by Christ * blood, it is rigid for u* to turn
our affection in particular to the Jlungariait Bishopa
and Catholic* For we are acquainted with the his*
lory and fame of this country, with the outstand-
ing creation* of its literature and art, the pleasant
manner* and courtly demeanor of its people which
we remember from the time when we accompanied
the Cardinal Legate Eugenio I'acelli
At that time, with extensive participation of the
people aud with imposing brilliance the Interna-
tional Eucharistic Congress was brtd in the Hun
gartan capital
The virtues sad achievements, at well ss
(he activity of Catholic Hungary are not at all un-
known to us and nr* have no doubt that the "test
of your faith will be found more valuable Uun that
of transitory goM ...for your praise, tau* and
honor " We beg God to let shine for you the dawn
of a belter day than what you have had up to now.
May hopeful news reach us about the Catholic
Church in Hungary , and It it our earnest with to bo
able to embrace your prelates upon Uw occasion of
the second session of the Second Vatican Council.
While we are supporting our desires with dill
gent prayer, we wish you and your country all that
is good and fortunate following at you do In strength-
ened Christian peace w ilh sure step* the path of vir-
tu* May your earthly prosperity increase satis-
factorily.
In conclusion, receive ah)|ly and together our
apostolic blessing as a sign and guaranty of heav-
enly gifts.
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